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Abstract 

 
 Whoever listens, from the relative refuge of health, to the ill or traumatized speaker holds a 

profound responsibility not to exploit, not to expropriate, not to use the other for one’s own 

ends — Charon (2006, p. 233) 

 

These words from Charon capture the ethical impulse that drives this thesis, and 

underpin the need for accurate journalistic representations of Acquired Brain Injury 

(ABI). The original contribution to knowledge is a survey of the literature revealed a 

gap in research surrounding the ABI media praxis where informed, dedicated action, a 

commitment of respect to human well-being, and the quest for truth should exist. 

Only work on mental health such as Segall (2000), Tartakovsky (2009) and Wahl 

(1995, 2004) prevailed. A rare few (e.g., Ono et al., 2011) seemed to be listening from 

a ‘relative refuge of health’, ‘to the ill, or traumatized speaker’, to the voices of people 

with ABI and their right to be presented properly. New and urgent work needed to be 

done on how to do that and to fill in the spaces. In doing this crucial work by offering 

an exegesis with a creative contribution with a concept app called ‘Mind Your Ethics’ 

– framed by a journalist for journalists – there may now be a fresher way to assist 

media practices in ABI reporting. In fact, there is a dire need to do this, to engage 

with ABI and media research and produce more practice-led tools to improve on it. 

The journalism edict that ‘if it’s wrong; it’s not wrong for long’ (Johnston & Forde, 

2009, 2011) is no longer good enough, given the varied at-risk backgrounds, attention 

spans and tastes of media audiences. Despite media authority regulation (ACMA; 

MEAA) and codes (AJA) representations of ABI in news and current affairs programs 

still reinforce negative stereotypes for a broader, non-ABI affected audience. 

Vulnerable lives are ‘mediated’ (Silverstone, 2006), and there is a ‘hyperreality’ 

(Baudrillard, 1983) that still exists about ABI that brings about a false sense of 

understanding to audiences and blurs the lines between ‘true’ and ‘false’, between 

‘real’ and ‘imaginary’. These activities also have an adverse impact on the self-

perception of those with ABI and on their rehabilitation outcomes. 

 

The exegetical component of this project reviews the literature in mediation 

(Silverstone, 2003, 2006) and cultivation theory (Gerbner & Gross, 1976a, 1976b; 

Morgan & Shanahan, 2010) and digital lives; ABI and stigmatisation (Ono et al., 

2011); ethics and regulation (Hirst & Patching, 2007; Little, 2013; Richards, 2005, 

2010) and auto-ethnography and argues that journalists need accurate, expert, quickly 

accessible information from relevant professionals and those with ABI if there is to be 

a reduction in negative stereotyping and unhealthy mediation practices. Furthermore, 

only this more ethical treatment of the issue will return some agency to those who 

experience the direct impact of the condition(s). This argument demands an 

interdisciplinary approach that brings together journalism and sociology as well as 

both film and digital media in order to engage fully with a complex issue.   

 

Journalists need to proactively recognise their location within Chardon’s ‘relative 

refuge of health’ and the concomitant ‘profound responsibility’ this creates; for a 

researcher who is also specifically located as someone with an ABI, an auto-

ethnographic approach (reflecting on her own experiences as a scholar, as a journalist 

during the PhD) enables a higher level of reflection and reflexivity to inform the 
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research. Furthermore, in terms of addressing the situation beyond the theoretical and 

beyond the personal, documentary film and digital media are used at various stages of 

the process to develop the concept of the ‘backpocket’ (Pearson, Patching & 

Wilshere-Cumming, 2015) digital app for use by time-pressed journalists. This app is 

a sample tool for reporters to exercise their own agency well – or in the language of 

this project, ethically – which answers specific FAQ questions from a journalist, 

current affairs programmer or a filmmaker. This exegesis is accompanied by a 

creative component of video interviews and the prototype app ‘Mind Your Ethics’.  

 

By using interdisciplinary qualitative research methods and combining ethnographic, 

journalistic, and filmmaking practices, the app (and its associated videos), along with 

a meticulous literature review to instigate new ABI media research, becomes, as 

stated earlier, an original and practical contribution to knowledge. More than this, it 

has the very real potential for creating, through its impact on representational 

practices, a shift in the ontological realities of those with an ABI and those who 

engage with such topics. As an example of a non-traditional doctorate, this project is a 

prudent – but highly thought-provoking – way to present journalistic research. When 

combined with other modes of study in inventive and exhilarating ways it also stands, 

therefore, as evidence that journalism can support a valid, robust research culture 

(Nash, 2013) and that the opportunities to position it are endless.  

 

 

 Key words: acquired brain injury (ABI); auto-ethnography; cultivation; mediation;    

 representation; stigma 
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Chapter One: Introduction: Understanding the Problem 
 

Like many situations in life, from buying a new car to having a baby or suffering substantial 

grief, it is not until the reality impacts on us as individuals that associated benefits or trauma 

in that situation come into focus. Similarly, living with an acquired brain injury produces 

insight into the misrepresentations and challenges that negative stereotyping create for people 

who have acquired a brain injury. ABI is, in fact, a rather common neurocognitive condition 

(Synapse, 2012) that can be quite straightforward to understand.  

ABI can strike at any time in numerous ways, including accidents, alcohol, concussion, 

drugs, illness, loss of breathing, strokes, and violence (Synapse, 2011). In direct contrast to 

people with intellectual disabilities who have limited intellectual functioning because of 

damage sustained before birth (Commonwealth of Australia, 2009), people with ABI retain 

their intellectual abilities, but experience newly acquired cognitive issues. These include 

difficulties in behaviour, communication, concentration, and memory (Synapse, 2011) though 

the precise nature of the impact of an ABI on daily life depends on what part of the brain has 

been affected and the extent of the damage (Commonwealth of Australia, 2009).  

The Listen and Learn Centre (2011) notes that the following areas are most commonly 

affected: the brain stem, the cerebellum and the cortex comprising of the frontal lobes, the 

parietal lobes, the temporal lobes and the occipital lobes. See Figures 1 and 2 below for more 

detailed information on the function of each region. 

 

Figure 1: Areas of the Brain (side view) Image © Commonwealth of Australia, 2008, 2009 
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Figure 2: The Hemispheres of the Brain (top view) Image © Commonwealth of Australia, 2008, 2009 

 

Even when a small part of the brain is injured – an area so microscopic that it is hardly 

detectable on a scan – the impact can still lead to widespread neural pathway disruption, 

upsetting the synaptic information flow right across the brain to interfere with previous 

normalised levels of functioning (Synapse, 2012). Neurocognitive disorders are different 

from other medical conditions where recovery is often expected and every brain injury is 

singular. Adaptation and adjustment to a brain injury can take many years, going well beyond 

the two-year period often quoted by the medical profession (Synapse, 2011). The way in 

which the injury was acquired has an influence on the understanding of brain injury 

classification. Acquired brain injury falls under several subsections as Table 1 shows:  

 

Table 1: Overview of acquired brain injury. Chart adapted from R.C. Savage & G.F. Wolcott (Eds.), 
Educational dimensions of acquired brain injury (pp. 3-12) Austin, TX: Pro-ed, by Stacy O. Lucas 
from: R.C. & Wolcott, G.F. (1994). 
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Anyone, at any time, can acquire a brain injury. As Clarke (2005, p. 365) explains, it is not 

dependent on certain attributes:  

ABI does not discriminate on age, gender, ethnicity or socio-economic status. It is a 

silent epidemic – which is sweeping the world. Approximately 1/3 of those suffering 

an ABI do not survive, 1/3 suffer severe and permanent deficits and 1/3 recover with 

minimal deficits. 

Something capable of (but not necessarily) inflicting a devastating lifelong condition can 

happen from a simple slip on a wet floor, bumping your head on a shelf, a trip on the 

pavement, a tumble off a bicycle, or from more extreme events: a serious car accident, 

domestic violence or stroke. Living with ABI can affect an individual in many profound 

ways. Very little of this information is general knowledge, and representations in the public 

domain therefore have a powerful influence on the way that ABI is understood or, much more 

commonly, stigmatised. 

One of the key elements to emerge from the author’s original television documentary 

research (Wilshere-Cumming, 2011, 2015) was the continuation of widespread public 

confusion about acquired brain injury with people constantly falling back on age-old 

stereotypes due to inaccurate media representation (e.g., that people with ABI are ‘slow’, are 

‘incapable’, are ‘not themselves anymore’, are ‘funny to look at’, and are ‘violent’). There is 

a gap between fact and fiction and a lack of precise information because ABI is everywhere 

in the media, due to it falling under many umbrella categories (accidents, assaults, 

concussion, domestic violence, and strokes, as Table 1 demonstrates) and the meaning of it, 

the correct language about it becomes lost. Rushworth (Demystifying Brain Injury, 2011) 

explains: ‘All the disability stuff as it were is on the inside and hidden from view, now 

because of that, that makes it very difficult for the media to capture where you need to see 

something as much as being told about it in order to understand it’. 

The focus in a news segment becomes the ABI ‘event’ (e.g., a drunk person throwing a 

coward’s punch in a pub) instead of appropriately reporting what ‘type’ of ABI occurs – with 

or without physical signifiers and its medical impact (e.g., the recipient of the devastating 

blow [regardless of inebriation] in hospital with brain swelling, loss of speech and memory) 

(Wilshere-Cumming, 2011, 2015). This creates a knock-on effect: 
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Table 2: Negative Impacts of Incorrect ABI Broadcast Reporting (Chart Produced by Wilshere-
Cumming, L.B 2012) 

 

A few examples from broadcast media are worth visiting here to help background the thesis, 

where people who survive with ABI successfully with little cognitive or physical issues are 

totally avoided, and only the ‘drama’ of the ‘event’ that caused the ABI is fixated upon as 

noted above. All too often the viewing public is presented with a story of an ‘inspiring’, 

‘miracle’, ‘one in a million’ brain injury recovery, featuring a narrative of weeping mothers 

and fathers, horrific accident imagery, haunting music and an emotive, dramatised voiceover 

with superfluous re-enactments. The wording that often accompanies TV reports about ABI 

include: ‘brain damaged’, ‘catastrophic’, ‘devastating’, and ‘tragedy’. People featured in the 

segments are often severely affected by an ABI and either have issues with communication 

and/or physical movement (Ono, Ownsworth & Walters, 2011). People who previously 

acquired a brain injury that presents itself ‘silently’ without any noticeable deficits are 

seldom the ‘talent’ featured on such shows. This is because some broadcasters may not want 

to sacrifice ‘entertainment’ value by giving the general public a truthful, open representation. 

Robert Berger, PhD, director of forensic psychiatry at Bellevue Hospital Centre in New York 

City claims: ‘People aren’t interested in watching someone with a minor illness go to a self-

help group. Just look at ER – they only show the most extreme cases’ (in Segall, 2000, p.1). 

Extreme portrayals like this can be very confronting for the audience and while 

sensationalising medical issues boosts ratings, it removes equal rights for people with 

‘hidden’ ABI to be heard; it does not tell the stories of those who suffer in silence. This 

further promotes stigma and pain for those involved (Ferguson et al., 1999). 

‘The Crash’ on Sunday Night (Kennedy-White, 2011) focused on how a young girl survived a 

bus crash and received a ‘devastating brain injury’, how it affected the town, and how 

community blame was firmly placed on the bus driver. There were no ABI medical facts 

Archetypes of 
ABI Reinforced Person with ABI Feels 

Isolated & 
Misunderstood

Public 
Misunderstands  

ABI

Journalists & 
Gatekeepers  

Misreport ABI
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presented at all. There were, however, many photos and videos showing the girl with an ABI 

in hospital hooked up to machines, unable to walk, talk, or eat properly. Her parents, Sue and 

Dan Blake, were often featured to generate audience sympathy utilised in plenty of tear filled 

moments loaded with emotive statements. Inspirational music flooded each segment as terms 

such as ‘incredible recovery’ peppered the transcript. Although Emily had not recovered – 

she was still adjusting to her ABI, and still fighting it – that medical detail was never 

discussed. The information provided did little to educate viewers about ABI or to remove 

misconceptions.  

In the Sixty Minutes episode called ‘The Awakening’ (Burling & Boocock, 2011) a severely 

affected ABI subject, Sam Goddard, and his ‘young, pretty fiancée Sally Nielson’ appear in a 

story described as ‘one of tragedy, devotion, and an extraordinary medical discovery’. The 

event occurred on ‘Valentine’s Day 2010’ and left Goddard with ‘severe brain damage’, and 

the narrative uses sensationalised language designed to tug at the heartstrings. ‘You can 

certainly see what the old Sam would have been like’, Langdon (the reporter) says. This is 

despite the fact that the new Sam was sitting right in front of her; he was totally unchanged in 

terms of IQ and awareness but being referred to in the past tense. The ‘old’ Sam is not dead. 

Nor is the Sam that now exists a ‘new’ Sam. Rather, Sam must now integrate into his identity 

a different way of being and develop alternative ways of managing his life. He is not the sum 

total of his abilities, but exceeds them in ways that are constantly evolving.  To speak of him 

as the old and the new Sam, is to reduce his even more complex identity to norm driven 

abilities. Then the segment crossed to another person with ABI – Nicole Tierney, who is in a 

semi-conscious state unable to communicate or move. The negative inferences continued: 

‘brain damaged’, ‘24-hour care’, ‘Nicole was the type of girl everyone wanted to be’. This is 

a standard way of treating those with extreme ABI whilst simultaneously allowing the 

severity of their condition to overshadow the many forms of an ABI that are not so severe but 

still challenging. Although the segment appeared to be about ABI, its intended news hook 

was to expose the drug Stillnox and, again, information about ABI and where to seek help for 

it was excluded. 

The ‘Medical Miracle’ episode on A Current Affair (Albery, 2014) also presented the story of 

Michelle ‘Shelly’ Newland saying that ‘her prognosis was dire’, as images of Michelle and 

her family floated across the screen in various glorified stages of distress. Michelle suffered 

an asthma attack at nineteen and according to ACA she stopped breathing for ten minutes and 

survived it ‘heroically’ with recovery on its way. The program reported that, ‘she practically 
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died in her mother’s arms’. ‘They cherish life with their daughter who shouldn’t be here at 

all’. She was a ‘young woman who has defied the medical experts to become a medical 

miracle’. Rebelling against the medical system and diagnosis is deemed ‘okay’ in this 

narrative because she is a ‘miracle’, despite the controversial ethical nature of that 

presumptive comment. Again, the commentator constantly spoke in the past tense: Michelle 

was once ‘a happy girl with a promising future’ before her ABI happened. The sweeping 

medical claim by ACA that ‘recovery’ was ‘on its way’ was both speculative and 

sensationalized (TransWeb, 2015). As should be expected after ten minutes of oxygen 

deprivation where the brain can be ‘wiped clean’ (Beck, 2012) Michelle had pronounced 

speech impairment and struggled to move. Again, her ABI and its impact were highly visible. 

The segment drifted from asthma to brain injury and then attempted some level of 

authenticity, first by bringing in a medical expert and an ABI organisation, then by using the 

words ‘acquired brain injury’ (which is unusual in itself and commendable). ACA also 

encouraged ‘strong family and community support’, which is what people with an ABI often 

campaign for.  

However, everything took a sharp turn for the worse when Michelle got a ‘special day’, 

because she is ‘special’. The commentator would not stop calling her ‘special’, which has 

derogatory connotations. Suddenly Michelle and her surprised family were inundated with 

gifts from the TV channel and outside companies. ‘Donations’ ACA called them – such as a 

‘free’ caravan, a $10,000 cheque from the bank, a day at a spa, a day at a casino, a limo, and 

even Michelle’s carer got a $500 gift voucher. Happiness and financial gain all round for the 

ABI ‘miracle’ girl with Channel Nine continuing throughout the program to give her a 

‘special’ day. It suddenly became a viewer question of ‘Aren’t I a miracle too?’ ‘Isn’t my 

ABI obvious enough for a prize?’ ‘Do I get a sports car as well because I hurt myself like 

her?’ Rather than ACA’s segment being about ABI it became more about the television show 

and how generous it was to ‘miracle’, ‘special’ people like Michelle. The promotion 

advertisement for the segment touted the show as an ‘A Current Affair Special Event’. 

Unfortunately the valiant attempt made by ACA to better ABI presentation fell short. The 

language and behaviour of the journalists, producers and writers involved remained 

questionable, despite their best intentions and respected therapeutic sources. This is also an 

unfortunate consequence of the way commercial current affairs runs and its dubious news 

values (constantly exploiting vulnerable people, and often picking on them too – renters, low-

income, welfare recipients, etc.).  
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Another issue on television, where entertainment value triumphs over practical medical 

response, is a blatant disregard of head injuries when they occur during ‘live’ shows. This 

was the case in the incident involving the roller skating duo Chantelle and Benji (Australia's 

Got Talent, 2013). One of the dancers hit her head on the floor and dismissed the accident 

during filming by saying, ‘compared to two children it’s nothing. It’s all good’. Yet, later she 

admitted to the media, ‘it hurt like hell’ when diagnosed with bad concussion and whiplash 

(potential brain injury). No medical care was offered on set and no follow up treatment was 

discussed with her on the show. An ambulance was not called after the incident occurred, 

even though her face showed noticeable pain and distress. Instead the judges openly 

encouraged Chantelle to re-do the choreography straight away as a heartbeat sound effect 

played in the background, and stunned audience reactions were flashed across the screen. 

Geri Halliwell, one of the judges, said: ‘Well done for asking to do it again’. In subsequent 

shows the impact of the accident was brushed off and the footage of Chantelle hitting her 

head during the performance was used for entertainment value instead, jokes were made out 

of it in the media, and it was replayed in promotional adverts for the show. Only a week or so 

after the incident the performer went back on stage and did an even more dangerous routine 

wearing a sling around her neck. There was no explanation or disclaimer by the Australia’s 

Got Talent scriptwriters written into the segment, such as: ‘Chantelle had a brain scan and she 

is medically cleared to perform’. The public learnt no proactive behaviours after a head 

injury, either (e.g., to see a doctor if blurred vision, loss of consciousness, head pain, 

dizziness occur after hitting your head). It was simply downplayed as an entertaining injury 

and exploited for ratings.  

In looking at representations of ABI it is important to highlight any presentation that is 

constructive. In direct contrast to the above examples, there have been limited but 

encouraging and inspiring full-length international documentaries that do not sensationalise 

or stigmatise ABI. One enlightening program was the ‘Brain Injury Dialogues’ (Davies & 

Franklin, 2008) made in the US. It features Rick Franklin who has mild ABI. He looked 

perfectly fine because the physical and psychological markers of his disability were invisible. 

Teaming up with Lyell Davies, a skilled documentary filmmaker, both explored what it 

meant cognitively and psychologically to have a mild brain injury. Other people with mild 

ABI were included in the film, and the personal, medical and political aspects of having an 

ABI were examined with informed discussion by disability studies scholars and disability 

rights advocates. Franklin further elaborated on their website (www.braininjurydialogues.org) 
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that it was crucial to produce straightforward, educational ABI programs to compensate for 

the lack of optimistic, informed material. Cullen (Demystifying Brain Injury, 2011) agrees: 

It’s about sending some positive messages out. Finding people who have sustained an 

acquired brain injury who can do these documentaries, who can talk about life after an 

acquired brain injury … they then can become ambassadors to educate media and also 

educating the general public about what it’s like to have an acquired brain injury. 

On another positive note an encouraging shift in removing stigma about ABI on television 

occurred in 2013 with a sudden rise in media interest worldwide relating to sports 

concussion. This shift was amplified by a near fatal skiing accident involving Formula One 

racing legend Michael Schumacher in the French Alps on December 29, 2013. It resulted in a 

severe brain hemorrhage and a medically induced coma (Bleaney, 2015; Gorst, 2014; 

Hardesty, 2015) and led to a spike in more informed, concerned presentations of ABI in 

broadcast television in Australia and throughout the world. The presentation (as we have seen 

in prior examples) can depend on several factors: elements such as the journalist, network 

and type of program involved (Shoemaker & Reese, 1991). For instance, Michael Mosley, 

reporting in ‘Make me Live Forever’ on BBC One, was exemplary in his professionalism and 

research (Townsend & Cohen, 2009).  

As Ono et al. (2011) agree, public misconceptions about brain injury emerge from the way in 

which television media frames ABI (as shown in both the positive and negative examples 

given above). Stereotypes can proliferate, entering the public domain after airing via social 

media to rapidly perpetuate stigma as well (Baudrillard, 1983; Morgan & Shanahan, 2010; 

Robinson, 2012). If a journalist does not have accurate prior knowledge about ABI and learns 

about it from inaccurate online sources or unwillingly perpetuates those stereotypes, then 

ABI remains a confusing subject to report on, one that can be way too large to address in a 

half an hour of research before going out in the field to cover a car crash, a sports injury, or a 

violent incident. Time restraints, editorial demands, stresses of the job (especially for student 

interns) and not being taught about vulnerable issues at a deeper level (prior to entering the 

profession) can all come into play when a journalist unknowingly stigmatises ABI. Yet, as 

Charon (2006, p. 233) suggests, ‘Whoever listens, from the relative refuge of health, to the ill 

or traumatized speaker holds a profound responsibility not to exploit, not to expropriate, not 

to use the other for one’s own ends’ and this is what this study aims to help journalists of all 

ages, and all levels of the industry, to achieve. 
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In arguing that journalists need accurate, expert, quickly accessible information from relevant 

professionals and those with ABI, if there is to be a reduction in negative stereotyping this 

exegesis has several ways of doing so: both in theory and in practice. Theoretically, the 

written component of this project is underpinned by Mediation Theory (Lang & Lang, 1969; 

Silverstone, 2003, 2006) with key academics on ‘hyperreality’ such as Baudrillard (1983) as 

well as Cultivation Theory (Gerbner & Gross, 1976a, 1976b; Morgan & Shanahan, 2010); 

ABI and stigmatisation, ethics and regulation are reviewed, and there is a deliberate 

immersion into auto-ethnography. Chapter Two considers the literature about regulatory and 

peak media bodies by scrutinising codes of ethics (Hirst & Patching, 2007; Little, 2013; 

Richards, 2005, 2010); outlines organisations working to improve media knowledge about 

marginalised groups and representation (e.g., DART; MindFrame); explores unethical 

journalistic practices; details the stark gap in ABI and media stigmatisation literature by 

focusing on previous research frameworks that highlight mental health (Segall, 2000; 

Tartakovsky, 2009; Wahl, 1995, 2004); reviews mediation and cultivation theories and how 

they reflect the human condition and shape learning about who we are and what we represent 

(Baudrillard, 1983; Lang & Lang, 1969; Silverstone, 2003, 2006); examines key factors about 

journalism and technological advancement and how using the tools that shape it may improve 

on ABI representation through digital dissemination ‘backpocket’ journalism (Pearson, 

Patching & Wilshere-Cumming, 2015); and finally revises the importance of ethnography 

and journalism as research areas when aligned. Chapter Three moves on to a discussion of the 

work’s key approaches and methodologies including the impact of other intriguing 

journalism creative-framed methods (such as those by Lindgren, 2011, 2012; Redman, 2011); 

discusses the interview, app creation, filmmaking processes; and explores ethical 

considerations when working with vulnerable subjects. Chapter Four shows how the 

researcher immersed herself into an auto-ethnographic engagement in regards to ABI and 

journalism storytelling. It moves from the germination of the project from a documentary 

right through to the completion of the app; discusses how the project was grounded in a 

literature and scholarly context to inform the journey; the pedagogy related to the app and 

filmmaking processes; the engagements with different groups (students, people with ABI, 

journalists); as well as the experience of conferences and disciplinary matters. Chapter Five 

explores the results of the project and how the methods used shifted and were shaped by 

those outputs; aligns theory with the supplementary materials (the documentary DVDs) and 

the Creative Component (the Video Interviews – both in their original and raw format on 

DVD) and the app (and its related links); assesses the challenges and triumphs of completing 
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those results; and explains the final communication of the results through publications and 

conferences. The chapters conclude with a discussion of how blending methods and shaping 

them to form a new tool for the media can be then applied into other creative areas – areas 

previously unthought-of by the scholarly fourth estate that are unexpected but exciting to 

study in the future – such as progressive theatre within a journalism praxis that could explore 

the vulnerable issue narrative within a nondiscriminatory ‘mediated’ context. 

Practically, this doctorate moves further than a traditional text-only PhD. Encouraged by 

Candy’s ‘framework for practice-led and practice-based research’ (2006, p. 3), this project 

takes up and moves forward the decades old recognition from Gerbner and Gross (1976a, 

1976b) that journalists require the correct tools to exercise their own agency well – or in the 

language of this project, ethically. In a digital age, this translates to a necessary focus on 

apps, internet portals and channels, training podcasts and such that directly engage the ABI 

field, accurately answering specific questions from a journalist, scriptwriter or a filmmaker.  

A solid basis was needed to answer those questions and the work of Mia Lindgren (2011, 

2012) and Bruce Redman (2011) helped to formulate a sturdy framework regarding how to 

reconcile theory with the practice, literature with hardcopy output and produce a viable 

academic template needed to move forward, to progress further with their ‘style’ of work. 

Lindgren produced ‘Deadly Dust’ a one-hour ABC Radio National documentary done in 

conjunction with an exegesis (Lindgren, 2012). Her study presented a well-thought-out auto-

ethnographic account whilst interviewing asbestos survivors, which is similar in some ways 

to this current project (in terms of individuals at-risk). Lindgren’s immersion was similar to 

Bruce Redman’s 2011 PhD doctorate ‘The rise of “guerrilla docs” and the making of Family 

First – A Federal Crusade’ in its reflective character, in that Redman’s journey in making a 

guerrilla documentary and the challenges and triumphs that process brought up unlocked 

effective academic discourse about an objective and subjective media journey. This is 

precisely what this current project aspires to, but in terms of people with ABI. Still in the 

practice domain, this exegesis is accompanied by several other vital components (see 

Supplementary Materials): firstly, a previous documentary completed prior to the PhD 

(‘Demystifying Brain Injury’ – a two-part 2011 television series) and, secondly, the original 

creative component of new videoed interviews and a new prototype app (‘Mind Your Ethics’ 

developed from those video interviews). 

Overall, the problem is not the ABI, then, it is the relative lack of informed and sensitive 
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representation in media settings. Journalists in particular are faced with this challenge, and 

often fall back on rocky ‘mediation’ routes to cope (Silverstone, 2003, 2006). As mentioned, 

reporters are driven by deadlines that are much tighter and more pressing than the public even 

realises and add to this the problem that there is very little research about ABI and media 

representation, in fact, is virtually non-existent. Even the very few existing studies such as 

those done by Clegg (2008) and Ono, Ownsworth and Walters (2011) provide no specialised 

tools for reporting on it, and certainly no ethnographic immersion in its complex 

psychological, social and emotional dimensions (Demystifying Brain Injury, 2011). This 

doctorate is therefore unique in taking up the problem of how to better understand ethical 

representation of ABI by journalists and filmmakers by devising a simple, effective, swift 

way for them to understand it, represent it better, to help them through a highly interactive 

‘backpocket’ tool (Pearson, Patching & Wilshere-Cumming, 2015) based in technology but 

firmly grounded in film and in journalism.  
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 Chapter Two: Literature Review 
 

This study works from the basis that most, if not all, representations of people who have 

experienced an ABI are portrayed in oversimplified, extreme or negative ways. As a project it 

is therefore deeply concerned with changing the ethical parameters within which journalists 

or broadcasters work. Such a shift pushes against the reinforcement of negative stereotyping 

through the perpetuation of ignorance as media workers and audiences become better 

informed about ABI and more sensitive to the impact of stigmatisation.  

A combination of several research disciplines have been brought together in this exegesis to 

achieve this: use of audience theory and ethnography practices from a social science or 

sociology framework; use of media theory and interviewing techniques from a journalism 

context; and documentary filmmaking practices which are then adapted by IT expertise to the 

app model. These emphases developed from preliminary research into and engagement with 

existing literature outlined in this section. This includes information from regulatory bodies 

which, though not scholarly in terms of engaging in academic debate, is vital in terms of 

promoting, or failing to promote, ethical engagement with vulnerable subjects. 

Journalists and their Ethics 

Following guidelines for responsible media reporting is often easier said than done. But, there 

are certainly codes available for journalists in their professional organisations. Shoemaker 

and Reese (1991) examine the American Code of Ethics for the SPJ (Society of Professional 

Journalists, 2015). The Code’s preamble establishes ‘public enlightenment’ as ‘the forerunner 

of justice and the foundation of democracy’ and talks about ethical journalism in terms of 

accurate, fair and thorough information acted upon with integrity. The SPJ lists four 

principles with numerous elaborate points beneath each: ‘Seek Truth and Report It’; 

‘Minimise Harm’; ‘Act Independently’; ‘Be Accountable and Transparent’.  Even though the 

SPJ focuses on the foundations of ethical journalism and offers detailed guidance, in their 

findings Shoemaker and Reese (1991) still highlight the need for ‘journalists to serve the 

truth’ that ‘the agencies of mass communication are carriers of public discussion and 

information’ and that journalists require ‘freedom to learn and report the facts’, in order to 

reveal the ‘truth as part of the public's right to know the truth’. They suggest further that this 

should be done ‘with intelligence, objectivity, accuracy, and fairness’ (pp. 92–93).  
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In Australia, there are attempts to uphold a similar level of integrity through the twelve point 

Australian Journalists Association Code of Ethics (AJA, 2015). This speaks about duty, truth, 

and justice along comparable lines to the SPJ on the assumption that members will commit to 

honesty, fairness, independence and respect for the rights of others. Most media journalists in 

Australia belong to the AJA, a division of a trade union called the Media Entertainment and 

Arts Alliance (MEAA). The AJA code underwent a revision in 1997 (MEAA [AJA], 1997). 

In addition, the Australian guidelines for reporting suicide were updated by the Australian 

Press Council after public debate that demanded a more conscientious approach (Kolves, 

2012; Romeo et al., 2008). To curtail copycat behaviour and superfluous glorification, 

reporters were also advised to no longer reveal details during news broadcasts such as the 

method or cause of suspected suicides. A comprehensive amount of work about this was done 

by the MindFrame initiative from the Hunter Institute for Mental Health – they have 

developed new guidelines over a long period of time, re: reporting suicide with the media and 

mental health and suicide prevention sectors (Hunter Institute of Mental Health, 2014). The 

resources that came out of it provide practical ways for the media (other parties police, health 

workers, etc.) to report suicide and mental illness only. Online resources include Resource 

Books, Quick Reference Cards and a new app (done after the current ‘Mind Your Ethics’ one 

in this PhD). Their app features downloadable documents but it has no video interview 

footage included (see http://www.himh.org.au/home/our-resources/mindframe-resources).  

 

There is a wide array of literature analysing journalistic ethics and Australian journalism 

ethics codes (Hirst & Patching, 2007; Little, 2013; Richards, 2005, 2010). When placed under 

scrutiny alongside the codes of other nations, Australian codes do not compare well in terms 

of detailed directives on how to report at-risk issues. For instance, the American SPJ Code of 

Ethics gives close attention to the ‘Seek Truth and Report It’ clause and clearly states that 

avoiding stigma is an absolute duty to ‘boldly tell the story of the diversity and magnitude of 

the human experience’. To ‘give voice to the voiceless’ and ‘avoid stereotyping by race, 

gender, age, religion, ethnicity, geography, sexual orientation, disability, physical appearance 

or social status’. ‘Journalists should examine the ways their values and experiences may 

shape their reporting’, ‘and avoid imposing those values on others’ (p. 1). It insists that 

journalists, ‘provide context. Take special care not to misrepresent or oversimplify in 

promoting, previewing or summarising a story’. In the ‘Minimising Harm’ section there is 

emphasis on the requirement to, ‘show compassion for those who may be adversely affected 

by news coverage. Use heightened sensitivity when dealing with juveniles, victims of sex 
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crimes, and sources or subjects who are inexperienced or unable to give consent. Consider 

cultural differences in approach and treatment’ (Society of Professional Journalists, 2015, p. 

1). These are detailed requirements (http://www.spj.org/ethicscode.asp). 

 

In terms of code research (Hirst & Patching, 2007; Little, 2013; Richards, 2005, 2010) the 

AJA Code of Ethics guidelines (AJA, 2015, p. 1; http://www.alliance.org.au/code-of-

ethics.html) are inadequate, less refined and pointed with areas potentially open to abuse or 

misunderstanding. In Section 2 it does state that journalists should not place an overemphasis 

on ‘physical or intellectual disability’, but it does not detail how they should go about 

refining their practice to avoid stereotyping. In Section 8, there is a clause which states: 

‘never exploit a person’s vulnerability or ignorance of media practice’, yet, time and time 

again, this is happening. Furthermore, Section 9, which reads, ‘present pictures and sound 

which are true and accurate. Any manipulation likely to mislead should be disclosed’ can 

easily come under inquiry because certain types of deception are occurring that sensationalise 

and dehumanise ABI through dramatisation, exaggeration, and overuse of emotive footage. A 

good example of this, as outlined in the introduction, is the A Current Affair (ACA) ‘Medical 

Miracle’ story (Albery, 2014). Although there are gaps in media codes, the challenges 

journalists and television broadcasters face when reporting on ABI can be met at a base level 

if they turn to the relevant organisations charged with the duty of increasing public 

understanding of the condition. These include Brain Injury Australia (BIA), Centre of 

National Research on Disability and Rehabilitation Medicine (CONROD), Headway Gold 

Coast, Skills to Enable People & Communities (STEPS Skills Program) and Synapse 

Reconnecting Lives.  

 

Even though primetime television is fictional rather than news broadcasting, it also remains 

important and inspirational to look to in terms of well-informed efforts to correct maladaptive 

language and problematic actions. One such project is Hollywood Health and Society 

(HH&S), a program of the University of Southern California’s (USC) Annenberg Norman 

Lear Centre in America (De Castro Buffington, et al., 2010). HH&S has already positively 

interacted with producers of several health‐related fictional mainstream television shows such 

as CSI, Grey’s Anatomy, Homeland, Law and Order: SVU, and Private Practice. HH&S 

scriptwriters enrich popular storylines with correct narrative health terminology and 

procedures. Further, HH&S links television show producers and researchers to health 

networks to teach writers, directors, producers and actors how to better explain public health 
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topics within their screen work (De Castro Buffington et al., 2010). HH&S also aided this 

current PhD through information exchange from Professor Doe Mayer. Mayer, who is the 

Mary Pickford Chair of Film & Television Production at USC’s School of Cinematic Arts, 

works with the Annenberg School for Communication & Journalism. Mayer is also an expert 

in the type of creative media for social change and educational documentaries featured in this 

PhD. Doe’s enthusiasm about this present PhD research and its proposed outcomes for 

acquired brain injury (ABI) reporting guidelines was encouraging and the ongoing 

communication with both Mayer and HH&S was, and will be, beneficial for future work in 

this area. 

 

The difference between what HH&S is doing and the aim of this current research is that 

HH&S is mainly concerned with putting facts about overall health on a broader language 

scale into fictional work with imagined characters in artificial settings for television (De 

Castro Buffington et al., 2010) This study, on the other hand, focuses on providing facts 

about acquired brain injury directly to journalists who are producing non-fiction (although 

this could easily translate into primetime television as well). Importantly, at the heart of this 

project and the work of organisations such as HH&S is advocacy for the ethical use of 

language and representation by the gatekeepers of public information, in relation to 

representations of medical conditions.  

There are some Australian organisations such as the Dart Centre for Journalism and Trauma 

(DART) and the MindFrame National Media Initiative that focus on that causality. However, 

they neglect ABI which is the gap in core medical examples that this project addresses. 

Careful consideration of the guidelines already in place for trauma reporting by those 

organisations, and how their strategies might be of assistance and/or modified to fit this 

current study, nevertheless helped to formulate a strong foundation for the resulting app and 

the filmmaking process used here. The research work of Hunter Institute’s MindFrame 

initiative (Romeo et al., 2008), the Dart Centre and that done in relation to mental illness by 

Tartakovsky (2009) also underpin the project. Some of these organisations are featured, 

therefore, in the filmed interviews for this study and will be discussed in the results section.  

A prevailing culture of disinterest in the impact of mishandling sensitive issues seems to 

prevail, however. Kovach and Rosenstiel (2006, p. 2) suggest that media apathy and integrity 

issues might be due, in part, to ‘business pressure and the bottom line’. Hjarvard (2008, p. 26) 

adds that the criteria of journalistic news value and journalism ideals often compete with the 
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demand to sell copies, the influence exerted by news sources. The implications of this for 

television ratings are the same, but the issue is the need to sell an audience to advertisers. 

This then creates a potential conflict because lack of time, sensationalism and lack of 

sensitive revision supplant the genuine engagement required when managing trauma-related 

issues. Deadlines and ratings become top priority (Hirst & Patching, 2007; Richards, 2005, 

2010). So if journalism and broadcasting is controlled by the hip pocket, where do ethics fit 

into the equation? Certainly it appears to be marginally – at least in Australia, especially 

where ABI is concerned (Ono et al., 2011).  

With the ethical minefield that journalists face, a lack of ethical regulation and principled 

story production and scripting, it is not surprising that the industry needs more help. In a 

national survey of US journalists, Weaver and Wilhoit (1991) uncovered a prevailing head-

in-the-sand attitude towards ethical practices at a broader operating level noting that, ‘older 

journalists were less likely to approve such practices’, but ‘journalists working for large 

organisations were more likely to approve them’ (pp. 128–132). In this context, the first 

comprehensive national survey of Australian journalists was undertaken (e.g., Schultz, 1992) 

funded by the Australian Research Council and designed to replicate Weaver and Wilhoit’s 

model (Henningham, 1993) with factor analysis yielding similar results: 

Only 5 percent of journalists could see any justification for divulging a confidential 

source, whereas 20 percent approved of claiming to be someone else in order to get a 

story. Just over one-fourth of journalists approved of paying people for confidential 

information or using personal documents such as letters without permission. Around 

half of journalists thought that badgering unwilling informants or using confidential 

business or government documents without authorization are justified. About two-

thirds of journalists accepted going undercover as an employee of a company in order 

to gain inside information about it.  

This general attitude has inevitable consequences for people who are dealing with sensitive 

issues (either as a viewer or as a participant in television and related media). Kolves (2012, p. 

1) has reported on vulnerability around another sensitive issue, suicide, and he speaks in the 

following terms about media ‘guidelines’: 

It’s important to note that media guidelines don’t dictate to journalists what to do. 

Rather, they aim to empower and encourage journalists to collaborate with researchers 
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and public health policy makers to help save lives by reporting in a responsible 

manner … We certainly shouldn’t avoid talking about suicide. Indeed, the evidence 

supports discussions about suicide in the context of help-seeking possibilities and 

interventions. But journalists should be cautious when presenting the topic and follow 

the guidelines for responsible media reporting. 

Compared to say, the Leveson Inquiry (House of Commons, 2014), ‘guidelines’ seem to offer 

few, if any, substantive ethical boundaries. Yet, once such malpractices are revealed, 

manufacturing ‘truth’ seriously impacts on the value and validity of journalism as a serious 

and reliable communication process with professional standards that viewers can trust. Events 

such as the Leveson Inquiry (Allen, 2014; Chapman, 2014; Elliot, 2014; Seamark, 2014) and 

actor/comedian Robin Williams’ death (Boseley, 2014; Burnett, 2014; Mallow, 2014; 

McCormack, 2014) helped to shape an approach to this project because they highlight ethical 

issues through placing the spotlight on unethical practices. To assist in structuring the app 

and video interviews, however, it was vital to note that some external institutions, such as 

HH&S, are already enacting good practices on a variety of complex health matters, such as 

mental illness to allow primetime television shows that are accessing their information to 

ensure their content is ethically appropriate and correct (De Castro Buffington et al., 2010).  

Many things dictate ethical behaviour of an individual or an organisation and it is sometimes 

difficult to be, or decide to become, familiar with all aspects of a situation. As Shoemaker 

and Reese (1991, p. 4) suggest: 

How close do the media come to representing an objective reality? The problem, of 

course, is that there is no such thing as an objective observer of reality; all of us use 

our experiences, personalities, and knowledge to interpret what we see.  

Journalists and broadcasters have the ability and opportunity to capture the diversity of 

‘realities’ in ways that are powerful, illuminating and positive. Yet, if a journalist does not 

have prior knowledge, especially of ABI, then it may well be a confusing subject to report on, 

simply because it ‘hides’ amongst other medical ailments. As Rushworth (Demystifying 

Brain Injury, 2011) explains: ‘All the disability stuff as it were is on the inside and hidden 

from view, now because of that, that makes it very difficult for the media to capture where 

you need to see something as much as being told about it in order to understand it’. This is 

why when talking about ABI the terms ‘the silent epidemic’ or ‘hidden’ often re-occur 
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(Synapse, 2011). Furthermore, people who have ABI cope with their injury ‘silently’ because 

sometimes it does not manifest itself physically; they also have to deal with the considerable 

invisible impact it has on their relationships and how outsiders interpret it (Listen and Learn 

Centre, 2011).  

This points to the need for a new accessible ABI ethics template, to influence journalistic 

behaviour regarding principled coverage. This project endeavours to achieve this through the 

development of the ‘Mind your Ethics’ app for journalists. 

The Media and Brain Injury 

This task remains challenging when scholarly research about ABI and the impact of negative 

stereotyping by the media is virtually non-existent. As Ono et al. (2011, p. 238) confirm: ‘To 

date, relatively few studies have investigated misconceptions about brain injury’. Even the 

few existing studies such as Ono et al.’s provide no specialised tools for reporting on it, and 

certainly no ethnographic immersion in its complex psychological, social and emotional 

dimensions. Broad lessons about how to avoid stereotyping and negative representation were 

reviewed and reinforced by consulting the small amount of ABI media works available (e.g., 

Ono et al., 2011). From the perspective of experts who deal with brain injury, media 

misrepresentation is an important issue as demonstrated in the researcher’s documentary 

where Dr Tamara Ownsworth (Senior Lecturer School of Psychology, Griffith University) 

highlighted the misrepresentation ABI as consistently extreme: 

I’ve noticed in terms of the media’s portrayal of brain injury that they tend to show 

one or two extremes, where on the one hand, they show people with very severe brain 

injury, or people perhaps in a minimally conscious state. (Demystifying Brain Injury, 

2011) 

Indeed, one of the key elements to emerge from research for the author’s original 2011 

documentary was the continuation of widespread public confusion about ABI with people 

falling back on stereotypes (Wilshere-Cumming, 2011, 2015). Ownsworth’s comment 

sparked a research interest in exploring this further. It became important to find out why the 

media continue to forge a gap between ABI fact and fiction and to uncover ways to remedy it.  

The gap in the scholarly literature on misrepresentation of ABI issues made it necessary to 

turn attention to mental health studies to enable at least some degree of benchmarking in 

relation to stigmatisation. The gap can be partially addressed by using research that has 
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covered tangentially related issues such as stigmatisation in the areas of suicide, depression, 

disability, motor vehicle injury, and mental health (Segall, 2000; Tartakovsky, 2009; Wahl, 

1995, 2004). These were used to form a fresh ethics template regarding ABI. Another 

justification for turning to this particular literature is that those prior studies about ABI and 

media representation, though rare, tend to focus on the mental health sector. They also 

continue to support the need for media accountability (Baun, 2009; Tartakovsky 2009; Wahl, 

2004). Whilst the Australian peak trauma bodies represent vulnerable groups by providing 

downloadable PDF slides and pamphlets for journalists to use during broadcast, they are 

usually for depression, post-traumatic stress, and suicide. ABI is not featured. The problem of 

limited ABI resources may be because ABI is habitually seen as a mysterious object, 

amplified in ambiguity by reduced broadcast understanding and insight.  

Without further research, knowledge and access to specialised reporting tools, the media will 

continue to cultivate audience assumptions and stigmatise ABI outcomes (Gerbner & Gross, 

1976a, 1976b) and ‘given the potential impact of misconceptions’ about those mistaken brain 

injury outcomes ‘on a personal and societal level, understanding the nature of misconceptions 

is important’ (Ono et al., 2011, p. 238). Such a prejudicial position can have devastating 

effects regarding a person’s re-integration into society post-ABI (Ono et al., 2011).  

De Leo (PhD Supplementary DVDs, 2013) is concerned about the lack of media 

enlightenment stating that when something such as brain injury is perceived as permanent 

and unfamiliar this can lead to stigmatisation. For an understanding of ABI to occur and for 

the media to ‘capture’ it correctly, journalists need to be fully versed in cinematic and 

linguistic ways about its morphology (Wilshere-Cumming, 2013, 2015). They need to be able 

to access more guidelines and research relevant to its media representation. As De Leo states: 

There is … a lot of scope for media people in improving the depiction of this situation 

(ABI) … finding a language that is both sensitive and appropriate … also stimulating 

intervention and improved mental communication which are the other important issues 

in communicating news and informing the audience about the existence of problems. 

Previous studies about mental health and the impact of negative labelling provide insight to 

stigmatisation generally for those with any invisible conditions (Baun, 2009; Markowitz, 

1998; Tartakovsky, 2009). Most research, however, shows a lag in relation to informed 

discussion of ABI which supports the necessity for studies such as this one to examine how to 

improve upon this situation (McMahon, C, PhD Supplementary DVDs, 2013). 
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Research about media and mental health issues are instructive to consider – like ABI, 

coverage of mental illness often deals with an ‘unseen’ mental health issue rather than a 

physical ailment. Past research demonstrates that production values are increasingly 

compromised and unreliable in the coverage of mental illness (Baun, 2009; Tartakovsky, 

2009; Wahl, 2004) and when it comes to filmmaking and television a myriad of false realities 

are created about mental health identity for entertainment value that encourage non-

inclusionary behaviours (Tartakovsky, 2009). This is despite the fact that identities and 

identifications are important building blocks of personality, and determine a psychological 

confabulation of ‘self’ and of self-confidence (Hall, Evans & Nixon, 2013). This becomes 

fraught with ethical complexities when the world is awash with stigmatised and marginalised 

representations of that identity on the small and big screen. According to Tartakovsky (2009), 

common factual newscast and fictional program misapprehensions include: mental illness 

causes people to be aggressive and erratic; there is no recovery; teenagers with mental illness 

are experiencing a phase, rather like they experience a growth spurt; and that every mental 

health professional is identically as mad as their patients through typecasting as malevolent, 

imprudent or magnificent. Unlike physical ailments and diseases, research has found that 

mental illnesses are more likely to be associated with stigma which can lead to social 

isolation and shame as Baun (2009, p. 31) notes: ‘People who suffer from mental illness are 

often pushed to the fringes of, or are directly excluded from, society’. Many mental health 

researchers agree that this is partly due to the media (e.g., Tartakovsky, 2009). 

Further, a person’s identity can be altered leading to certain contrariwise behaviours aligned 

with consistently pessimistic expectations of, and representations by, media and (therefore) 

society (Markowitz, 1998). Sometimes labels might allow people to search for additional 

health services, such as counselling, therapy, medications, that positively assist with their 

condition (Markowitz, 1998), but mostly being stigmatised as inept or dangerous affects the 

course of the illness and becomes individually relevant to the person who takes that illness on 

as an identity. As Markowitz (1998) agrees, prevailing attitudes of devaluation or 

discrimination create ‘self-fulfilling prophecies’, leading to lower self-esteem, 

disheartenment and maladaptation. 

Mediation (see below) of such conditions can lead to what McMahon (PhD Supplementary 

DVDs, 2013) calls, ‘a second wound, a second injury’. That is to say, if something is 

unethically or inappropriately reported, that action might compound the original trauma 

making the person feel less confident about their neurological and emotional states and 
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‘different to [sic] others’. McMahon supports this notion further by adding that unethical 

treatment can potentially be even worse than the original trauma. Even if it is not worse, it 

would clearly compound and intensify the effects of the original trauma.  

Media Theory and Digital Lives 

Exploring relevant mixed-media, audience and technology praxis and investigating ethical 

conundrums for current media ethics with sensitive subject matter is vital to developing an 

argument for improving research tools in journalism (Barak, 2012) and understanding how a 

workable ethical digital product, such as an app, can encourage correct trauma literacy 

procedures in ABI reporting (McMahon, C, PhD Supplementary DVDs, 2013). 

Understanding precisely how journalists and broadcasters distribute information in the new 

media world and how viewers are involved in ‘mediation’ of that information brings about 

clarity of how ‘created meanings’ can impact on public, institutional and private lives in 

negative ways. Such mediated practices occur not from deliberate spitefulness or ‘on 

purpose’, but from a lack of insight, poor training and time restrictions (Christians, Rotzoll & 

Fackler, 1987). Nevertheless, such practices remain open to challenge and then to change, not 

least of all because time pressure in journalism is not likely to decrease.  

The concept of mediation is central in this thesis because mediation shifts perceptions and 

fashions realities, and ‘mediation’ is a word that can be understood here, in regards to this 

exegesis, as experiences of self and others in social contexts as well. Silverstone (2006) 

explains ‘mediation’ to be this: 

Mediation refers to what media do, and to what we do with the media. It is a term that 

defines the media, both the media of mass communication (radio, television, the 

world wide web, but also the press) … as actively creating a symbolic and cultural 

space in which meanings are created and communicated beyond the constraints of the 

face to face … Readers, viewers and audiences are part of this process of mediation, 

because they continue the work of the media in the ways they respond to, extend and 

further communicate what they see and hear on the world’s multitude of screens and 

speakers. 

Silverstone’s definition describes a process that is ongoing and fluid because it involves both 

producers and consumers of media in the process. Mediation takes place with regard to the 

human experience as it is composed of our memories, our imaginations, and our experiences 
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(Silverstone, 2006) and the media deftly shifts between these areas, mediating and using the 

experience of each to inform their product. Further, as Silverstone (2003) says: 

‘Instutionalised media are involved in the general circulation of symbols in social life’, so 

through media, people learn about the world around them (identity and cultures within that 

space) and simultaneously, people are the creators of media. It has a symbiotic nature and 

texturises our experience of the world. It is a process that occurs between politics and the 

media that sees public policy ‘mediatised’ (i.e. altered and massaged to fit with media 

routines and media agendas). Gans (1980, p. 80) notes these ‘agendas’ as ‘information which 

is transmitted … to audiences, with journalists summarising, refining, and altering what 

becomes available to them from sources’, and in altering information to meet these agendas 

the media conceptualise a ‘reality’ essentially, a ‘hyperreality’ (Baudrillard, 1983; Robinson, 

2012) which is perhaps not appropriate or ethical. This then, creates a new social reality, 

which Baudrillard (1983) terms as ‘hyperreality’ – a reality generated from ideas, models 

where there is a ‘triumph of form over substance’ that ‘things are presented in a way that the 

surface effaces and covers up any possible depth’ (Robinson, 2012, p. 1). As Baudrillard, 

1983, p. 5) states, ‘… stimulation threatens the difference between true and false, between 

real and imaginary’. In meddling with the way the unknown and the made known is presented 

on TV, Black (1992, p. 31) cites some of these unscrupulous practices as: ‘naming rape 

victims’, ‘use of suspects’ or ‘accused persons names’, ‘naming of juveniles in crime stories’, 

and promoting a lack of ‘credible sources, confidentiality/attribution’, along with doctoring 

outcomes by way of ‘electronic imaging, staging of news’, and an overabundance of 

‘freebies’ and ‘junkets’.  

In Lang and Lang’s (1969) study of ‘The Unique Perspective of Television and its Effects: A 

Pilot Study’, they scrutinised MacArthur Day in Chicago to show how one of television’s 

greatest powers lies in its ability to construct events. They focused on the framing of the 

event via its cinematography and on the content of how that televised event was interpreted 

and explained by the commentators and interviewees. It demonstrated that there was a 

discrepancy between the actual and televised experience of MacArthur Day, and that reality 

was being shifted to mediate it. This is something that often happens with ABI representation 

as seen in the previous television shows discussed in Chapter One – examples such as: 

Medical Miracle’ A Current Affair (Albery, 2014), ‘The Awakening’ Sixty Minutes (Burling 

& Boocock, 2011), and ‘The Crash’ Sunday Night (Kennedy-White, 2011).  

Mediation, then, is extremely useful when discussing the role of ABI and how in a mediated 
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sense it is delivered to audiences who emotionally and psychologically process that 

information. Observing how overgeneralised presentations about marginalised communities 

funded by producers, shaped by directors, written by scriptwriters and spoken by journalists 

create a backlash of stigma and distort the facts are vital epistemological issues to pursue – 

particularly in the area of ABI. To explain further, let’s create a mock mediation scenario. In 

this situation a current affairs segment is filmed with a person who has experienced an ABI 

and their loved ones, and mostly throughout the interview the respondents are upbeat about 

the person’s recovery and ability to communicate after the fact. They agreed to the interview 

to talk about the Bang on a Beanie campaign to raise awareness for Synapse: The Brain 

Injury Association of Queensland and rehabilitation. There are some tears, but not many; 

mainly the discussion focuses on recovery and prevention. Yet when the segment is aired the 

family is shocked to find that only the crying parts are shown, that their positive comments 

have been edited out to make them appear unhappy or angry about the ‘event’ or person. 

Images are flashed up on screen showing the ‘accident’, the event that caused the ABI, and 

not the happy family snaps the interviewees thought would be used. The producers and 

directors wanted sympathy value and to boost ratings for the night, whilst the family wanted 

to demonstrate how an ABI does not necessarily ruin a life and support is out there. There is a 

clash of expectations and a discrepancy between the actual and televised experience (Lang & 

Lang, 1969) where the original message got lost but the television executives are more 

satisfied with the OzTam results instead. OzTam is the official source of television audience 

measurement (TAM), covering Australia’s five mainland metropolitan markets and nationally 

for subscription television (OzTAM, 2011).  

In mediation, the social influences the technological and vice-versa (Silverstone, 2003), and 

due to that, apprehensions have been expressed over mediation’s adverse effects in the 

‘cultivation’ of audiences on a global scale (Gans, 1980) especially now that technology is so 

vast (Cairncross, 1997). In opening up such a conversation about Cultivation Theory 

(Gerbner & Gross, 1976a, 1976b), it becomes possible to question how and why, on a deeper, 

necessarily multinational level, audiences are affected by these ‘mediated’ realities by the 

way journalists present people with an ABI (or others with a neurological issue) in using 

incorrect ‘trauma literacy’ (McMahon, C, PhD Supplementary DVDs, 2013) within media 

language and imagery. As Robinson (2012, p. 1) says for consumers experiencing this 

inaccuracy: ‘panic tends to arise because of the functioning of value separately from its 

referential contents’ because things are being mediated ‘we are living through a collapse of 
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meaning’. This loss of inherent meaning and original truth is of great concern, as mediation 

greatly shifts and skews within its context, making it a vast issue with undeniable power 

(Hepp, 2009, 2011). This is because nowadays there are so many platform options available 

within the new media world including email, instant messaging, and mobile phone texting – 

all for transmission within a non-face-to-face communication (Davis, 2000) to consider. 

Indeed, lives are increasingly being lived, values and relations being formed, through 

multiple digital platforms that now include television. Cultivation Theory suggests that in this 

new technology age because there is constant access to television through fresher, faster 

digital formats and multiple platforms (Morgan & Shanahan, 2010) it makes the, ‘cultivation 

of audiences’ (Gerbner & Gross, 1976a, 1976b) even broader in scope. Television journalism 

and television’s by-products – with constant on-demand Internet streaming media such as 

Netflix, Stan, Vimeo, and YouTube – must be considered when studying vulnerable groups in 

terms of availability, and power to inflate or deflate stigma about ABI, and improve healthier 

mediation values. This is because ‘television’ now extends its tentacles everywhere, not just 

into people’s lounge rooms in developed westernised countries anymore, and it overrides 

personal space in our social world (for instance, people on their mobile phones whilst on a 

‘date’ at a restaurant, texting or taking selfies rather than talking).  

Journalism is modernising into the digital age. As Pearson so aptly observes, the ‘backpack’ 

notion of journalism is now shifting to a ‘back pocket’ concept (Pearson, Patching & 

Wilshere-Cumming, 2015). Everything media related is done on the road, on the ‘go’, shoved 

conveniently in jeans pockets in tiny handheld mobile or tablet devices that literally used to 

fill an entire room with clanking, lumbering data storage monstrosities. Nowadays journalists 

and film directors have a tool kit of technology through means of immediate access 

information devices such as apps, mobiles, tablets, digital sound recorders/cameras and on-

demand streaming media (Pearson, Patching & Wilshere-Cumming, 2015). Because of this 

ease of information in the digital age, to survive journalism needs to adapt and grow within 

the scope of various digital landscapes. The diversity and fluency of the digital terrain makes 

it a gamble to study as it is constantly updated, transformed, but that makes it a compelling 

subject.  

 

Horst and Miller (2012) suggest that the grasp and extent of digital media seems to reflect a 

fundamental principle of the human condition which is also what the mediation theory was 

perhaps alluding to (Cairncross, 1997). In that way we humanise that product and treat it like 
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an old friend. Perhaps it fills a void, lessens isolation, and we can feel lost without its 

company. A case in point is how affordable mobile phones are and how personal in meaning 

they become as an extension of our psyche, as a digital counsellor, as an android virtual 

reality lifestyle all in one (Wilshere-Cumming, 2013a). Digital environments are also faster 

than direct ‘real life’ conversation and the speed at which an event is posted online (instead of 

through face-to-face gossip) then circulated globally often left long-established reporters 

flabbergasted, until they too joined in the online fray with their own Instagram, Facebook, 

and Twitter accounts.  

A generally gradual, and often begrudging, acceptance by journalists and filmmakers has 

allowed for more flexibility, interactivity, and creativity (Weinberger, 2007) as well as lifting 

and challenging long-established academic study (Pearson, Patching & Wilshere-Cumming, 

2015). Nash (2013) also found that journalists produce and receive their frameworks in 

rapidly changing ways through a shifting technological terrain, particularly within the area of 

social media. Academic research must catch up to this tech interface interchange; this is 

something the current project aims to do.  

Technological advancement with its ever-growing interface also reaches further into identity 

and representation (as mentioned earlier in this section regarding to mediation and 

cultivation), on a much deeper psychological level, particularly when it comes to ABI and 

issues such as mental health. As shown in the literature review, past research demonstrates a 

myriad of realities are falsely ‘mediated’ and ‘simulated’ (Lang & Lang, 1969; Silverstone, 

2003) as a ‘hyperreality’ (Baudrillard, 1983; Robinson, 2012) by the media about 

neurological conditions that consumers do not fully understand. Disbursing mental health 

identity for entertainment value online encourages social segregation (Baun, 2009; 

Tartakovsky, 2009; Wahl, 2004) leading to common fallacies including mental illness causes 

people to be scary and unpredictable and untouchable (Tartakovsky, 2009). Baun (2009) and 

Wahl (2004) are concerned about a negative mediation impact through the television and 

technology interface. This can be clearly seen in the ‘Cinnamon Bun’ social media Facebook 

example (Feels Are Everything, 2014; Zepho GamingYT, 2013). Where a public post details 

how the screenwriters of the TV show Adventure Time wrote a storyline where a cartoon 

character named Cinnamon Bun backflips and hits his head. The ‘Bun’ incident became a 

slapstick device, inviting social media audiences to comment freely on the FB page about 

what the primetime show deemed as funny. The comments by viewers were particularly 

disturbing: ‘He was dumb enough to attempt a backflip with legs smaller than his mouth, I 
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think it’s safe to say that Cinnamon Bun always had brain damage’, followed by, ‘Mum 

always told us not to stare at them too’, and ‘lol brain damage rofl’ (Feels Are Everything, 

2014). Examples such as ‘Cinnamon Bun’, show how the internet itself is highly 

ethnographic: a ‘community’, a ‘collective’, of mixed ‘cultures’ and interests where self-

monitoring and proper media regulation does not always occur.  

The ‘Net’ is a self-promotional tool of great breadth and depth where anyone can turn 

themselves into a celebrity overnight without industry credibility or journalism, or film 

credentials. In the past that person would need an army of highly paid publicists to achieve 

the same thing. Problems can occur as a result of manufacturing an online identity that may 

not reflect the ‘truth’ of a person’s reality. As Dogme ’95 Danish film director, Thomas 

Vinterberg, says during a radio interview:  

Stories being told about yourself, the identity of every human being is now built on 

platforms that go out worldwide very quickly. Things were different fifteen years ago 

than they are now. It’s a reflection on how the world has become a province in that 

sense … everybody knows everything immediately about each other which I find 

fascinating but also slightly frightening … I know it from my own life, ten years ago 

it was nice to make an interview because we know a week from now no one will 

know about it. Now they keep it on the internet and it keeps popping back up. And I 

guess that’s why people have started to create their identities more and more on 

Facebook and other places. (Studio Q CBC, 2013) 

Overall, then, the digital age is an evocative emblem for self-expression and the never-ending 

search for humanity and identity and a diverse array of digital paraphernalia propel that 

search onward. In terms of this project, such a situation offers reporters instantaneous access 

to online medical resources which is handy, but this is fraught with conservative ideological 

and identity challenges. The internet is a powerful communication tool, but it is also a 

perplexing one when looking for information on ABI. For instance, when typing the term 

‘acquired brain injury’, ‘ABI,’ ‘Traumatic Brain Injury’, or ‘TBI’ into a search engine (such 

as Ask.com, Bing, Google, or Yahoo), many forums, websites, medical facts and 

organisations pop up from all over the globe which may or may not be reliably helpful (and 

this is the case with everything on the net – every issue from politics to fashion to medical 

issues). The failings of the internet as a reliable source of information about ABI were key 

considerations in the concept development of the ‘Mind Your Ethics’ app included in this 
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project (see Creative Component). There was a narrowing down of information that was 

desperately needed, a gap that needed filling, and journalists time-pressed to find immediate 

answers were asking the author how to centralise them.  

However, for current purposes under argument, whether it is via ‘digitalisation’ or ‘cross-

media content production’, multiplicity (which in this context means different forms of media 

information coming from multiple streaming devices: DVDs, Internet, Smartphones, Tablets) 

still shapes the way consumers of that media perceive the world. The idea that the media 

shape social reality to suit their own agenda based on underlying ethics, beliefs, financial 

backing, and restraints is a constant issue, but with media reach expanding exponentially, 

negative, stereotypical, simplistic and ill-informed has become increasingly unethical. This 

means a television show is not just a ‘show’ anymore; it is a multidimensional product 

(Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube), a tabloid interface (Quick Reader [QR] Codes in 

magazines) or a global broadcasting experience for a modern society thirsty for instantaneous 

bulletin input. With such a long reach responding to increasing demand, the media applies 

gravity to the way people communicate (Hepp, 2009, 2011).  

Audiences are more than just passive, doped up, mass media junkies being injected 

information from dealer journalists flooded with online gibberish. Television viewers are a 

crucial factor in how the message of ABI representation is disseminated for many reasons, 

reasons of ‘effect’. From prior studies about ‘Media Effects’ (e.g., Potter, 2013) it is possible 

to ascertain certain aspects of the relationship between mass media and their audiences. 

These ‘effects’ are often in relation to the reciprocal roles of other influences such as 

education, environment, health and socio-cultural forces, as well as individual experiences 

that have an emotional impact on the development of thought patterns, sexual and emotional 

patterns, motivations, attitudes, and persona (Barak, 2012; Severin & Tankard, 1979). These 

immediate variables have polygonal interactions with each other and with situational 

conditions. For instance, as Malamuth (1989) shows, alcohol intake or over sexualised 

arousal may hasten negative attribution behaviours ranging from passive support to actual 

hostility towards ‘sensitive’ issues involving abuse, crime, mental illness, sex or violence.  

Cultivation Analysis theory emerges as a better fit for a more ethical take regarding ABI and 

audience studies in relation to how mediation fits into the puzzle (Katz and Lazarsfeld, 1955; 

Severin and Tankard, 1979). Although, another theory called Media Logic states that 

widespread media systems act as a way to examine rather than simply construct the world 
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(Katz and Lazarsfeld, 1955; Severin and Tankard, 1979) and the popularity of visual formats 

means the majority of people use the style and content of television shows to scrutinise and 

critique (Lule, 2014) as well as construct is simply not sturdy enough. The Cultivation 

Analysis theory still offers more of a robust foundation for this PhD in terms of 

understanding media stigmatisation and aligns better with the effects of mediation. This is 

because, unlike the Media Logic theory, the Cultivation theory discusses how people tend to 

believe in social realities portrayed in television the more that they are exposed to them 

(Cohen and Weimann, 2000). Basically repeated exposure = change in audience attitudes and 

understanding. The false realities from that exposure can be speculative or self-serving, at 

best often translating into harmful stereotyping (Gerbner et al., 1986). A lack of diversity in 

television, in other words, does not reflect the assorted cultures, ethnicities, and struggles that 

the person watching is likely to encounter in their daily lives. The Cultivation premise also 

reflects the nature of ABI in terms of exposure: where we see it all the time, but often its 

meaning is ‘hidden’ because the injury is, or way too obvious, because the injury is blatantly 

noticeable therefore over-exposed and dramatised by the media. Statistics from the Australian 

Institute of Health and Welfare (2007) show that 1 in 45 Australians (432,700 people) have 

ABI and because it is common, it is extremely difficult for the viewer to determine when they 

are meeting a person with an ABI unless they are: A) told by the individual who has an ABI, 

or B) shown how to detect ABI symptoms and signals, or C) they work in ABI rehabilitation, 

or D) have access to highly regarded ABI literature.  

The simple fact remains that educators, filmmakers, journalists, psychologists, social 

commentators, and sociologists do not know for certain who is watching a broadcast or the 

overall psychographics of an audience scrutinising an ABI news segment or interest story. 

The viewer might be fighting their own vulnerable issues, their own ABI, searching for 

guidance and reputable answers, or they might be a media specialist, or a journalism student 

wishing to know more about the ABI construct. People who work in the media can envisage 

what audience they might have based on the format and content of the show and OzTam 

(2011) but in deliberately altering information ‘mediating’ it to meet organisational agendas 

may preclude certain ABI viewers that should have been involved. 

In summary, the various theories presented (through mediation, cultivation literature, and 

technology cloud reviews) reinforce the fact that public misconceptions emerge from the way 

in which television media frames its content which therefore impacts on the representation of 

ABI. Mediation shows us to study media you must understand it is constantly being 
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‘mediated’ even in unnoticeable, subtle ways (Silverstone, 2006) to cultivate audiences. The 

tailoring of media before it is sent out to the public (purposefully leaving out information that 

does not necessarily favourably support the goals of the program or producers) can be 

exceedingly detrimental to those watching and create a discrepancy between the actual and 

televised experience (Lang & Lang, 1969; Shoemaker and Reese, 1991). However, the 

journalism edict that ‘if it’s wrong; it’s not wrong for long’ (Johnston & Forde, 2009, 2011) 

is no longer good enough, given the varied at-risk backgrounds, attention spans, and tastes of 

media audiences.  

Auto-Ethnography  

With rapid changes in the digital landscape have come discourses regarding ethnographic 

practice in terms of education and the contemporary media world, particularly within the 

United Kingdom (Horst & Miller, 2012). The interest in employing ethnographic digital tools 

across disciplines, theories and methodologies in universities in the UK demonstrates an 

influential move towards understanding the next generation of scholars (Boellstorff et al., 

2012). This is encouraging in terms of this current Australian study (Pearson, Patching & 

Wilshere-Cumming, 2015). Such a development becomes particularly interesting when 

discussing the lives of digital journalists and mass bloggers (Boyer, 2010; Russell, 2010). The 

influx of ‘citizen journalists’ and mass bloggers (individuals not professionally or 

academically trained as journalists, but members of the public posting raw images/footage 

shot on camera phones and uploading amateur videos) has brought the digital age to the fore. 

In its wake traditional print journalists (and to a certain extent, some filmmakers) run the risk 

of looking like relics from the dark ages.  

The exegesis explains the journalistic, cinematic, media-based, and ethnographic 

engagements, not only through the literature review and method sections, but in a detailed 

creative section inspired by the work of Associate Professor Mia Lindgren (2011, 2012; 

Lindgren & Phillips, 2011). Chapter Four of the exegesis features a prominent auto-

ethnographic immersion by examining the exploratory journey of the author positioned as 

news maker, director, and researcher. It explicates the production of the app concept 

framework and videos; it evaluates various creative methods that were or were not combined 

successfully. It establishes what worked, what did not, and why. Here, however, the more 

academic and theoretical elements of auto-ethnography will be examined in terms of its 
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research potential in a project like this one. Similarly, journalism as research will be 

examined. 

‘Ethno’ (people) and ‘graphy’ (describing) form the term ‘ethnography’ (Cramer & 

McCrevitt, 2004), and as Hoey (2008, p. 136) explains, ‘ethnographic writing is a means of 

expressing a shared interest among cultural anthropologists for telling stories – stories about 

what it means to be human’. The expression ‘ethnography’ is often referred to in qualitative 

research projects where the aim is to study cultural and social human interaction (Hoey, 

2011). Hoey further explains that a researcher typically carries out an ethnography and the 

result of the procedure is a formula that endeavours to explain a particular group and its 

practices within a social setting. Ethnographers immerse themselves into a society (either by 

taking photos, operating a film camera, or recording sound) often for months or years rather 

than briefly reporting like a journalism news segment (Cramer & McDevitt, 2004; Hoey, 

2011).  

Two ethnography documentary prototypes stand out in particular: Robert Flaherty's ‘Nanook 

of the North’ (1922), purported to be the first feature-length documentary – although Flaherty 

was chastised for staging scenes and events, therefore clouding the actual reality of how the 

Inuit tribe behaved (Christopher, 2005); and Erik Barnouw’s ‘Hiroshima Nagasaki August, 

1945, 1970’. This is a compilation of World War II footage shot by news camera operators 

soon after the atomic bombing in Japan (Mitchell, 2005). Kept hidden from the public for 

almost four decades, Barnouw’s film was controversial and confronting (Mitchell, 2015). But 

it is ethnographic work such as this which may also benefit ABI presentation deferentially. 

So how does ethnography, a methodology that usually finds itself at home in anthropology or 

sociology (Hoey, 2011), end up working in tandem with the idioms of journalism and even 

further, digital technology?  

Ethnographic approaches to social research are progressively moving beyond the realm of the 

cultural anthropologist into the realm of media-effects studies, film, video, television and 

now (most significantly) to journalism research (Bredin, 1993). This is because 

ethnographers tell ‘stories’ and exploring narrative is what numerous other visual and sound 

creative fields do already. Although ‘ethnography’ and ‘journalism’ are two separate fields, 

they are able to align in a potentially productive, mutually beneficial manner. Cramer and 

McDevitt (2004) explain how ethnography (not a new process in itself) when applied to 

journalism studies, ‘is really not the alien concept that some in a newsroom might imagine; 
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its narrative scheme and observational methods are close kin to long-respected journalistic 

practices’ (p. 2). Ethnographers, filmmakers and journalists are often working on similar 

social, anthropological issues so it makes perfect sense that they merge proficiencies within a 

complementary research format (Lindgren, 2011, 2012; Lindgren & Phillips, 2011; Wilshere-

Cumming, 2013a).  

Makagon and Neuman (2009, p. 15) suggest that ‘the research process can be contingent on 

several modes of investigation such as fieldwork, interviews, historical and archival research, 

the use of institutional sources of information, personal experience that are closely aligned 

with both journalism and ethnography’. Duffield (2009) agrees, arguing that it can be a 

flexible, interchangeable method: both qualitative and quantitative and implying that 

journalistic rigour may be applied to many media areas that remain uninvestigated. Smith and 

Dean (2009, p. 1) confirm that it is an ‘exciting and revolutionary’ development to occur in 

universities within the last twenty years, arguing that it presents researchers with new 

qualitative habits that may increase creative contribution. 

Cramer and McDevitt (2004, p. 5) mention, too, that ‘ethnographic reporting challenges 

journalists’ understanding of objectivity, neutrality, and balance, but it should appeal to 

professionals’ commitment to enlighten rather than to obscure in the portrayal of everyday 

life’. In fact, sombre deliberation about the authentic story telling of ethnography when 

applied to journalism suits the area of ABI investigation well, because a commentator may 

need to form a much closer, more profound and self-aware bond with a subject (Pearson, 

Patching & Wilshere-Cumming, 2015). That bond is important when reporting on acquired 

brain injury because an ABI narrative (in fact any vulnerable issue narrative) requires a 

compassionate, ethical, yet professional, approach as Cramer and McDevitt, (2004, p. 5) 

state: 

One advantage of ethnographic reporting is how it portrays in a responsible manner 

the lives and cultures of groups that are typically marginalized through mainstream 

journalism practices. While most journalists do not refer to in-depth feature reporting 

as ethnographic, an abiding goal of the profession is pluralism in the portrayal of a 

culture’s diverse groups. 

Cramer and McDevitt (2004, p. 6) further argue that while the truth, weakness and vices of a 

social group should not be excluded – it is vital to include ‘recognition of its values, its 

aspirations, and its common humanity’. If people are shown the ‘inner truth of the life of a 
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particular group’, Cramer and McDevitt suggest that they would then respect and accept that 

group in all its diversity. People with brain injury are often searching for ‘inner truth’ social 

recognition and acceptance, but confront many hurdles, and this is where ethnography might 

help (Wilshere-Cumming, 2011, 2013a). Understanding ABI and the truth of ABI on its own 

terms is a poignant thing indeed, something which the concept of ethnography embraces. As 

Lindlof (1995) observes, the more an ethnographer (in some instances a journalist, director, 

producer, writer, photographer, editor) learns about certain populations and showcases it, the 

more increased chances there are for other people to gain a holistic perspective about that 

community. 

An approach to journalism research utilising ethnographic practice offers a useful social 

science research tool, especially where vulnerable members of the community (people with 

ABI) are concerned as both researcher and participants. The combination of journalism and 

ethnography as an approach is atypical to a traditional PhD doctoral thesis (Davis, 2014; 

Lindgren & Phillips, 2011; Nash, 2014; Pearson, Patching & Wilshere-Cumming, 2015) yet it 

is sensible and useful to use this method to increase personal awareness and enable a more 

comprehensive analysis of journalism and film practice, in effect, from within both media 

and academic cultures (Wilshere-Cumming, 2015). One of the main aims of employing an 

ethnography within this particular project is that it highlights active reflection on ethical 

guidelines for journalism and film practices with a real-life immersion experience. 

Whether ethnography or other information-gathering methods, blending social science 

research methods with journalism is appropriate. In fact, it is evident in several key studies by 

media practitioners and journalists that should be recognised (such as Candy, 2006; Davis, 

2014; Duffield, 2009; Lindgren, 2011; Lindgren & Phillips, 2011; Pearson, Patching & 

Wilshere-Cumming, 2015). In describing how to ‘graft’ ethnography onto journalism practice 

(Cramer & McDevitt, 2004, p. 2; Wilshere-Cumming, 2013a) this section will detail how 

other researchers have done similar things in the past with assorted media (i.e., Candy, 2006; 

Duffield, 2009; Lindgren, 2011, 2012). This is done to further solidify our own right as 

journalists, film directors and academics to original methodological endeavours that are as 

suitable as any other university discourse. Discussing the reasons why practice-led, practice-

based research common to journalism (Smith & Dean, 2009) matters and how it can position 

itself as relevant in creative PhD assessment helps justify the use of a digital media format 

(the ‘Mind Your Ethics’ app) and filmmaking direction.  
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This is important because there is still debate between media scholars about whether 

journalism can be a legitimate academic methodology in its own right (Davis, 2014; Pearson, 

Patching & Wilshere-Cumming, 2015). Davis (2014) in particular, though, has documented 

the challenges faced by Australian researchers using journalism as a methodology when they 

encounter the bureaucratic requirements of research ethics committees. Davis argued that as a 

research method journalism was not a standard way of committing to research under the 

current stringent stages of HREC’s guidelines. Consequently, journalism-related projects do 

not necessarily fit well with traditional scientific models of doctoral research that inform the 

formulation of ethics protocols (Davis, 2014; Pearson, Patching & Wilshere-Cumming, 

2015). 

‘Interdisciplinary’ or otherwise ‘non-traditional research’ (Phillips, 2013, p. 2) illustrates 

mounting resistance to strict academic boundaries and also demonstrates how journalism 

scholars can incorporate a working ‘feel’ into their research investigations without 

compromising either their methodological framework or ethical integrity (Pearson, Patching 

& Wilshere-Cumming, 2015). Nash’s (2013) research paper reviewed current arguments 

about the impact of the Excellence for Research in Australia (ERA) 2010 and 2012 

evaluations on journalism research, by undertaking a critical examination of the viability of 

journalism within communication, media and cultural discourses. Nash found that as an 

investigative scholarly tool, journalism was a strong contender for research practice. Nash did 

this by examining a variety of methodological issues gleaned mostly from Adam’s 

framework of journalism study (Adam, 1994), and the impact that developing models of 

technology had on this framework. Nash found that even though journalism is considered as 

an unconventional way of research by traditional stalwarts it could still successfully seat itself 

among the Arts and Humanities. 

In terms of concrete practice, Candy’s ‘framework for practice-led and practice-based 

research’ (2006, p. 3) is an important advancement in academia that aligns itself with media 

practice and to a limited degree within other modes of media discourse. Candy’s study 

encourages further reflection on journalism as a viable research tool through the gateway of 

‘practice’ rather than just existing as an erudite form of theoretical study. In Australia this 

‘practice-based’ field still remains largely unexplored, except within the work of a few 

creative/professional practice researchers including that of Lindgren. Lindgren was largely 

influenced by the studies of Candy (2006), Duffield (2009), and Loffelholz and Weaver 

(2008).  
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Lindgren produced ‘Deadly Dust’ a one-hour ABC Radio National documentary in order to 

examine how asbestos exposure affected workers in Australia. This journalism practical 

project was created in conjunction with an exegesis (Lindgren, 2012). The journalism 

practice based-process of the PhD distilled ‘trauma literacy’ as part of the production of 

Lindgren’s radio documentary. The project analysed the notion of trauma impact on the 

interviewer, the interviewee and society as a whole. The study presented an auto-

ethnographic account of Lindgren’s own experiences whilst interviewing asbestos survivors 

and considered the ethical and emotional aspects of working on such sensitive material, 

similar in some ways to this current project (Lindgren, 2012). Even though it was in radio 

rather than on television (an area of broadcast that this exegesis and its concurrent 

methodology explores) Lindgren’s original efforts with sound are inspiring and demonstrate 

how traditional forms of Higher Degree Research (HDR) can work in tandem with other 

forms of media to produce a scholarly outcome which still complies with HDR assessment 

guidelines (Lindgren & Phillips, 2011).  

Lindgren’s methodology formed a pronounced backbone to this study due to its auto-

ethnographic nature, something very valuable and necessary to this researcher, as a 

filmmaker and journalist. Her immersion was similar to Bruce Redman’s 2011 doctorate ‘The 

rise of “guerrilla docs” and the making of Family First – A Federal Crusade’ in its reflective 

character. These styles of doctoral theses incorporated an emphasis on their own internal 

considerations of process, especially the thoughts and feelings of speaking with people at 

risk, and working ethically with vulnerable, marginalised communities. This is precisely what 

this current project aspires to, in the context of ABI.  

Without doubt, a journalistic approach integrated with auto-ethnographic and ethnographic 

research, is in direct contrast to a traditional PhD doctoral thesis format (Lindgren & Phillips, 

2011). It can, however, become a viable scholarly option (Pearson, Patching & Wilshere-

Cumming, 2015). Cementing a journalistic approach to contemporary research also supports 

journalism and filmmaking academics when facing challenges in getting their practice 

recognised as appropriately academic (Lindgren, 2011, p. 3). Many of the authors referenced, 

such as Charon (2004), Duffield (2009), or Lindgren & Phillips (2011) observe that while 

journalistic ethnography is an inventive approach that may keep journalism studies alive in 

academic circles, it needs more attention and continued refining.  
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Conclusion 

Taken together, the literature reviewed in this chapter supports this current project, including 

its creative components. Together they form the scholarly basis for the argument that 

journalists need accurate, expert, quickly accessible information from relevant ABI 

professionals, research-active journalism scholars, and those with ABI if there is to be a 

reduction in negative stereotyping. Furthermore, only this more ethical treatment of the issue 

will return some agency to those who experience the direct impact of the condition(s). It 

acknowledges that, in all probability, daily broadcast journalists reporting on ABI find 

themselves under extreme time pressures and editorial dictates and therefore need a fast but 

principled solution. To challenge erroneous out-dated ethical media structures surrounding 

this subject (Ono et al., 2011; Tartakovsky, 2009; Wilshere-Cumming, 2013b) the PhD 

project finds a scholarly basis for implementing an information technology application as a 

possible hands-on online tool to educate journalists and their gatekeepers and students of 

journalism/film about appropriate use of ethical language and ethical practices when working 

alongside (and interviewing or filming) people who have an ABI.  

In particular, this study consistently upholds Charon’s vision of principled reporting and 

accountability: ‘Whoever listens, from the relative refuge of health, to the ill or traumatised 

speaker holds a profound responsibility not to exploit, not to expropriate, not to use the other 

for one’s own ends’ (2006, p. 233). This sentiment drives this current research, engaging with 

non-exploitative technology to encourage journalists to invest further in learning reputable 

ABI reporting skills, rather than opting for headlines, over-reporting superficial details, 

relying on ABI extremes to the detriment of the invisible impacts of the condition and 

underreporting medical and prevention details. Baun (2009, p. 32) reinforces: 

Words have power. They have the power to hurt or soothe, to honour or insult, to 

inform or misinform. Words reflect and shape prevailing attitudes, attitudes that in 

turn shape social behaviour. All too often, the media use sensational language that 

tends to perpetuate myths and stereotypes. 
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Chapter Three: Approach, Methods and Ethical Issues 

 
Overview of the Methods for Information Gathering and Dissemination 

Underpinned by a strong literature review, and an immersion within ethnographic and 

journalism practices, the researcher gathered qualitative data through scholarly endeavours to 

articulate this work and to create a practical solution to the problem addressed. This furthered 

her identity as an empowered individual academic scholar with an ABI who is also both 

filmmaker and journalist. The methods employed therefore fall necessarily into various 

categories: the experiential, the interpretive, the interdisciplinary, and the practical. The 

researcher’s own experiences of ABI and the media treatment of people with an ABI played a 

pivotal role in recognising the need for this more developed project. A survey of the literature 

revealed the methods, findings, and lack of previous research in the ABI Media praxis area 

(only work on mental health such as Segall, 2000; Tartakovsky, 2009; Wahl, 1995, 2004 

prevailed), thus identifying a huge gap in the field. In disciplinary terms, the experiential 

component is provided by the researcher’s own input as a person with an ABI. The 

anthropological and sociological method of auto-ethnography (Bredin, 1993; Cramer & 

McDevitt, 2004; Hoey, 2008) was therefore incorporated into the project as a means of 

tracking and accounting for the impact of experiential learning.  

This approach was combined with methods, such as open ended interviewing, that were 

already familiar from the areas of journalism and documentary filmmaking (Redman, 2011). 

These skills and methods for information gathering were also used to formulate the practical 

component which was an interdisciplinary feature of the project in the use of information 

technology expertise (provided by Griffith University’s School of Information 

Communication Technology) to assist the author to develop an application (an ‘app’) which 

is based upon the knowledges gained from the literature survey and the original data. Rather 

than just information gathering, however, the function at that point was the swift and ethical 

dissemination of accurate and accessible information about ABI aimed particularly at 

journalists – the goal of the project overall. Essentially, within the scope of this PhD in terms 

of methods, it is not only a doctorate about information gathering in various forms but it is 

about information sharing with journalists, ethicists, filmmakers, scholars, students, and the 

public. The following pages describe in-depth this complex approach to information 

gathering methods in this qualitative project.  
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- Stage One: Details of the Methods for Information Gathering 

While the methods cover four categories: the experiential, the interpretive, the 

interdisciplinary, and the practical, this section will deal in detail mainly with the 

interdisciplinary and the practical aspects. The interpretation of all literature relevant to the 

doctorate will be developed in the next section. Engagement with auto-ethnographic know-

how will be mapped in its own right and is, by its very nature, a hybrid presentation of the 

academic and personal ‘selves’ involved in the research process. 

The relatively non-traditional shape of this project, the combination of its exegesis 

component and creative component to make an argument, emerged in the early stages of 

research when there was a swift recognition that very little scholarly material was available 

specifically about the ethical representation of ABI. There was certainly work on other more 

widely accessible ways of engaging with vulnerable subjects or those who can be considered 

at risk or marginalised, or on the ‘outside’. The approach here was justified, for example, by 

the auto-ethnographic styles derived from documentary research work by Lindgren (2011, 

2012) and Redman (2011). Lindgren’s radio documentary ‘Deadly Dust’ and Redman’s film, 

‘The rise of “guerrilla docs” and the making of Family First – A Federal Crusade’ both 

involved creative/thesis components and dealt with cultures that required more than just a 

fleeting moment, but a deeper level of reciprocity, of informed immersion – whether it was a 

vulnerable culture or a political one, it still held core value.  

These became a springboard into the formal and creative engagements, the eventual shifts in 

method and ethnographic involvement in this doctorate. Rather than utilising traditional 

journalism mediums (radio, television) as Lindgren and Redman did, the outcome here was 

developed through the use of new media platforms (internet and apps) that integrated 

filmmaking techniques.  

A major method adjustment occurred after journalism as a singular research technique was 

canvassed by the researcher at various conferences throughout the world (i.e., ‘Sharing and 

shaping pedagogies-learning through doing,’ QER Conference, Exeter, UK 2013; the JEAA 

Annual Conference, Qld, Australia 2013, and the ‘Media and Popular Culture’, International 

Research Conference Austria, Europe 2014). This specific technique was constantly tested 

and refined to justify it or lay it bare before any practical work was undertaken. Originally at 

the start of the PhD it was planned that a journalism commitment would result in an output of 
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a film for television, but as time went on there was a transition into using film for a practical 

app. Even though the research was discipline specific (journalism interviews that were 

addressing journalists) it also disseminated new information the researcher found to a 

potentially even greater audience of filmmakers, media students, and people at risk of stigma. 

Expanding on a solitary method practice gave the doctorate greater scope and, very 

importantly, more targeted audiences. 

Interviewing as a sole disciplinary method driven by general journalistic practices was not 

totally effective as a standalone method choice. Interviews for the app had to have an 

awareness of a directorial, filmmaking approach that involved camera work, instructing 

students on how to craft video footage and building a computer application. In addition, and 

more importantly from an ethical point of view, standard journalistic interviewing would not 

have suited the sometimes psychological nature of this project, the subjective nature of it, in 

that individual, intuitive, and compassionate moments mattered. Discussions and thoughts 

needed to go deeper for the reflection process, for the reciprocity gained between interviewer 

and interviewee, moreover, between two people who have experienced an ABI or have not, 

and innately share that understanding. Indeed, this should not really come as a surprise, given 

that the app is engaging with precisely the issue of sensitivity in relation to ABI.  

Participants with an ABI were therefore asked if there were any verbal or nonverbal cues that 

were required and how best to feel comfortable during the process. The interviewer 

(researcher) said before filming, ‘If at any time you do not understand a question or feel 

uncomfortable answering a question, or you are feeling confused or fatigued please signal me 

to stop’. The interviewer also asked the person with an ABI if they were not comfortable 

looking at the interviewer during the filming process then they could stare at the interviewer’s 

forehead or slightly past the interviewer. If there were any vision issues (i.e., one interviewee 

could only see from one side of his body) then the interviewer was able to accommodate by 

repositioning herself, the camera, or the interviewee. In further consideration to the person 

with an ABI, background noise was kept low, doors and windows closed, and outside 

distractions kept to a minimum for concentration purposes. The interviewer also discussed 

her own personal experience with sustaining an ABI before the interview to help the other 

person feel accepted.  

The interviews came from a sample of ten people from several pertinent areas of the ABI 

field. Most were organisations already assisting the media in different ways towards better 
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representation methods and models through resource hubs and fact sheets. Others were 

people who were either ABI practitioners (neurologists or change agents) or had experienced 

an ABI directly but still retained a high level of cognitive functioning. This deliberate choice 

of ‘functioning’ was not only to facilitate clear interviews, but because this project is about 

‘hidden’ ABI conditions, not about ABIs with obvious physical disability such as those 

featured in the introduction.  

This was not a longitudinal quantitative study and did not require a random large sample. 

Such would not have fitted the timeframe and costs, nor positioned the research question and 

auto-ethnographic experience in relation to ethical considerations necessarily. ABI is too big 

as an issue, too vastly defined as an umbrella term, unquantifiable with 1.6 million sufferers 

(Synapse, 2011, 2012) in Australia alone, for a sole researcher to take on quantitative, 

longitudinal, under-funded research. Using a small purposive sample with a non-probability 

approach taken was deemed by the researcher as a more appropriate way to gather accurate, 

richer data; in the form of cohesive interviews which would form the basis of an industry-

relevant app to facilitate improved reportage of people with ABI.  

Each person was deliberately chosen from a focus area for their expertise and personal 

experience with ABI. This included existing media organisations (Australian Institute for 

Suicide Research and Prevention; DART; Mindframe National Media Initiative; and the 

Hunter Institute of Mental Health) that deal with educating the media about sensitive issues; 

leading ABI organisations (Brain Injury Australia; Headway; Moving Ahead: Centre of 

Research Excellence in Brain Recovery; and Synapse Brain Injury Association of 

Queensland); journalists (freelance film and media directors; and producers from Channel 

Nine); and four people who have sustained and survived a brain injury fully cognisant.  

Not all interviewees had an ABI, however, some were ABI experts without an ABI and it was 

imperative that they were accorded the same level of respect and care as a person with ABI. 

The goals of the shoot, and the outcomes of the project, for example, were covered in 

common. The concept for a possible app was mentioned with a brief informative diagram of 

what the finished video product might look like post-PhD (see Appendix A). The diagram 

included notes on where their interview may appear, and how they, or their organisation, may 

feature on an app or TV documentary structure. The researcher’s video camera was set up 

prior to the interviewee arriving, and rechecked for any errors as the participant read and 
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signed the consent forms, asked questions, and re-read their question list (Appendix B) sent 

several weeks prior to all interviewees via email.  

The camera work by the sole researcher aimed to produce an interior shoot corporate finish 

(only the app is of non-corporate quality). Natural light from behind the subject was utilised; 

there was no need for boom microphones, arms or stands. Lapel (Lavalier) microphones were 

used on all interviewees because sound was of paramount importance. All backgrounds used 

were chosen to feature neutral displays. Even though interviews were filmed in HD, they 

could still be reduced to a lower resolution for an internet platform fast-buffer clip. With each 

guest filmed their segment was kept sharp and short (two minutes) but some videoing went 

longer to capture the auto-ethnographic experiences in between (of interviewer/interviewee 

engagement and outtakes). Every interviewee answered a quick question relating to ethics, 

their input into those ethics and ABI (or other related vulnerable issue) experiences. 

Occasionally a hand held approach was necessary in order to feel closer as a filmmaker to the 

topic, to the process. See, for example, guerrilla-style filmmaking descriptions in Jones 

(2003) and Dogme95 techniques as outlined by Kingsley (2012). The subject featured alone 

in the shot, from the shoulders up. The question was added later during edit as a caption in 

the segment so that the interviewer’s (journalist’s/director’s) voice was not heard asking it in 

the shot.  

Only non-ABI participants were required to position themselves in front of the camera and to 

look directly at the interviewer (who was off camera) when speaking. The interviewer’s 

image and voice was intended for exclusion in the final footage. The participants were all 

informed that they would be asked a question and to pause before answering that question 

and when their answer was completed for edit reasons.  

The bulk of the filming was done in Queensland. One was interstate. All the interviews were 

completed in Australia because this project is about the Australian media’s approach to an 

ABI. However, when any international conferences were attended more footage and ideas 

were gathered to complement and broaden the narrative.  

The technical aim of this interview process, for ABI and non-ABI participants alike, was to 

collect then edit subject footage into short 1–2 minute grabs for each question. There was a 

shared list of questions (see Appendix B) given to all interviewees regardless of whether or 

not they had an ABI or whether they were from an ABI or another vulnerable issue 

organisation. These questions focused on media impact, better understanding of sensitive 
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issues, ethics and increasing media education about ABI. Such questions were asked to better 

assist journalists researching online when presenting time-limited segments about matters that 

may be stigmatised. Normally questions about such a delicate subject would be done in a 

longer, more explanatory format, but in this case, they were kept simple, short, and 

straightforward. This is because they were deliberately designed to feature inside video clips 

within an ‘app’ in exactly the same wording. As mentioned in the upcoming auto-

ethnographic chapter, the basis of these questions were derived from what others were asking 

the researcher at ABI and vulnerable issue organisations about the media; from people with 

an ABI who wanted to see journalists say it ‘better’; from what emerged from the author’s 

2011 documentary where questions were posed on and off screen from interviewees about the 

media and stigma; and from watching television interviews (as shown in the Introduction) 

where certain questions about ABI (from journalists) needed addressing/rephrasing. There 

was no guide anywhere for the media about asking questions regarding ABI itself (although 

other organisations such as MindFrame outline it for depression, suicide, or DART for media 

and trauma, etc.), so the researcher as the interviewer had to rely on her background as a 

psychologist and past mental health research (Segall, 2000; Tartakovsky, 2009; Wahl, 1995, 

2004) to formulate ABI inquires in a principled manner just as she had carefully done with 

her clients with mental health or domestic violence issues in the past. Questions to the 

interviewees included, ‘What is an ABI?’, ‘In your opinion how do you feel the media 

portrays ABI?’, ‘How does misreporting affect the individual and the public?’, ‘Why do 

journalists need to report this more responsibly?’, ‘What should respectful ABI 

footage/interviews include?’, and ‘Where can individuals get help for ABI?’  

The organisation representatives interviewed were also permitted to briefly discuss what their 

business or charity did in response to questions such as: ‘How does your 

institute/organisation/service assist the media?’, ‘What is your mission statement or research 

aims?’, and ‘What future plans does the institute/organisation/service have?’ so that once the 

information was up on the app it could link easily to their webpages, with better descriptions 

about the companies involved. When a person who had sustained a neurological condition 

was featured, questions were added to assess the stigma they had experienced. Questions 

such as: ‘How did you acquire your ABI and what impact has it had on you?’, ‘Have you 

personally experienced stigma about your condition?’, ‘How is the media making this stigma 

worse?’, and ‘How does misreporting affect you?’ Participants were also told that there could 

be a possible TV or short film documentary and student training DVD option in the future 
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from their interviews. Only the app was within the scope of this current project which was to 

offer journalists and filmmakers a quick, easy way to get basic answers and links to ABI 

information.  

- Stage Two: Methods Relating to Creating the App as a Dissemination Tool 

Stage two of the practical, creative process concerns methods for creation of the online 

dissemination tool within an internet platform called appery.io. It involved taking the full 

length videoed interviews as raw material in order to edit them into smaller, succinct ‘grabs’ 

to respond to focus questions about ABI. The final edited film clips were hosted by a video 

playing platform, called Vimeo, that linked via the app to Australian trauma organisations 

and media websites involved in the study. This is the prototype app titled ‘Mind Your 

Ethics’.  

It can be noted here that this app represents how filmed video results might be put together as 

a highly accessible tool for journalists needing fast, accurate, informed, and ethical 

information about ABI and those who experience it. This is about enhancing journalistic 

possibilities. The full length videos from which these ‘grabs’ are created, are also a relevant 

component of the creative process.  

The completed interviews, then, frame a concept app streamed from Vimeo and also feature 

in full (and edited) versions on DVD that go with the exegesis to the examiners (hardcopies 

in Supplementary Materials). The interview responses during field work for the app were 

very encouraging and further fuelled the need for this current research as Jennifer Cullen, 

Chief Executive at Synapse, indicated in the PhD Supplementary DVDs (2013): ‘We then 

need to look at a form of national consistency around journalists and the different states and 

territories on how we report so we have that national information and awareness going out’. 

Professor Diego De Leo, Director (AO) Australian Institute for Suicide Research and 

Prevention Griffith University, also added on the DVDs, ‘Brain injury can be perceived as 

something permanent, so there is in itself, there, a danger of bigger stigmatization … there is 

I believe, a lot of scope for media people in improving the depiction of this situation and 

finding a language that is both sensitive and appropriate’; and Cait McMahon (OAM), 

Managing Director of DART, stated that this current research work fills a much needed gap: 

There is a big lag in terms of brain injury … It’s just not raised in 

newsrooms as an issue to be talking about or to be reporting on. I have 
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never heard it raised in any discussion, trauma discussions, about 

journalism, about how to deal with ABIs, people with ABIs…I think the 

way that the media deals with it is quite mixed, there are some that are very 

thoughtful and sensitive, but by in large I think a lot of media organisations 

still don’t get it. (McMahon, C, PhD Supplementary DVDs, 2013) 

The methods used in creating the app for dissemination of this information were different 

from those of stage one. A professional quality app is very expensive to produce as a part of a 

research project at this level. Therefore, alternative methods had to be found to support the 

creation of a prototype that captures the concept of what a professional app would achieve 

and the needs that it would address.  

In conjunction with the School of Humanities and the School of Information and 

Communications Technology (ICT) the ‘Mind Your Ethics’ basic app was developed as part 

of an undergraduate student course 3001ICT Industry Project. Even as a prototype in 

progress, the app began its work of educating students in the content area they were engaging 

with. It enhanced the education of third-year information technology students interested in 

cutting-edge ethics online platforms and filmmaking. This connection was forged to help the 

researcher (and HDR) address the financial issues of professional level work. It also forged a 

mutually beneficial solution that was not exploitative of student labour because it developed 

and worked within their skill development trajectory. It allowed for interdisciplinary 

associations and shared knowledge with appropriate content and supervision. 

This all meant that at no time was there any cost to the researcher or the university as the app 

formed part of semester assessment work. Unfortunately, at times this made the app appear 

less-than-industry quality in terms of its overall presentation, but that was deemed acceptable 

by all involved, including the ICT assessors and the researcher, as it was a student project, 

with a student PhD researcher, and not deemed for public viewing or sale. Moreover, the 

filmed interviews that are embedded within the app are the core of the creative output. The 

app was the ‘vehicle’ to disseminate the information contained in those filmed interviews, 

and the researcher’s creative and professional skills are demonstrated in the content and 

presentation of the interviews themselves. The concept was created for smartphone and tablet 

devices. The tactic was that when outside parties (i.e., journalists, resource hubs, the ACMA, 

or the MEAA) eventually accessed it post-PhD in its fully realised form they could select a 
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particular ABI question to watch related to their enquiry. All other computer programming 

platforms and tools were provided by the ICT students. 

In project meetings with selected groups of ICT students, under supervision by Assessor 

Chantell Cordeiro and Course Convenor Leigh Ellen Potter, the researcher and students 

developed the platform over a year during 2014, after journalism interviews and filming were 

completed in 2013. The four students consisted of three females and one male. For 

coursework purposes they titled their group the ‘MD – Multi Design team’. They delegated 

roles for one another that included App Project Manager, App Chief Graphic Designer, App 

Programmer and App Configuration Manager. They signed a ‘Video App Development 

Informed Ethics Consent Form’ (see Appendix E and below) prior to app design and video 

editing commencement.  

The students met with the researcher at the same time every week for several months to work 

on concepts for the ‘look and feel’ of what an ethics app might look like on Android and 

tablet devices. During these meetings the researcher, as both ‘teacher’ and ‘filmmaker’, 

explained how she wanted the app framework to galvanise the creative journalism videos into 

an information portal about how to ethically report on ABI and (potentially) other vulnerable 

issues in the future. In these meetings the students offered their input on the appearance of the 

app, how it could be constructed, and how to use it online through the appery.io platform and 

Vimeo. The students were presented with a list of aims every week as well as raw footage 

from the interviews (see Original Video in Supplementary Materials). In those ‘to do’ lists 

the researcher emphasised the need to make sure that the app was quick and easy to navigate. 

This occurred with suggestions such as using three ways to search for information: a key 

word search, selecting a category, and searching ‘all’.  

Throughout the process the students developed insights into how to ethically word any ABI 

related material and how to keep the identities of interviewees respectfully private. As well as 

‘ethicist’ and ‘educator’, the researcher wore her director’s hat during the video edit process, 

showing the students how to edit each interview into smaller succinct grabs for the app (see 

Edited Video in Supplementary Materials). Each grab featured several interviewees 

answering the same question, fading from one person to another. This was done to give a 

broader, less subjective approach to a question from various perspectives. The app framework 

included external website links to organisations involved in the interviews.  
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The students further needed to be taught by the researcher (a full member of the Australian 

Directors Guild and an experienced filmmaker) about video edit techniques such as 

transitions, how to edit answers, and picture/sound quality. Each video was evaluated by the 

researcher as an ‘undergraduate’ standard output before upload and suggestions offered on 

how to correct any learner mistakes (unfortunately, as discussed in the auto-ethnographic and 

results sections, several student errors slipped through the cracks such as the occasional 

punctuation or image error, but this can be attributed to newness of subject matter, time 

constraints, and concentration issues with the task at hand).  

Once the skeleton of the app was completed (on paper) it was then transferred onto the 

various online platforms for proper viewing (see Supplementary Materials). Further details 

about the final appearance of that app (images and links) can be found in the results section 

(and in Supplementary Materials). When the app was completed and the year had ended, the 

four students formally handed it over to the researcher at a ‘Client Presentation’ in front of 

their course assessors for course grading purposes. At the same time the researcher was also 

given an Acceptance Test Report (Appendix G) and a ‘Mind Your Ethics’ User Manual 

(Appendix I). This all culminated in an official ‘2014 Griffith ICT Expo’ where the students 

presented the app to their classmates and lecturers as part of a mock-up conference 

(Appendix H). The researcher retains ownership of the app and its related concepts and at the 

end of the procedure was fully versed by the ICT students about how to manage and change it 

post-PhD. The final app (beyond prototype) might be developed post-doctorally on Android 

and iPhone for filmmakers, media regulation bodies, and branch out into more fields as a 

template for other vulnerable issues using film as the core foundation again. It is hoped that 

the app will also eventually be managed by Griffith on a university platform.  

Overall, to summarise the methods, in order to develop new guidelines for media reporting 

regarding ABI ethical language, a mixture of digital and information dissemination collection 

and sharing practices (interviews, video, sound, Vimeo, and YouTube, and an app platform) 

were employed to handle the scope of a project that is involved in both information gathering 

and information dissemination. It was a sizable method construction endeavour in terms of 

producing numerous ethics consent documents for HRECs approval (see Appendix C) and 

film talent involved; ethnographic immersion with vulnerable groups; filming/directing 

interviews; editing lengthy footage into short grabs; meeting weekly with Information 

Communication Technology undergraduate students to develop an app model as part of their 

university education; and then to be able to implement all those combined progressions into a 
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final easy access online portal. Despite the challenges presented with method earlier on in the 

project, it became a user-friendly and easy to manage endeavour.  

The relationship of the scholarly and practical elements of this project is an important kinship 

to note. Both parts (the exegesis and its substantial creative multimedia outputs) are not 

separate from one another, but rather complement each other so a strong theoretical 

framework forms the bedrock for the app. The literature review and the auto-ethnographic 

account within the thesis also complement one another: the former providing the intellectual 

framework for the latter that makes the personal simultaneously the critical.  

Ethical Considerations: Working with Vulnerable Subjects  

There are two dimensions to a consideration of ethics in this project: firstly, the need for 

journalists and broadcasters to become more informed when dealing with the subject of ABI 

in order to avoid entrenching negative stereotypes in a non-stereotypical way and thereby 

treating the individuals with ABI more sensitively; secondly, the ethics required through 

university protocols that cover any form of human research. The former is engaged in the 

literature section as a part of demonstrating thorough research on media ethics; the latter will 

be covered below as part of integrating ethics into the methods that were used in the project.  

The ethics application for this research HRECs protocol ‘Media representation of acquired 

brain injury’ (GU Protocol Number HUM/34/12/HREC) reached across boundaries to 

manifest in different ways in different spaces. All human research projects must be of benefit 

to society and, ideally, the subjects. That is, they must be meritorious rather than gratuitously 

benefitting the researcher. The principle of beneficence considers risk management to ensure 

that the benefits of the project outweigh the burden placed on participants. This always 

involves respect for persons around issues such as privacy, respectful treatment and fully 

informed, voluntary consent. There are principles of justice to consider in terms of who is and 

who is not included in the project or whether the research itself reinforces negative 

stereotypes, or reduces rights and welfare (see: ‘Operations Manual for the Human Research 

Ethics Committees’, The University of NSW, 2010).  

Most importantly, for this research, the principle of justice, and respect for persons, must take 

into account the understanding that those with an ABI are vulnerable in terms of 

stigmatisation and in terms of potential (though not automatic) disability. Because the 

research deals with the sensitive area of brain injury in human subjects it was absolutely 
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paramount to be clear that this was a non-invasive, non-scientific, non-medical exercise. 

Rather it was sociological interpretative information gathering and sharing research embarked 

upon to help the film and television community to implement improved ABI representation. 

The ethics application automatically came under particular scrutiny from the perspective of 

vulnerable participants in terms of risk management.  

Fortunately, the overall purpose of the project, producing an app that was reliable and ethical, 

demanded input from people with ABI and a participatory approach was used similar to that 

required in First Peoples applications, though there are no leaders as such to be approached. 

This ensured inclusion and agency of the research subjects; this can be considered as a deeper 

level of reciprocity in terms of ‘giving back’ to people with an ABI, treating them as a 

collective of individuals on the same wave length that could feel comfortable, safe and offer 

important insights when interacting with the researcher/documentarian. Being mindful of a 

person with ABI’s requirements is vital in order to use the best means of communication 

(Commonwealth of Australia, 2009). Each person with ABI is affected differently and the 

specific needs of each person are paramount when filming and/or interviewing. Often people 

with ABI may have related impairment to their memory (Commonwealth of Australia, 2009). 

This in turn might impact on the resulting film footage but be managed without creating 

unnecessary or unmanageable stress for them. This is why the researcher freely chose to 

become immersed in the ABI culture for five years (from honours student to doctoral 

candidate) before any action took place in terms of creating and positioning footage in the 

creative component of this project.  

The Research Study Information Sheet (see Appendix D) outlined risks clearly and these 

were minimal (for example feeling emotional about discussing an ABI). It was also noted that 

all due care would be taken throughout the process and that any anxieties were discussed 

openly with the researcher, and further that the researcher has a background in psychology 

and had also recovered from a traumatic ABI. She therefore had an ethical, empathetic 

understanding of any emotional responses that might arise during filming. Contact details for 

the Chief Investigators were given if there were any other concerns raised during the 

research. All raw data then would be stored in a safe environment at the School of 

Humanities at Griffith University for five years before being destroyed.  
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These principles of meritorious research, respect for persons, justice, and beneficence 

governed the application to Griffith’s Human Research Ethics Committee and can be seen 

operating in the summary below. 

Along with the Information Sheet, the ten participants were asked to sign an ‘Informed Film 

Ethics Consent Form’ (see Appendix D). It finalised and consolidated the individual’s 

understanding of the project: basically that they were to be briefly filmed to investigate their 

own perceptions of the role that broadcast media played in representing trauma issues (in 

particular ABI); that the video would appear on an online platform; that their involvement 

was voluntary and they could cease participation at any time without penalty or explanation, 

and if requested a final report would be sent to them. They also were asked to tick Yes/No 

boxes agreeing to be identified in terms of visual recording, and that recording shared on a 

public space such as Vimeo or YouTube, television, or within a student training video.  

The information portal idea was new to the students involved in the app development (non-

filming) part so before commencing work on it thorough ethical explanation was also needed. 

In a ‘Video App Development Production Information Sheet’ (see Appendix E) they were 

given the background and their role editing videotaped interviews under strict guidance from 

the researcher. They were instructed that all their views on uncut footage were to remain 

private; moreover, none of the videos were to be uploaded without express permission of the 

researcher, and no participants were to be named to outside parties. Their names could be 

used on the clips only once all editing and design was completed for the app, as per 

agreement on the ethics sheets signed during the original interviews.  

A ‘Deed of Licence’ provided by the ICT School (see Appendix F) was signed between the 

researcher and the ICT students that outlined the terms of the project, the expected product 

deliverables (app for the media titled ‘Mind Your Ethics’ [see Supplementary Materials]; 

User Manual for the researcher [see Appendix I]; and an Acceptance Report [see Appendix 

G]). The reciprocal relationship was ethically established between the ICT students and the 

researcher as volunteer study; it did not and will not create any employment, agency, 

partnership, or joint venture arrangement with the researcher. The researcher was basically 

acting as a sample ‘client’ wanting a workable app to benefit learning.  

In terms of intellectual property, all rights remain with the researcher to develop the app 

professionally in the future (from its PhD concept stage) but the students may acknowledge 

its input to their education in future resume portfolios. There was also an agreement that the 
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team deliver all documents, codes, discs, notes, and originals to the researcher upon 

completion of the volunteer student project. This way all identities, images and soundtrack of 

the interviewees in the filming stage would only be released under controlled conditions. 

Overall, the formal ethics procedure was deliberately meticulous in this PhD in order to 

prevent any unintentional disablist or potentially defamatory representations and to put 

forward a robust concern for correct ethical practices. It covered all aspects of information-

gathering implemented through the methods outlined above, as well as the methods of 

dissemination through doctoral work or future publications or app development. 

Driven by the approaches and ethical issues used, the next chapter engages with the 

researcher’s auto-ethnographic journey (which very much considers the reflections of shaping 

the project in positive and negative ways where research journal notes and self-recorded 

phone ideas/reminders were kept and then their contents helped to shape progress). This 

ensures a more informal, but equally valid, contributing narrative that enabled reflection on 

the researcher’s engagement within their own identity as that of a person with past ABIs, as 

well as an academic and filmmaker with potentially conflicting priorities. On reflection, these 

are not dissimilar to the frustrations and conundrums experienced by journalists out in the 

field with pressure for academic deadlines competing with the production values of 

filmmaking.  
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Chapter Four: Auto-Ethnographic Engagements  

Author’s Background 

In this section I switch into ‘first person’ perspective to better present a critical examination 

of the auto-ethnographic journey of the creative component of this PhD. In progressing from 

formal academic language, the aim is to share an internal monologue as an ‘ethnographic’ 

writer (as the ABI professional, camera person, director, journalist, producer, teacher, and 

technician) with the reader in a less prescribed conjectural space.  

It is important in a project such as this to experience the formal processes such as the 

literature review and engagement with method, but also the personal ones such as creating 

and reacting as a researcher to the material. This leads not only through the journey of how to 

adapt traditional approaches into hybrid research systems, but most importantly, how to deal 

with unexpected roadblocks, ethical issues and other dilemmas along the way when 

conducting a study involving vulnerable people.  

In understanding the auto-ethnographic account, it is also important for readers to gain some 

insight into my background. There are three elements to my background that are pertinent to 

this project: my media and film experience, my familiarity and expertise in the fields of 

psychology and pedagogy, and very importantly, my own ABI. It is the way I have worked 

through and with my specific skill set, qualifications, and personal ABI experiences that has 

enabled me to embark upon and carry out this project, along with associated dissemination of 

the research results and the project app.  

I am a professional film and TV director and a full member of the Australian Directors Guild 

(see http://www.adg.org.au/ and IMDB http://www.imdb.me/lisawilsherecumming) and CEO 

of a small film production company (see http://wilsherecummingproductions.angelfire.com) 

as well as a freelance media journalist. L.B. Wilshere-Cumming Productions, formed in the 

'90s, has produced several critically acclaimed books, TV projects, documentaries, live 

shows, music, and art works. I am the author of the nonfiction book, Discovering Your Inner 

Clown: Learning to Live and Love with Laugher: Managing your Chronic Pain with Humour 

in 2008. This featured a contribution from American comedy icon and Oscar winner Jerry 

Lewis who showcased my books in Las Vegas so that countless others could enjoy our work. 

Prior to this I published/promoted my first fiction book Eternal Forest of the Soul in 2006, a 
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fantasy science fiction tome written for teenagers. Articles about my entertainment career (as 

a director and writer) appeared in magazines, newspapers, and online, along with conducting 

many book signings and seminars nationally.  

I am also known for producing, creating, and hosting Demystifying Brain Injury, a 

documentary television series (2011) which was made prior to but has informed this doctoral 

project. I am a veteran of stage and screen, starring in television advertisements and several 

theatre musicals. These include Dancewars, (2000-2001) (which I produced, wrote and 

directed), Tarantara, Tarantara (1992), and Oliver (1991) with playhouse companies. I have 

also performed live for Queensland Parliament and the Royal Brisbane Children’s Hospital 

(2008). I had a successful singing career during the late '80s to early '90s. During this time I 

guested on radio (my self-penned songs played on many popular stations in Melbourne) as 

solo pop retro-glam '70s styled artist ‘Lee Zane’. After winning the Australian national music 

contest Ausmusic in 1990 (beating over 1,000 contestants) I featured in pop magazines and 

worked for several prominent Melbourne artist management-booking agents doing public 

relations and booking bands. I interacted frequently with Aussie TV icons such as Ian 

‘Molly’ Meldrum and Graham Kennedy. I also taught the bass guitar and drums at a music 

school and played in garage bands during the '80s pub circuit era.  

In my younger role as rock and roll freelance journalist I interviewed music artists such as 

Skyhooks, INXS, Rolling Stones, B52s and many more. In the early '90s, I collaborated with 

and met the late David Bowie. I interviewed my first movie celebrity at age thirteen: Anthony 

Daniels from Return of the Jedi (1983), a formative event since I was the only teenage 

journalist in the entire country to do so (the original Star Wars movies were/still are a 

franchising juggernaut). The star studded film/TV line-up I have met (or interviewed since) 

include Sean Astin, Misha Collins, Andrew Scott, and John Simm. 

I have previously starred in a one-hour documentary on QCTV Between the Lines (2008) 

about my creative life and times and joined a televised Panel Show 360 (2008) about raising 

disability and vulnerable issue awareness. I produced a sizable communication project during 

my Master of Journalism & Mass Communication degree consisting of a short film I directed 

and shot at the Supernova Pop Culture convention – interviewing movie actors/celebrities 

from Star Wars, Lord of the Rings, and Harry Potter. I also interviewed renowned film 

director Peter Jackson (Lord of the Rings, King Kong) and the Movie Show’s David Stratton 

in Sydney that year. I am on the editorial board for the Journal of Culture and Religion at 
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The Centre for Research in Social Sciences and Humanities in Zagreb, Croatia (EU) and have 

been published in MIA Media International Australia journal and in the Journal of Culture 

and Religion, Croatia. In my travels around the world for conferences and film projects I 

have interacted as a member of the Directors Guild with giant film companies such as 

Zentropa (that featured prominently in the Dogme-95 movement) and smaller ones in 

Denmark (2015) and the UK with directors and producers on script development and 

international film relations.  

In addition to the above media and arts experience, I also have expertise and personal 

experience in ABI (see below) and psychology which has provided the training, insight and 

experience to tackle the subject area. I have a Bachelor of Psychology and a Postgraduate 

Diploma in Psychology and completed a quantitative research thesis on the effects of lines 

and patterns in everyday environments on brain function. I worked in the field for more than 

five years counselling clients at risk. These included abused indigenous women and children, 

mental health clients, eating disorder patients, and juvenile justice detainees, and I have also 

worked as a psychologist in outback Charleville for Juvenile Justice and Family Services for 

indigenous people and in the Mental Health sector and presented lectures at several events 

organised through Queensland Health. As well as teaching at TAFE Queensland (Adult 

Education Classes), I have tutored Aboriginal and Torres Straight Islanders at the Gumurrii 

Student Support Unit at Griffith University.  

I sustained my acquired brain injury by way of a critical car crash in 1993 which left me in a 

coma and led to both an ABI and a heart valve abnormality known as a mitral valve prolapse 

(MVP). Then I contracted meningitis (2001) and had a brain tumour removed (2008) and 

developed another one recently (2015). I am open about my ABI which has unfortunately 

attracted stigma at times, but that has never prevented me from fulfilling my role as an 

academic and a filmmaker. My varied ABI background informs this research and makes my 

approach more authentic and meaningful. Any legitimate study involving acquired brain 

injury necessitates moral fortitude, honesty, and insider knowledge. ABI discourse is a 

specialised area, requiring a specialised set of schema. As Lindgren (2011, p. 117) has 

argued, ‘being well prepared and building a strong relationship with the interviewee’ are 

‘important approaches when dealing with traumatic listening’. I believe that I have these 

skills and have applied them in the conduct of the core data interviews for this project.  
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As a result of my own ABI experiences, I am involved with several brain injury organisations 

as a member (for example, Synapse [Brain Injury Organisation of Queensland], the 

Queensland Brain Institute [UQ], The Brain Injury Organisation of Australia, Headway [Gold 

Coast] and more). I regularly attended their events and seminars throughout my documentary 

and PhD work from 2011 onwards. 

Story Telling: The Auto-ethnographic Journey as Reflection on Creative Work 

This section draws its insights and the final auto-ethnographic inferences from the formal 

elements of this exegesis in combination with notes from my Production Diaries, my Public 

Relations and Interview Pitches, and the positive and negative auto-ethnographic experiences 

that prompted critical self-observation and evaluation.  

What makes an auto-ethnographic approach in writing a creative work reflection so 

compelling to the PhD narrative is that ethnography itself is ‘… a means of expressing a 

shared interest among cultural anthropologists for telling stories – stories about what it means 

to be human’ (Hooey, 2008, p. 136; Hooey, 2011). It forms a personal and scholarly 

backbone to what I (along with the X-Factor, and The Voice) call ‘The Journey’, and tells a 

sometimes harrowing, yet triumphant narrative about human beings, a story that a director, an 

author, often tells. To immerse oneself for more than five years in the study of ABI, to work 

with a mixture of genres in telling stories about it, to hear people’s stories of their 

experiences, and to explore my own stories, as a person who has experienced ABI, requires 

so much more giving of myself than that required by a strictly journalistic approach. 

‘Ethnographic reporting challenges journalists understanding of objectivity, neutrality, and 

balance, but it should appeal to professionals commitment to enlighten rather than to obscure 

in the portrayal of everyday life’ (Cramer and McDevitt, 2004, p. 5). Personal, ethnographic 

story-telling, when applied to journalism can suit vulnerable issue investigation and 

representation. As a professional media commentator on this project, I needed to form more 

profound bonds than usual in my occupation but somehow reinstate critical distance in order 

to reflect on my own reactions. I wanted to carefully scrutinise my responses to ensure their 

validity from an ethical and scholarly standpoint.  

This PhD is about experimentation with divergent methods (experiential, interpretative, 

discipline specific, app and film-based methods) but it is also very much about ‘The Journey’ 

of that experience. Yes, the outcome, the official result, is important in the way it opens new 

pathways to explore ABI trauma language and reduce stigmatisation through multimedia 
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platforms and tools – but it is the addition of my personal journey as a researcher that traces 

the formation and development of knowledge as an emotional as well as intellectual 

engagement with decision-making and even enlightenment.  

The research journey was initiated by the car crash and its health and identity related 

consequences. It not only inspired an emotional and critical response in the first instance, it 

also and necessarily had an ongoing impact on my investigative journey as a filmmaker, as a 

journalist and as a doctoral researcher. It taught me, above all else, that whatever roles we 

may draw upon to structure our lives, we, as people, remain as a more complex configuration 

of identity than any one, or even all, of these roles. The sum always exceeds the parts. When 

one of the labels for identity becomes ‘patient’ or person with an ABI then that, too, is only 

part of a complex identity. I am a person who identifies with an at-risk stigmatised issue, but 

who refuses to base my sole identity on that issue. Yet, I have a commitment to representing 

these complexities. 

I am well-placed to think about how to mould a vulnerable issue like ABI into an academic 

framework, and how to find suitable ways to ethically represent it better on television. I asked 

myself, why did it matter to me from a creative standpoint as a filmmaker, a journalist, a 

researcher, an ethicist, and overall, as a person? It was my own experience of ABI and the 

way it developed into a holistic project through the making of a guerrilla-style TV 

documentary that drove me into an ethnographic process to increase my knowledge of media 

storytelling tactics. At first, I was reaching for standard ways to target a broadcast audience, 

but in the end raising awareness for the media about brain injury became more important. I 

explained that shift, that process, and my own journey recently during a radio interview 

‘Mornings with Steve Austin’ on ABC radio in Brisbane, Queensland: Raising Awareness of 

Brain Injury, (612 ABC, 2014) http://blogs.abc.net.au/queensland/2014/07/raising-

awareness-about-brain-injury.html. 

The Documentary Germination of the Project  

When studying journalism practice it is important to note the role of ‘documentary’ in 

informing broadcast media. As Rose (1961, p. 7) suggests: ‘The roots of documentary were 

grounded in the soil of journalism, anthropology and sociology’. In terms of my documentary 

about acquired brain injury, those three key areas are well-covered. In discussing the pre-PhD 

documentary ‘Demystifying Brain Injury’ (Wilshere-Cumming, 2011) (see Supplementary 

Materials), I hope that a clear ethnographic rationale emerges as to why I eventually used the 
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app as a technological innovation within digital dissemination practices to raise the standard 

of journalism pedagogies regarding complex representational issues surrounding ABI.  

The documentary was my first foray as an amateur researcher/director into learning how to 

reach out to the community about a sensitive issue through a television broadcast forum, 

testing the waters so to speak, as I had seen other motivated academics do before me (for 

instance, Meadows, Forde, Ewart & Foxwell, 2007). The documentary was a significant 

introduction to how an ethnographic experience could work, what an immersion into the 

media meant as an artistic and theoretical paradigm, how it co-existed in harmony with a 

traditional university structure and with my formal training as a journalist. It was also an 

experience that highlighted the tension between formal requirements and the creative 

impulses of the film director element of my identity. It certainly made me want to learn more. 

The documentary process led me into liaising with powerful ABI and media organisations 

and my practice as a filmmaker with an ABI was a powerful learning curve in this juncture. It 

taught me how to frame questions towards ABI subjects and experts in that field and to listen 

sensitively with compassion and retrospection. It also focused me to ask why interviewees 

wanted the media to correct or improve broadcast standards. My experiences and frustrations 

with the documentary allowed me expand on my own auto-ethnographic journey, my 

knowledge about my ‘craft’ (film) into vulnerable areas in a way I feel is just and right, that 

is grounded firmly in ethics, the literature, and theory.  

The aim of this filmmaking overview is also to educate and inform students of broadcast 

journalism and the media about the experience of producing a documentary of this type. My 

argument is that through the documentary project, meeting and interviewing brain injury 

specialists, media commentators, and analysing the available literature, broadcast media can 

‘demystify brain injury’. It will, however, take genuine commitment and further education of 

and by journalists to enable this on a larger scale and in a more proactive way such as the 

app.  

A ‘guerrilla’ model of documentary filmmaking (Jones, 2003) was applied to the 

documentary to create, script, film, and produce the project. In engaging myself in the many 

processes that being a guerrilla director/producer offers, I could arguably place myself in a 

position to best reflect on whether documentaries of this type represent an accessible, open 

forum for discussing ABI. The advantages were its low-cost, ease of access, minimal 
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equipment, and making use of local creative spaces. It needed a team approach, though, for 

dissemination, and this was provided by television independents that harboured similar goals. 

Redman (2011, p. 11) suggests this approach is warranted when faced with production 

constraints such as those I faced as a new researcher: 

The ‘guerrilla’ style of shooting and editing documentaries initially arose out of 

marginal technological and market opportunities, but the subsequent shrinking of 

broadcaster and distributor budgets has allowed it to become an increasingly 

acceptable form of mainstream documentary production.  

This, along with other practitioners’ observations, encouraged me as a journalist, presenter 

and producer to utilise this method and to use community television to ‘test’ my theory. It 

could be argued that community television is a guerrilla endeavor in itself. There are few 

overheads and available equipment is marginal. I could write the script, present, direct, and 

produce. In addition, there was enthusiasm for the project by the station, which encouraged 

me to start the process as soon as possible. This eagerness to partake in the guerrilla style is 

reflected in this observation by Jones (2003, p. 12):  

Low budget filmmaking is and should always be professional film making with 

reduced or no salaries and compromised production techniques. It is not amateur; it is 

just not made through the normal routes. It represents both an exciting opportunity as 

well as a terrifying challenge … it’s a long and bumpy road, but you will get there, 

and upon reflection, these will be some of the best days of your life. So are you ready 

to rise to the challenge? 

I enjoyed the challenge, youthfully, zealously, interacting frankly with the process, and thus 

was able to make some critical reflections on the efficiency of that process. By using a 

guerrilla approach, I thought ‘outside the box’, increased my broadcast opportunities with 

community television and expounded on the premise that using the guerrilla aesthetic would 

allow my viewing audience and myself more intimacy and understanding in relation to ABI. 

Being a locally made TV show it went beyond the limitations of mainstream media by 

reaching an otherwise neglected population, and it allowed me to discuss an ostracised issue 

in an open forum. In keeping with the aim of some Australian (and international) community 

orientated media outlets (e.g., Hindman, 1998) I immersed myself in the ABI culture which, I 

believe, is one of the ultimate goals ethnographic journalism should achieve.  
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The documentary which backgrounds this project – and acts in many ways as a ‘fore-runner’ 

to the creative app ‘Mind your Ethics’ which constitutes part of this thesis – was essentially a 

traditional interview project in a mixed format style where ABI science and service details 

were discussed during face-to-face interactions in-studio. Interviewees contributed to the 

telling of the vulnerable issue narrative by deliberating about their ABI knowledge and 

experiences. Autobiographical external segments were included to add further dimension to 

the ABI story with my voice-over and additional exterior location interviews with people 

who could not attend the studio filming due to scheduling conflicts. This is a standard 

television show interview format. However, on reflection, I eventually found that the in-

studio, inflexible, impersonal dialogue format – although it was comprehensive with diverse 

talent – did not challenge dominant media discourses or ABI ethical issues enough (Nichols, 

1991).  

There were some positives – it was a local community broadcast, and went beyond the 

limitations of mainstream media by connecting with a particular population. This allowed for 

open neighborhood discussions about an otherwise ostracised issue (Wilshere-Cumming, 

2011). However, on the negative side, it was limited to the general public, whoever happened 

to be watching, and did not reach out to journalists or media outlets. Therefore, in some 

aspects, it only served as light entertainment rather than an educational tool for healthier 

reporting. Even though it was shown across Australian television screens on many occasions 

and in varied timeslots it was never academically examined in its entirety as a two-part series, 

something which greatly disappointed me.  

However, it did have a surprising, unexpectedly pleasant side-effect on my actual practice as 

a presenter, director, agent of the media and eventually on this PhD. It was what happened 

during the making of it, in between the interviews, when the cameras were not rolling, 

outside of the confines of the studio walls. Separately from the workplace, I listened to 

honest, pure narratives from people with ABI, attended ABI charity events, spoke to 

families/friends at those events, visited hospitals and participated in ABI seminars from 2010 

to 2012. I sometimes plucked up the courage to share my story, and at other times I just 

wanted to hear others tell me their stories. I wanted to know the anthropology of ABI: the 

way it moved, talked, progressed, and regressed. I did not just record answers to a list of 

concise questions on paper or on my mobile phone, I sat there with them, individually or in 

groups and listened and observed. I conducted ethnography before the documentary series 

even aired and continued it throughout. I did not consider what I was doing within that 
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practice as typical journalistic background research to boost my production ratings. I really 

wanted to experience what it was like to live with a stigmatised issue, what it was like to be 

misunderstood from the perspective of others (not just my own), and discover why ABI was a 

profound representational and ethical issue.  

Exploring the Media Representation Topic  

Time and time again the interviewees on the documentary (and their loved ones) reiterated 

how they felt people with cognitive impairments were represented in the media, primarily, 

through dominant (legacy) media such as television and in print. It frustrated them, and made 

them feel victimised and ostracised. These were deep emotions peppered with logic and real 

life examples coming through their conversations. Even though the documentary was mainly 

a broader look at ABI and the science and services that related to it (basically a public self-

help and educational mechanism for audiences to learn about ABI) it brought out some 

intriguing discussions in the Green Room and on the set. Mostly organisations and 

individuals were speculating as to why the media was persisting in perpetuating stigma 

through the comical and offensive treatment of ABI when we are living in a modern society 

that calls itself ‘politically correct’. People genuinely expected, based on models of suicide 

prevention and depression helplines, that there would be a change to such limiting attitudes. 

During filming some of the documentary guests suggested that it might help the public to 

better understand ABI if the media was better informed. The following excerpt which adds 

‘additional’ source material or backgrounding to my eventual development of the app shows 

this insight:  

Excerpt from ‘Demystifying Brain Injury 2011: Regarding Media & ABI’ (Wilshere-

Cumming, 2012) https://youtu.be/qF66DMLlXU4?list=UUqwbeu0Oke4sGxToY7v2A_Q  

Their suggestion about media exploration squeezed in between answers to other questions on 

the show instantly resonated with me and was frequently reinforced in informal conversation; 

this brought forth an important moment suggesting new angles and possibilities. As Cullen 

(Demystifying Brain Injury, 2011), CEO of Synapse, said during broadcast: 

It’s about sending some positive messages out. Finding people who have sustained an 

acquired brain injury who can do these documentaries, who can talk about life after an 

acquired brain injury … they then can become ambassadors to educate media and also 

educating the general public about what it’s like to have an acquired brain injury.  
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After the documentary was completed I reflected on my part as an academic about what I 

could do with the suggestions I had heard on my television show, the ideas put forth about the 

need for media changes. I began asking myself how to adjust that into an improved paradigm 

for journalists and film directors. I wanted something more stringent and more meaningful 

the second time around. I wanted to do much more with the ABI stigma issue, not to use it as 

a podium to criticise the media but to assist the media, assist those people who might not be 

well-informed. 

Another epiphany to come from making the documentary was the fact that ABI is a vast 

neurocognitive condition – tremendously hard to pin down, to categorise within a two-hour 

TV format. Even as someone with an ABI, I learnt more about ABI more widely. If this was 

so for me, a relative insider to the condition, how much more difficult must it be for working 

journalists to get an accurate picture of ABI in a centralised medium about it. Journalism is a 

time restricted practice and flexible ABI resources were virtually non-existent in Australia at 

that point.  

From that consideration, I wondered what broadcasting across a digital spectrum would do 

instead, that is through other unexplored platforms, not television related, where many long-

established media outlets fear to tread. Could it do something more for the ABI cause, would 

it improve representation? By changing direction, and going down a digital online media 

path, could horizons be broadened beyond the constraints of my previous academic methods 

and pedagogies about ABI? I had immersed myself in the television and film culture for 

years, been on stage and screen, been supported as an actor, director, producer – yet at that 

moment it felt as though I could further my quest more effectively by looking at new, artistic, 

auto-ethnographic ways to examine the question.  

I got excited by the thought of instead of just relying on a community television documentary 

to get the ABI message across, that I could reach beyond the limitations of the television 

screen and to go directly to the gatekeepers themselves: to the news desks where journalists 

write their articles and answer their mobile phones. To the tablets where directors and 

scriptwriters create their narratives. It was no longer about making a broadcast televised 

interview program anymore – with a scattered audience potential. It suddenly became a 

project that offered a new opportunity for a new format which could assess and then attempt 

to improve media ethics on this important social issue – the representation and understanding 

of people with ABI.  
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Closing the Gaps  

After that initial flash of inspiration I instantly hit a roadblock. In 2012 there was a lack of 

primary and secondary source material relating to ABI and the Australian media’s 

representation of it. On the one hand, for a new doctoral student like me to find a missing 

portion in the literature is an assurance that I will be contributing something important and 

original to the field, but on the other, I was at risk of floundering in unchartered investigative 

territory. It brought about a moment of researcher panic. Then I realised that it was possible 

to turn to areas that faced similar stigma issues in marginalised communities and other 

disadvantaged groups. Having worked as a psychologist in the mental health sector before, I 

already knew from personal and professional experiences how that culture was much 

maligned. I did not yet know just how much the literature also showed how considerably 

mental health conditions were still being parodied, maligned, misunderstood, and used for 

entertainment purposes. Discovering that literature background gave me strong support for 

what I was about to do with ABI.  

Further, the TV documentary I produced was highly useful in the way I critically reflected on 

my own process to clarify the research direction for the PhD. I made the documentary 

ethnography into the backbone of this current study and I could develop questions from it that 

haunted its spaces without full articulation, questions that sought answers even more absent 

from the literature. I could review my own documentary as I embarked on new filming 

opportunities with a different, more highly focussed goal. It was a substantial mode of 

learning, and as an auto-ethnographic immersion in the literature review aspect, it became 

literature itself. It showed me how a documentary can be made using correct ‘trauma literacy’ 

language and careful consideration of vulnerable issues from interviewer to interviewee (plus 

from associated gatekeepers: director to crew).  

Upon embarking on the PhD I engaged with audience theory to further my knowledge on 

who should be watching and what the impact of the content might be on the audience 

(leading to an engagement with Gerbner et al.’s [1986] Cultivation Theory). I considered 

literature around media ethics (Hirst & Patching, 2007; Little, 2013; Richards, 2005, 2010) 

and broader media structures in the way presentations are ‘mediated’ (Silverstone, 2003, 

2006) before broadcast (and during) to better understand why the media might be behaving in 

stigmatised ways when producing ABI material to form a ‘hyperreality’ (Baudrillard, 1983). I 

watched television programs about ABI, either in documentary form, or in current affairs, 
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news segment formats, to see if I was right about the media’s misrepresentation of ABI. Even 

watching an Adam Sandler and Drew Barrymore romantic comedy movie such as 50 First 

Dates (Giarraputo, Golin, Juvonen & Segal, 2004) surprised me that comedic value came 

from a girl losing her entire memory with post-traumatic amnesia triggered by a brain injury, 

and that her confusion was supposed to be ‘cute’ and ‘sexy’.  

Not many people in the media were referring to emerging and exciting research done by 

Doidge (2007) in his groundbreaking book and his own television documentaries about ‘The 

Brain That Changes Itself’, either. The positive was continuously omitted from discussion. 

Doidge’s premise (also that of Fredrickson, 2005; Warner-Schmidt & Duman, 2006) is that 

the brain is not as ‘fixed’ as scientists previously thought (Clegg, 2008), but that it can 

change itself. It is ‘neuroplastic’, like mouldable Play Dough, after being injured. Indeed, in 

Doidge’s book, Merzenich notes, ‘Practicing a new skill, under the right conditions, can 

change hundreds of millions and possibly billions of the connections between the nerve cells 

in our brain maps’ (p. 47). Using neuroplasticity as an analogy, it may be argued that ABI 

ethics need to be just as pliable, as flexible, as forward thinking, as neuroplasticity theory to 

keep up with advances in brain research. It seems clear that the notion of brain malleability 

and the, ‘correlations between the science of positive interventions and the science of mind’ 

(Clegg, 2008, p. 1) presented here may also create ‘positive interventions’ between the media 

and people with ABI. It is possible that journalists might finally see people with a brain 

injury in a new light, through neuroplasticity research. Yet, again, I was not seeing that come 

through in the television shows in which I was immersed. The focus was mainly on negative 

aspects, the tragedy, the loss, the person not being ‘themselves’ any longer.  

 

During the process of developing this work, admittedly, I was concerned as a researcher that I 

might receive critique that suggesting that the media stigmatises brain injury is evidence of 

my own ‘closeness’ to the issue, because I have experienced ABI on a personal/medical level. 

Prior to the PhD and during it I have been told that I could not write a doctorate because 

‘people like you can’t do that level of work and pass it’ but that is a moot point as it never 

bothered me. I felt confident, however, that I knew who I was, and that I could handle the 

work efficiently and easily and this had nothing to do with an ABI condition. I also did not 

automatically assume it would be a main cultural issue that caused division between ABI 

cultures and the media. However, after watching a lot of television, reading a lot of books 

about ABI survivor stories, going to ABI organisation meetings, and hearing many people 
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talk to me about the same stigmas, I knew that I still had a valid, honest research question, 

and a reason (beyond personal matters and supposition) to pursue it.  

I loved the participatory approach and continuing the reciprocity that came from working on 

the documentary so I continued the ethnographic practices I learned during it into my PhD. 

But this time it went further: from 2012 onward, I went directly into places like ‘Headway’, I 

sat with patients, and I saw medical facilities, hospital beds, rehabilitation processes. I went 

into ABI offices and saw the paperwork, the pamphlets, and the efforts to get the message 

across to the media. I travelled to further locations to interview people (such as Nick 

Rushworth Executive Officer Brain Injury in Sydney, Australia in 2013). I went to more ABI 

seminars and looked into other vulnerable areas (such as suicide and depression) by visiting 

the ‘Australian Institute for Suicide Research and Prevention’ at Griffith University. I went 

directly to media organisations such as ‘DART’ and ‘MindFrame National Media Initiative’ 

at the ‘Hunter Institute of Mental Health’ to seek out more information, to personally and 

professionally understand what was already being done to correct inappropriate 

representation of stigmatised issues by journalism experts.  

It could have even been a full auto-ethnographic immersion at one point, as I had the idea to 

join a family who was experiencing life with a person who had sustained an ABI (a father, 

mother or teenager) and stay with them and film their interactions, their life for a week. But I 

was not convinced it could help on an ethical journalism level, only an experience level, and 

that it would create a research ethics minefield. I love telling stories, as a director, as a 

scriptwriter, I need meaning, I need authenticity and truth and I wanted other gatekeepers to 

experience my love of guerrilla filmmaking (Jones, 2003) and Dogme-95 (Kingsley, 2012), 

but to find a way to produce a more ‘helpful’ media product. As a filmmaker and a scholar 

there was a sense of loss, of how to simply ‘do’ my practice? Would it be a feature film, short 

film, interviews within a panel show on TV, or another documentary? That artistic and 

academic struggle about genre choice continued very early in the first year of my PhD which 

I expounded upon during that time on ‘The Wire’ radio show: ‘A new doco after 

“Demystifying Brain Injury”’ (2012) http://www.thewire.org.au/storyDetail.aspx?ID=9611. 

Furthering My Ethnographic Understanding 

A major surge in ethnographic understanding came from the Qualitative Ethnographic 

Network Research Conference at Exeter, UK, May 2013. This is where I experienced an 

involvement with new technology and film while presenting my views on how journalism 
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could fit into that praxis. Because I was experiencing a genre issue as noted above, and 

looking for a creative space to position my PhD media representation study, this conference 

was the perfect opportunity to try it out. I wanted to see how to properly combine the at times 

ambiguous objective processes of journalism with the subjective and personal experiences of 

conducting an auto-ethnography on a cultural group (in this instance ABI). I hoped this 

would form a concrete background and understanding to my practice as a journalist when 

conducting the short video interviews later. A professor showcased a documentary that she 

presented on stage as a theatre performance with domestic violence victims (not performers) 

acting out their experiences around a table in a Dogme-95 raw-stripped back style and she 

constructed a PhD project about it. This integration process intrigued me. She was combining 

two creative genres that do not normally go together. So I started down that pathway, 

merging media outputs. I decided to shoot video and put it into an app. This maintained the 

auto-ethnographic mixed-media aspects of the project, involving emotion, knowledge of 

practices in the observed group and my participant involvement as both insider and outsider.  

The app seemed more contemporary, more practical and usable post-PhD. Technology 

excited me, and in some ways blinded me, to a more sensible pathway, instead of treatment, 

script, or immersion with a family living with ABI. A ‘back pocket’ engagement with digital 

devices, such as apps, mobiles, tablets, cameras and video streaming was my final choice 

after much deliberation and conversation with attendees. Finally at The International 

Conference for Media and Popular Culture, May 2014, in Vienna, Austria I trialed the result 

of that media/technology praxis. Much conversation about that result ensued with delegates 

from universities from all over the world showing great interest in being able to view the full 

app one day to examine more about ABI. See: ‘What is an ABI – Interviews by Lisa 

Wilshere-Cumming for App Question Test 2014 (PhD)’, (Wilshere-Cumming, 2014) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YUexsBw_3OU  

Although the documentary presented interviewees with a broader set of questions (for 

inherent entertainment value, aka TV show discussion) and the ones asked for the PhD 

videoed interviews on the app were more strictly focused (FAQ), the documentary was still 

the platform I used to acquire the process. I also fell back on my past career as a psychologist. 

Each person with ABI is affected in a different way (Commonwealth of Australia, 2009) and 

that foresight is vital when filming and/or interviewing people – whether it is in an 

‘objective’ or ‘subjective’ way. The same considerations occurred when I was a psychologist 

and I counselled clients who had similar cognitive or disability related challenges. My 
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background as a psychological counsellor which required me to keep ethical standards high, 

to maintain empathy, but professionalism and space at all times was useful. As Lott (1999) 

says, it is about ‘drawing boundaries’. In this PhD I knew I was doing an ethnographic 

immersion, but I had to make sure that I carefully counterbalanced public and private so that 

the boundaries of subject/journalist remained intact.  

Boundaries are a crucial element in patient-therapist interaction in psychology (Lott, 1999) 

just as they are in journalism, filmmaking and sociological practice. It seems to me, to apply 

equally to all four disciplines in which I have been involved, but particularly now in the ABI 

vulnerable issue setting. First and foremost, I had to avoid, or minimise as far as possible, the 

inequality between the interviewer/interviewee (actor/director, client/therapist). Second, in 

setting a structure for that relationship, a reliable, dependable, predictable, comprehensible 

framework of trust and correct information must be shared (Lott, 1999). Beyond these first 

principles, however, I found that there were always a variety of situations where the 

delineation of boundaries could easily become foggy, situations that fall outside the formal 

ethics codes and lie instead on the border of ideologies and technique (Lott, 1999). For 

instance, people started talking about ABI personal issues that had nothing to do with the 

questions, or felt an overt closeness or ‘kinship’ to me that was not encouraged, and 

requested outside social interaction which never occurred. Some asked if I could medically 

assist them (not in my area of expertise), but there is a notion of ‘reciprocity’ in research, 

particularly in covering vulnerable groups. They give you an interview for your research and 

you reciprocate in some way by assisting their organisation, pointing them to help groups, 

etc., so of course, naturally, I wanted to practice a form of ethnography, be sympathetic, and 

bond with the interviewees I was filming. A director, a journalist always does, but I never 

allowed it to become a counselling session.  

In psychology when any type of boundary confusion happens for therapists and clients, the 

overriding question must be: ‘Does this serve the patient's therapeutic interests’? (Lott, 1999). 

If an act threatens that duty of care, the person’s welfare is suspect, potentially exploitative 

even if not intended, then preventative measures have to be put into place. The measures I 

took to stop any misunderstandings meant that I submerged myself into the ABI culture for 

five years.  

I stuck to a strict format each time during the video interviews: For a people with an ABI, 

they were asked if there were any verbal or nonverbal cues I need to use and told that I 
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wanted them to feel comfortable during the process and not to answer anything that offended 

or worried them. I checked if there were any physical issues that also came along with their 

ABI that might affect filming. I briefly discussed my own experience with sustaining an ABI 

before I commenced the interview. This was shared to help the other person feel accepted and 

related to, but I never offered more than five minutes on the topic. I felt no shame in doing so, 

or embarrassment. It certainly helped to relax the other person, to put them into a trusting, 

honest space.  

Finding a Face for the Project  

When I first moved into the new method after the documentary I decided to use an old tactic I 

often fell back onto in the past. I was needlessly concerned that I might not find visuals that 

were interesting or exciting enough to attract the public into viewing the app so I tried to get 

celebrity involvement to bolster the new film part. Since I am a member of the Internet 

Movie Database (IMDb) and the Australian Directors Guild I thought my credibility and 

twenty-five year industry experience would get well-known participants on board. Auto-

ethnographically it was an interesting trial run of media practice. Richard Hammond (UK TV 

personality and person with past ABI), Adam Hills (Australian comedian with a disability), 

and Thomas Vinterberg (Danish Dogme-95 film director who does films on sensitive issues) 

were the ‘names’ I approached, but it did not work out. It established that celebrity 

participation was a frustrating road to go down, riddled with possible ethical concerns and 

future defamatory uncertainties, and left little room for a right of reply. Music critic, 

journalist and record producer Ian ‘Molly’ Meldrum (who sustained a severe ABI in a fall at 

his Melbourne home in 2011) was a positive, however. He was close to accepting and his PR 

people were agreeable with dates offered in 2014, but without the input of other well-known 

‘names’ we felt that his involvement as the lone ‘star’ was misplaced. After being unable to 

secure involvement from a reliable cohort of ‘famous faces’ I switched into doing more 

corporate style videos (which might have lacked the selling point that the celebrity ones 

would have had) but gained other participants who were obtainable, credible and fit the future 

app concept much better (a wider array of ABI experts and ABI patients).  

Because this PhD is discussing brain injury, it was hard to get a ‘Face’ for the project. There 

are two classes of people who have recovered from a brain injury: 1) Those who want to 

move on and not mention it, and 2) those that advocate and want it known. High-profile 

celebrities such as Molly Meldrum and Richard Hammond who initially spoke about their 
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ABI experiences in the media or in book form may have worried about stigma still being 

associated with them, as in intellectually impaired, somehow weird, or strange. So there are 

very few high profile people who are ‘out’ as it were, about this issue. It was an extreme 

challenge here and overseas to find a celebrity not secretly harbouring their ABI. The rare 

few who come forward (individually or through their families) often do it briefly, such as 

Darren Beadman (Australia: champion jockey), Lamar Odom (Reality TV & NBA basketball 

player in the United States), or not at all: Michael Schumacher (Germany: F1 racing). Trying 

to get the ACMA and media bodies to notice ABI is frustrating when prominent people with 

‘star power’ or their families who want to see it less stigmatised are too afraid to speak up, 

are too afraid of how it will affect their celebrity image. I made a respectful effort to get them 

involved, as in not being too demanding on their time, priorities and identity, and that 

experience is documented next in more detail to guide future researchers in the luminary area.  

During my previous documentary project I used a normative sample by avoiding celebrity PR 

and agent involvement. But in deliberately limiting the process of the newer project by trying 

to secure celebrities, it caused long lead-in times, extensive interview delays and held up 

progress. That is where, with my own health frustrations, I saw the glitches in research 

procedure as an opportunity to open other doors, to allow my disappointments not to distract 

from my work, and enjoy it as part of the auto-ethnographic journey. Despite the occasional 

negative experiences I had with garnering celebrity involvement in filming for the app, it all 

contributed to a well-rounded auto-ethnographic experience on ABI.  

In approaching a celebrity, I briefly contacted their personal assistants, agents, managers, or 

secretaries first via phone, and followed up with an email pitch if any interest was shown. I 

was considerate as a journalist by offering to set up interviews months in advance to respect 

their tight performance schedules. This is a process that involved PR skills, patience, and 

respect without pursuing. The ‘pitch’ sent to the talent’s team listed sample questions, 

suggestions for the celebrity to choose a time, date, and place for the interview, the 

interview/filming format, my background, outline of the project research goals, why I chose 

that particular celebrity, and what the outcome of filming would be (e.g., online short grabs 

as part of a media training video or other application).  

 

Despite my professional, considered approach PR people and PAs often made the process 

disagreeable even if the celebrity was keen. Case in point, when I approached Richard 

Hammond from the UK car show Top Gear. I had been trying to get him involved prior to 
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filming for two years, but received indecisive responses from his personal assistant of ‘no’, 

‘yes’, then ‘maybe’. The celebrity was a nice person, but as it often is in the entertainment 

industry, I could not get past his wall of personal staff. When I was finally in the UK in 2013, 

the BBC got on board with the interview with the producers of Top Gear, telling me it was 

‘possible’, but to keep my timetable open for a call at any time. Even though my conference 

schedule was restrictive, I cancelled other interviews in the UK to make room for his. It again 

fell through once his PA decided the timing was not suitable. In the end, I decided that the 

likelihood of the interview not happening and continually waiting for word was causing too 

much delay in filming with other talent or experts. Despite what his PA might have inferred 

about Mr Hammond openly publicising his ABI incident, I respected that he had possibly 

moved beyond his ABI and wanted anonymity. 

I had an improved experience with the comedian Adam Hills in Australia. He was 

represented by an agency, had a manager and a PR person instead of one PA looking after 

him which made it far easier than my previous experience with Mr Hammond. Mr Hills’ PR 

called me well in advance and gave a sound argument and sincere apology as to why the 

talent’s schedule was incompatible with my interview request. She was polite and answered 

all my queries immediately and told me to check back in a few months. Later down the track 

when Adam Hills was doing a stage show in Brisbane, where I was conducting my research, 

it appeared that an interview would have been geographically convenient then and time wise, 

potentially easy. Nonetheless, unavoidable matters got in the way that prevented it – such as 

flight times and press schedules, which was totally understandable. 

Then there was my experience with Ian ‘Molly’ Meldrum, a rock journalist in Australia. 

Molly was a more appropriate inclusion to the project than Mr Hammond because the PhD is 

about the Australian media and ABI, and although Mr Hammond would have given it a 

proficient, thought-provoking international perspective Mr Meldrum is an Australian 

journalist with a recent ABI. The impact of Molly’s accident generated huge publicity across 

the country and affected people for a long time afterwards (there was also a mini-series about 

it on TV). I started with the agency that represented Mr. Meldrum and eventually they 

directed me over to Molly’s long-time PA. She was a wonderful help and I felt renewed hope. 

Negotiations went for a while but unfortunately due to mitigating private matters, after a few 

weeks of us almost being there, those dialogues could go no further and the PA directed me 

back to his agency. Because of my association with his PA, the agency began to respond to 

my emails, now clearly interested, asking if other ‘stars’ might be on-board and got the 
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proposal directly to Mr Meldrum himself. Molly then indicated that he was fascinated by my 

work and ABI media ethics conversations, he read my pitch, looked at my questions and 

websites, and understood my research goals, but in the end it was deemed impractical to 

interview him since the company preferred that other stars participated as well, and again 

time was a factor. 

After that I had an ill-fated experience with a Danish film company, Zentropa, when I pitched 

an interview to director Thomas Vinterberg. Sexism and stigmatisation obstacles occurred. I 

was advised ‘that’s the way we were taught to work by our (CEO)’. In emails and phone calls 

staff called me ‘loud’, ‘aggressive’, ‘too Hollywood’ ‘for a woman’, and ‘non-Danish 

filmmakers’ did not belong there and that I lived ‘in the arse-end of the world’. From an 

ethical, critical point of view, I found their language highly offensive – even if I was aware 

from the outset that I was pitching to an industry where content-creators who are women still 

face wage-gaps, sexualisation, and discrimination (Smith, Choueiti & Pieper, 2014). The 

point is, yes, the filmmaking industry is recurrently patriarchal (Smith et al., 2014), but 

minority groups (such as women writers and directors) should not be treated in a 

disrespectful, derogatory way, which is exactly what this PhD is striving to teach the media 

about. ‘In fact, given the barriers faced by women who want to work in creative production 

roles, creating opportunities is one step toward changing the cinematic landscape’ (Smith et 

al., 2014).  

These processes demonstrate the auto-ethnographic twists and turns of this project, and 

production journal I kept throughout. Yes, it was hard not to take the rejections, silences, 

disappointments, and delays personally but by the end of the celebrity journey I was 

exhausted and considered it an unfitting tactic to take, a confounding variable that was better 

left unpursued. It was, admittedly, a great relief after facing so many initial participant 

gathering issues to approach ABI organisations and regular people with an ABI willing to 

talk to me instead. It also allowed me to condense my ideas into an app, into formal short 

videos, and to take the PhD to where it is now.  

The Filmmaking Process and App Related Pedagogy  

Eventually when I moved into filming the short video interviews for the app it became a 

stale, sometimes tedious process, but necessary for the framework it would fit into (the app). 

Loss of intimacy and creative loss set in. There was no close feel to it like the original TV 

documentary had, with a reflection on guerrilla film objectives (Jones, 2003; Redman, 2011) 
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heralded by famous people such as Quentin Tarantino and Robert Rodríguez. However, the 

newer work kept roughly 50% of the Dogme-95 or Guerrilla Filmmaking rules that I had 

been trained in. I did not drop everything I had learned about those movements just because I 

switched style. I deliberately set out to use minimal equipment (one camera), went low 

budget, cut out artificial lighting, featured no music, and kept the settings simple and always 

on location (Jones, 2003; Kingsley, 2012). Based on my prior training as a film director, and 

my on-going affection for Guerrilla and Dogme-95 style filmmaking, it brought me closer to 

understanding my film experiences, frustrations, isolation behind the camera and arranging 

the set-ups for the shoots. It made me feel grounded in the practice, and kept the mode and 

mood uncomplicated. This is because the Dogme-95 movement (Kingsley, 2012) with their 

‘Vow of Chasity’ manifesto strips film back to its bare essentials and removes unrealistic 

plotlines and overdone visuals of mainstream movies. Personal taste was refrained from and 

getting the truth out was a key rule of Dogme which was exactly what this PhD was aiming 

for. As Nille Juul-Sørensen of the Danish Design Centre said, ‘They got the human back’ 

(Kingsley, 2012, p. 2) and this was what was needed in this PhD, a touch of humanity 

(despite the structured film process), that my engagement was ethically sensitive, that there 

was purity, goodness to my project which Dogme signifies.  

It was an unpretentious filmmaking process with quick (under two minute) shots with each 

guest. A few went longer so that the camera could capture the auto-ethnographic experiences 

in between (interviewer/interviewee outtakes). With their permission, I wanted to study 

whether any other issues arose during that off-the-record interaction. Occasionally a hand 

held camera approach was necessary in order to feel closer as a filmmaker to the topic and 

process. I also recorded minor sound-bites of my own private thoughts/emotions later, at 

home, to express how it felt as a person who also identifies with ABI to go through 

sometimes confronting engagements. It helped to have that non-academic outlet.  

The shift from documentary to the shorter journalistically framed videos turned out to be a 

powerful medium in the end. As a film director reflecting on my own immersion into that 

ever-changing, evolving process I could finally see how user-friendly and accessible the app 

would be, how people would learn from it quickly, how much reciprocity was achieved. This 

was not a ratings act like the TV documentary, but a humanitarian one. The new video format 

totally reaffirmed that ABI, and the media’s misrepresentation of it, was still high on the 

ethics agenda. The issue was just as important in the 2011 documentary despite its brief 

mention, as it was to study more in-depth as a PhD. Overall, the issue remains as much to the 
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forefront at the end of this project as it was at its beginning. See: ‘Why Should The Media 

Fix ABI Representation: PhD Findings Sample Video 2013/2014’ (Wilshere-Cumming, 

2013c) https://youtu.be/eonJedO_E0o?list=UUqwbeu0Oke4sGxToY7v2A_Q 

I am old school when it comes to technology but for my roles as filmmaker, media tutor, and 

journalist, I needed to keep up-to-date with it whether I liked it or not. I am a hands-on 

person, enjoying the feel of vintage apparatus, of timeworn methods. But I realise that it is a 

must in the entertainment industry to film and edit in adaptive, chameleon ways: different 

resolutions, formats that suit modern screens, digital devices in high definition, bold brush 

strokes of colour in surround sound. So I do not mind using modern camera equipment and 

computer programmes to enhance my film work and I like to access online platforms at my 

leisure with smartphones and tablets. But working with the group of ICT students on the app, 

when I originally preferred to do only video output, greatly encouraged me to explore 

disciplines, to cross academic boundaries between humanities and information systems, and 

to see technology as more than a handy gizmo, but a platform for genuine social change.  

As young journalists ‘back in the day’, we were very resistant to change, rallying against the 

transition to digital dissemination and online publishing. When I was doing my Master of 

Journalism and Mass Communication in 2004, we all said, ‘That Internet thing won’t ever 

happen, it’s a fad. It will remain print media orientated; no one will read a big computer on 

the bus! How ridiculous’. Admittedly, I was one of those naysayers. However, in this PhD I 

became more and more fascinated with the ‘backpack notion’ of journalism moving into a 

‘backpocket’ concept (Pearson, Patching & Wilshere-Cumming, 2015). I was surprised that I 

liked using it, that it had major challenges, that I needed to learn from scratch how to create 

an app, and engage more with online video streaming and app developer sites, but it was 

fruitful, intriguing, worthy, and necessary for this PhD to do that.  

It was a joint educational process between me and my small dedicated student team. The 

participatory approach I used when filming morphed into a deeper level of reciprocity: 

teaching the ICT students about ABI and ethics. I also served as mentor helping them with 

any problems regarding learning about new video editing techniques (in my role as film 

director/editor). This relationship was highly reciprocal and pedagogy reliant. For the app 

students it was a mutually beneficial solution to further their coursework rather than being 

potentially exploitative on either side. For me, it was a chance to share my knowledge about 

journalism practice and filmmaking with eager young minds, and for this old dog to learn 
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new tricks herself. Even though issues arose and mistakes were made, I considered this as all 

part of their student learning, which I hope examiners of this PhD will do, too. I assisted the 

team in alleviating their fears, and there were many. Every time a new design for the app, a 

prototype was presented to me, there was an unsettled atmosphere in the room, a desire to 

please. Even though it was a third year subject some of the concepts were perhaps beyond 

their grasp and went more into a postgraduate realm.  

On further reflection, many ‘how to’ apps have incorporated videos by now (such as cooking, 

sewing, exercising ones), but when I began, four years ago, it was a new concept then, a new 

way to put other mediums into a platform that usually didn’t house them. I didn’t do the app 

because I wanted to be an app builder. I did it because as a journalist/filmmaker I believed it 

would be relevant to the project of correcting the misrepresentations of ABI that are so 

prevalent – and that need has not changed. Apart from this app concept, to my knowledge 

even now there is nothing to equal it as a concept in the field of ABI pedagogy. There is an 

excellent app about mental health and suicide matters by MindFrame (Hunter Institute of 

Mental Health, 2014) that was rolled out after the conceptual one featured in this PhD was 

developed and canvassed, after discussions and interviews at conferences with the author 

about her app, but theirs features online resource documentation only and not filmed answers 

or ABI information (see: http://www.himh.org.au/home/our-resources/mindframe-resources).  

Yes, the ‘Mind Your Ethics’ app is not a professional, fully fledged app, but it is a concept to 

give to the ACMA, MEAA, director guilds, and associated ethical bodies about how to 

present ABI material better and faster. The digital age is an evocative emblem for self-

expression and the never-ending search for humanity and identity and in ethnographically 

studying it, in being a part of it, I found my own ABI identity was so much more than a 

limiting label.  

Conclusion 

To conclude, the intimacy achieved by myself as ‘the filmmaker’ with the participants in the 

documentary was less effective when doing the smaller traditional journalism framed videos, 

but if the current project had been done using a traditional crew and longer segments we 

might have lost the clear-cut answers that were required for the app to be deployed 

effectively by time harried journalists.  
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I was further educated by ‘giving back’ to people with an ABI, treating them as a commune, 

a collective of individuals on an equal level that felt safe and important when interacting with 

me as researcher/documentarian and director. I could have taken on a journalistic fact-

gathering approach, but, in this instance, it would not have worked for me as I wanted a more 

reciprocal exchange of knowledge between myself and the organisations, experts, and people 

with an ABI. I felt that this provided authenticity for the project and helped me to understand 

my own biases, battles, and stigmas that I have experienced with my own past ABIs. It will 

also lead to new knowledge for journalists through the app, by the focused set of questions I 

posed on the videos. 

There needs to be more research reflections about the possibilities and limitations of the 

hybrid documentary/video/app method and the future of mixed-media approaches in the ever-

changing digital media market. A multifaceted practical aspect when carried firmly by a 

sound literature review and rigorous ethical and filmmaker standards allowed me to 

contribute greatly to furthering my own ethnographic development as a flexible, upcoming 

innovator in the world of media. It is an amazing auto-ethnographic experience that could be 

advanced into theatre, into other creative realms that are exciting and new, with many 

viewpoints that open countless doors for future research.  
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Chapter 5: Results, Discussion and Future Aims 

Introduction to Results 

A distinctive combination of texts, ethnographic, journalistic, and filmmaking creative 

approaches deployed in the method led to the discovery that the research theory being 

addressed in this PhD regarding television broadcast media’s skewed ABI representation 

necessitating additional ethical work and improved media tools in Australia was accurate. 

The implications of these results for future higher research degree study regarding ABI and 

media organisations will be scrutinised in more detail in the Discussion and Future Aims 

Section.  

Lessons were learnt during the method about how to avoid stereotyping and negative 

representation by consulting the literature about mental health and ABI (i.e., Ono et al., 2011; 

Segall, 2000; Tartakovsky, 2009; Wahl, 1995, 2004) and from the author’s past documentary 

‘Demystifying Brain Injury’ production on television (see Supplementary Materials), along 

with discussions with ABI experts at specialised organisations (such as Brain Injury 

Australia, Headway and Synapse) before and during interviews, and scrutinising ABI 

interviews by journalists on TV that exposed blatant disregard for ABI trauma literacy such 

as ‘Medical Miracle’, A Current Affair (Albery, 2014); ‘The Awakening’, Sixty Minutes 

(Burling & Boocock, 2011); and ‘The Crash’, Sunday Night (Kennedy-White, 2011). 

Studies on Mediation (such as Lang & Lang, 1969; Silverstone, 2003, 2006), and on the 

psychological effects of negative portrayal on audiences (with Barak, 2012) through 

Cultivation Analysis theories (by Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955; Severin & Tankard, 1979) and 

seeking out the work of Lindgren (2011, 2012) and Redman (2011) proved to be a significant 

platform that solidified the importance of journalism as a research stratagem and showed it to 

be a thought-provoking way to study the portrayal of ABI.  

Further, an approach to the practice of academic journalism using particular aspects of 

ethnography (developed from film and television techniques) proved to be useful when 

blended with an amalgam methodology, the result of moving away from traditional doctoral 

research into backpack journalism methods, a ‘back pocket’ engagement with digital devices, 

such as apps, mobiles, tablets, cameras, and video streaming media.  
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The argument for improving research tools in journalism (transferable to film and television) 

and understanding how a workable ethical product (such as an app or another digital device) 

can encourage correct ABI trauma literacy procedures worked well in this instance, and gave 

a strong, clear affirmative outcome relevant for further academic and scholarly development 

in the future.  

Shifting and Shaping Methods Result 

The shifting and shaping of the method is a result in itself. With interdisciplinary boundaries 

being shifted as ethically and ethnographically needed, the researcher’s role being shaped 

through interpersonal, instructional hands-on pedagogies, and the breadth that it brought to 

the project (as explained in the method section) greatly validated the findings. In creating 

active discourse between experiential exploration (auto-ethnography and reflection on doing), 

interpretative study (literature reviews), discipline specific data gathering (journalism 

interviews), interdisciplinary sharing of that data (aligning Humanities with Information 

Technology), and digital dissemination (via internet, film, and television), it brought about a 

clear result of how divergent thinking during a qualitative process can be rationally achieved 

without fear of theoretical change. Every shift in method was seen as an exploration, as an 

auto-ethnography in itself for the results, additionally, an immersion into the best way to shift 

one’s position to garner something beyond a superficial laissez-faire product. It was 

considered important to do due to the sizeable creative exercise, otherwise scholarship, 

investigation, and outcome might have been too limiting.  

The result of an evolution in method also demonstrated how doing an auto-ethnography 

(along with emergent approaches) worked efficiently and forged great pedagogies in tandem, 

but less adequately for journalism as a standalone practice. Although one of the major initial 

goals of this thesis was exploring journalism research methodology as a robust academic tool 

(Lindgren & Phillips, 2011; Loffelholz & Weaver, 2008; Nash, 2013), it emerged that 

journalism study also needed a shared approach through audience theory (Barak, 2012; Katz 

& Lazarsfeld, 1955; Severin & Tankard, 1979) and ethnography from a social science 

framework (Cramer & McDevitt, 2004; Hoey, 2011). This merger of proficiencies (Makagon 

& Neuman, 2009; Wilshere-Cumming, 2013a) allowed for simple, swift delivery, from the 

discipline of filmmaking into an app. This is because the PhD had a strong participatory 

approach that was highly reciprocal and pedagogy reliant. It is about bringing a more 

complete picture of ABI to the fore for the media – it is virtually about finding other realities 
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to enhance journalism practice, getting a more developed, broader, overall objective 

recognition of the multiple subjective experiences of ABI stigmatisation. 

Including journalism as combined method within a doctorate is, up to and including the 

present, tremendously useable in modern academia, able to be engaged with theoretically, 

practically, and creatively by higher research degree candidates. The study of journalism 

research practice remains an ideal starting point in terms of exposure to and use of media 

theory (Hepp, 2009, 2011; Hjarvard, 2004, 2008; Silverstone, 2006) and in establishing 

interview techniques for vulnerable subjects. Studying the conduct of journalists and/or their 

organisations (Kovach & Rosenstiel, 2006; Shoemaker & Reese, 1991) and current media 

codes and edicts (MEAA [AJA], 1997; The National Union of Journalists Code of Ethics, 

2011) definitely helped position some of the interview questions better, and furthered an 

ethical line of inquiry first introduced in the researcher’s documentary, then expanded upon 

for the app from the researcher’s experience as a journalist/filmmaker, as a person with ABI 

conversing with others who have ABI.  

One simple fact remained: ABI related news stories are presented on television in several 

undesirable ways that ‘cultivate’ audience opinion (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955; Severin & 

Tankard, 1979) and twist the way the ‘reality’ of living with an ABI is delivered to the world 

through ‘mediation’ of that ‘reality’ (Silverstone, 2006; Shoemaker and Reese, 1991). This 

warranted study and although journalism related projects do not necessarily fit well with 

traditional models of doctoral research that inform the formulation of ethics protocols (Davis, 

2014; Pearson, Patching & Wilshere-Cumming, 2015) they can form a powerful 

conglomerate to complete unique PhDs such as this one. The journalism approach certainly 

contributed effectively to the way the ethics application was presented and assisted HRECs in 

understanding the value of this project. 

As stated previously and numerously the project was inspired by the author’s televised 

documentary (see Supplementary Materials). It formed the backbone to the current research 

process which is to deliver improved ABI ethics protocols to journalists. But it was the notion 

of using media multiplicity (Davis, 2000) and a consideration of that praxis which led to a set 

of journalism-style video interviews with experts and others, then onto to an eventual online 

portal concept app and internet links (see Creative Component). This result took the 

researcher on an auto-ethnographic five-year journey (as discussed in Chapter Four) and 

every method change included within it was an integral part of the creative outcome.  
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The germination of the app and journalism interdisciplinary action also began at The Griffith 

Film School Postgraduate Film Conference on ‘Contemporary Practice in Screen Research’ 

in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia during 2012. The researcher was approached at the 

conference by local filmmaker academics curious about the way this doctorate could form an 

output of online digital media. It became more entrenched at Qualitative and Ethnographic 

Research (QER): ‘Sharing and shaping pedagogies – learning through doing’ at the 

University of Exeter, UK in 2013 where the researcher discussed with British teaching 

attendees how to possibly combine ethnographic processes with journalism and information 

technology. Later at the Journalism Education Association of Australia (JEAA) Annual 

Conference 2013: ‘Redrawing the Boundaries: Journalism Research, Education and 

Professional Culture in Times of Change’ at the University of the Sunshine Coast, 

Queensland, Australia in December 2013 the researcher began formally canvassing their 

ideas about developing guidelines for journalism ethics into apps to Australian media 

organisations (e.g., DART and MindFrame) and to esteemed journalists. Finally, at The 

International Conference for Media and Popular Culture, May 2014, in Vienna, Austria the 

researcher presented/chaired a panel and showed her test videos of the app. It turned out to be 

a prompt way for journalists and filmmakers to source basic information about ABI ethics.  

Overall, this particular app result (with its included interview film footage) was not only 

original but important because the researcher saw that people tend to make informed 

decisions, create an informed view of the world, if the information they are presented with is 

accurate, and the app (in the ways it aims to increase ethical production values) was one of 

the best ways to increase informed knowledge (Pearson, Patching & Wilshere-Cumming, 

2015). With interdisciplinary boundaries being shaped ethnographically through directorial 

pedagogies and journalism praxis it brought about a satisfactory result of not only offering a 

new ethics template through the app and videos (with a forerunner of documentary practice), 

but also a suggestion of how to move away from false assumptions about ABI by creating a 

positive resource about ABI to assist with better understanding. 

DVDs: Previous Documentary and Video Results  

There are four DVDs included in this PhD for examiners and scholars to view. The first set is 

titled ‘Demystifying Brain Injury’, with two discs (Part 1 and Part 2). ‘Demystifying Brain 

Injury: Part 1: The Sciences’ and ‘Part 2: The Services’ was written, produced and directed 

by the researcher Wilshere-Cumming (2011) and broadcast on 31 Digital Television: 
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Brisbane, Queensland, Australia in 2011/2012 prior to the PhD. Journalists and researchers 

pressed for time can get a quick overview of these DVDs online here:  

‘Excerpt from Demystifying Brain Injury 2011’ (Wilshere-Cumming, 2012) 

https://youtu.be/qF66DMLlXU4?list=UUqwbeu0Oke4sGxToY7v2A_Q  

As with all the DVDs included in the Supplementary Materials and Creative Component of 

this PhD, the documentary needs to be opened in software that is updated. The preferred 

player is VLC Media Player or Windows Media Player on Microsoft PC (Quicktime Player 

for Mac will not accommodate these DVDs).  

For the television documentary discs go to ‘Menu’ on your PC and click on ‘Computer’ then 

double click directly on ‘DVD RW Drive (D): WOMBLEDVD’ and it should start playing 

the entire documentary automatically (either Part 1 or 2 depending on which disc you put in), 

which runs for an hour including titles and credits. You can also open it up via folders within 

the DVD itself titled VIDEO_TS (directly click on VTS_01_0.IFO). This DVD was produced 

by 31 Digital Television and L.B Wilshere-Cumming Productions for television viewing so it 

is best watched on an HD digital TV set.  

In the documentary series the researcher interviewed eleven guests live from various areas of 

neuroscience and neuropsychology, along with post-doctoral research fellows, PhD 

candidates from the Leukaemia Foundation Lab/Neurogenesis Lab at the Queensland Brain 

Institute, Synapse and Headway organisations, Brain Injury Australia, senior lecturers from 

the School of Psychology at Griffith University, managers of The Skills To Enable People & 

Communities Program (STEPS) and team leaders. The interviews were about the nature of 

ABI to highlight the often silent misunderstood epidemic. Interview questions ranged from 

how it occurred neurologically, the psychological impacts of a cognitive impairment, to what 

research was being conducted to combat it, and what services were available in the local area 

for people with that condition. The show ran on 31 Digital Community TV and attracted a 

broad audience with solid ratings – airing several times in Australia.  

‘Demystifying Brain Injury’ was filmed both exterior (on location) and interior (in studio). 

The interview was done in a standard television formal studio format featuring both 

interviewer and interviewee seated across from each other on a set filmed in wide shoot and 

close up with no green screen. It involved some auto-ethnographic storytelling from the 

interviewer (the researcher herself) to establish the narrative and to encourage active 
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dialogue. The researcher was also the director and writer, so multiple roles were ratified 

during the filming and interviewing process. As mentioned previously, the documentary 

outcome, and the experience of it, especially when it raised questions about media behaviour, 

led the researcher onto the next phase, which were the PhD ethics video interviews that 

became part of the ‘Mind Your Ethics’ app.  

The next set of DVDs that need to be watched for the Creative Component are the actual 

video interviews conducted during the PhD itself in their raw unedited and edited states. The 

first DVD is titled ‘Original Videos’ and once it is opened you will need to access the folder 

called ‘Video’ and inside that are raw interview clips in HD high res (with no edits, and all 

outtakes included). In the raw footage some people were given longer allocated times due to 

their ABI or due to their expertise in the area. In certain cases it allowed for more edit 

opportunities and previously unthought-of conversation. The questions asked match the ones 

used for the ‘Mind Your Ethics’ app (simple, short, swift reflecting an app’s core function – 

perfect for the ‘backpocket’ journo on the go) and any extra questions arose from off-the-

record discussion on the topic.  

The second DVD in that set is titled ‘Edited Videos’ and as before, you will need to open a 

‘Video’ Folder. Inside that folder are some of the questions that were edited down into 

smaller grabs for the app online platform appery.io. These were edited by ICT students (with 

stringent editorial guidance by the researcher) for uploading onto vimeo.com. Most of the 

edits for that app are included on the disc, except a couple of edits which the students added 

later that can be viewed through the app or on Vimeo itself (also note some questions were 

combined in edit as they basically produced the same answer). Please give the clips time to 

buffer. In all cases the clips were edited into a lower resolution as an online MPEG4 to play 

faster on smartphone or tablet devices. The bigger filmmaker HD AVI format used in the 

original interviews (that came from filming with a Sony full HD SLR camera with AVCHD 

1080p) would have taken too long to load. Keeping the AVI format was impractical (in 

relation to this PhD) as the app was made for journalists needing to watch a clip whilst 

hurrying to a news job potentially related to an ABI.  

In the edited versions each question – for example, ‘Have you personally experienced stigma 

about your condition?’ – opens with two interview subjects, their name and title at the bottom 

of the screen, one person in view and one faded to black. When the play button is pushed one 

interviewee answers the question, then fades into the background and the next interviewee 
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materialises to answer the same question. The same thing occurs for every question that 

follows in each clip – except sometimes it goes up to three interviewees onscreen. This can 

be seen in questions such as ‘How can further information about services be incorporated?’ 

The interviewees are zoomed in at a closer angle (centred in frame) during edit for a compact 

‘app’ feel and easier viewing on phone or tablet. These edits have more of a corporate look 

than were originally filmed by the researcher (the original footage was shot further back, 

differently positioned in keeping with a more journalistic style). There is also a small ‘test’ 

clip ‘What is an ABI - Interviews by Lisa Wilshere-Cumming for App Question Test 2014 

(PhD)’ on YouTube at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YUexsBw_3OU (Wilshere-

Cumming, 2014).  

The original interview DVDs need to be viewed alongside the edited ones because they show 

more of a journalistic process and engagement with participants even though the questions 

were more compact than usual for later app use. There were some interesting discussions 

raised during the raw footage that allowed the researcher to enter a more filmatic process, one 

entrenched in Dogme-95 manifesto interests (Kingsley, 2012) and guerrilla filmmaking 

(Jones, 2003) that are mentioned in the ‘Auto-Ethnographic Engagements’ chapter. The 

edited ones are also essential viewing – because they demonstrate how the ICT students 

edited the work set by the researcher and eventually assist with the ‘Challenges, Triumphs’ 

section later on.  

The Mind Your Ethics App: Web-based Platform Results  

The app result came from a combination of knowledge from the past documentary 

‘Demystifying Brain Injury’ (Wilshere-Cumming, 2011), the videos produced later (see 

Creative Component), and the practice that led to the app. What you are currently reading is 

about the actual visual result of the app, basically, about the app outcome, and how it 

functions in a tactile and resourceful manner. The researcher considers this a strong result in 

terms of defending the use of a hybrid method approach and shaping and shifting those 

approaches into online platforms from traditional film and journalism work. This way of 

engaging with the project will put the app in context appropriately and powerfully as a valid 

creative, theoretical and practical outcome.  

The app is ‘parked’ on a website called appery.io located at https://appery.io/appbuilder/. 

Essentially, appery.io is a cross-platform, cloud-based, express development site for building 

mobile and responsive apps for iOS, Android, and Windows phone. With the App Builder, 
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mobile and responsive apps can be created, edited and parked on the platform that run on all 

major device platforms (iOS, Android, and Windows phone), from a single codebase (Appery 

LLC, 2015). The site includes extras such as Visual IDE (jQuery Mobile, Ionic, AngularJS, 

Bootstrap, and HTML5 components) inside the Visual Editor, App Templates (preinstalled 

templates or your own custom template), and Visual Data Binding (a drag-and-drop Visual 

Data Mapping Editor with custom JavaScript if required). Apps built with appery.io are 

submission ready for Google Play, Apple Store, and Windows App Store and enterprise app 

markets (Appery LLC, 2015). In terms of administration and edibility for the future the 

Customer Console on appery.io allows business users and other clients to edit app data and 

send push notifications without needing developer credentials to sign into the platform. This 

was important in this current project as on appery.io is it is listed under an Edu/Non-profit 

(Research/Educational Purposes Only) plan. The researcher is credited as the ‘Admin’ and 

the subscription to appery.io must be updated every three months with a detailed report 

explaining why it is an important on-going project for community awareness, and 

student/teacher educational processes. This may become an eventual issue in maintaining the 

app as a ‘free’ service for the researcher as it can no longer be renewed without cost and then 

has to be moved onto Google Play or another hosting platform (which is detailed in the 

‘Challenges, Triumphs’ section further down). 

The app is called ‘Mind Your Ethics’, a moniker created by the researcher. The app page 

images are included in this section in case the appery.io account has expired (as explained 

above) or moved platform when the readers of this exegesis try to access it. The reader will 

be taken through the process step-by-step with these pictures and online as follows: to view 

the app online in mobile and tablet devices only, go to the ‘Splash’ page (Figure 3) first 

(http://appery.io/app/view/954160a7-76ab-4227-8220-26d1c0220509/splash.html) – this is 

considered as an introductory visual within an app. It should then morph into the ‘Home’ 

page (http://appery.io/app/view/954160a7-76ab-4227-8220-26d1c0220509/home.html) where 

various search options will guide you through the process (Figure 4). A journalist can either 

type in the main ‘Search’ bar where the magnifying glass is a word or term or part of a 

question that they wish to ask about ABI. Then push the search button below it, or they can 

select the ‘Search All’ button and every video question will come up. Clicking on the brain 

artwork onto each title within it will take the searcher to a particular set of questions relating 

to that topic (i.e., ‘Individuals with an ABI’ or ‘Questions About Vulnerable Issues’).  
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Figures 3 & 4: Mind Your Ethics Splash Page & Home Page Images © Lisa Wilshere-Cumming, 2014, 
2015, 2016 

 

After clicking on a particular search option (a variety of styles were put into the app for the 

viewer), a question or several questions will come up related to the search (i.e., 

http://appery.io/app/view/954160a7-76ab-4227-8220-26d1c0220509/results.html) for the 

user to select from (Figure 5 & 6).  
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Figures 5 & 6: Mind Your Ethics Question Sample Images © Lisa Wilshere-Cumming, 2014, 2015, 
2016 

 

Selecting a question will then open up a video (Figure 7) with the question listed at the top of 

the page and the organisations or individuals answering that question listed at the bottom of 

the page (with links to their websites). The clips within the footage as explained in the results 

section earlier open with several interview subjects, their name and title at the bottom of the 

screen, one person in view and one faded to black. When the play button is pushed one 

interviewee answers the question, then fades into the background and the next interviewee 

materialises to answer the same question. Knowing that videos can be challenging to view on 

certain smaller devices there is an allowance for Screen Rotation into portrait viewing (Figure 

8) or landscape viewing (Figure 9) by simply flipping the device that is being used (tablet or 

mobile phone). The film clips are hosted by a video playing platform called Vimeo (similar to 

YouTube but often seen as more professional in the industry) that link to the app (see 

https://vimeo.com/).  
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Figures 7, 8 & 9: Mind Your Ethics Video Sample & Expanded Video Images © Lisa Wilshere-
Cumming, 2014, 2015, 2016 
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Selecting the ‘Organisations’ button at the top of a page (Figure 10) will take the viewer to a 

list of everyone (not individuals but their affiliated companies) involved across all interviews 

conducted throughout the project. Linking to these charities and information portals fits in 

with the notion of reciprocity, of giving back to those who helped, in aligning with the 

ethnographic participation that the researcher felt was vital to this work. The links also allow 

the viewer to be able to expand on their inquiries if need be, to go to outside sources for 

further information, and provide a point of contact if they need to call a representative. This is 

because the app is only a proposed entry point to finding out about the basics of ABI and 

related interviewing techniques. Selecting the ‘About’ button next to the ‘Organisation’ 

button at the top of the page brings up a video of the researcher, Lisa Wilshere-Cumming, 

noted under her film company name (a film director who is a full member of the Australian 

Directors Guild and IMDb) and adds credibility (Figure 11). In this video the researcher 

guides the viewer through the app and how it functions. The viewer can choose to watch this 

video when the app first opens or at any time thereafter for clarification.  

  

Figures 10 & 11: Mind Your Ethics Organisations & Welcome to the App Images © Lisa Wilshere-
Cumming, 2014, 2015, 2016 
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On the ‘About’ page there are three buttons at the bottom: ‘Contact’, ‘Acknowledgements’, 

and ‘Legal’. When clicked on these occur as pop ups. The ‘Contact’ page (Figure 12) 

contains three links: 1) to the researcher’s film company, though, for ethical reasons there are 

no private contacts listed for the researcher, 2) to appery.io in case the app is not working for 

any reason, and 3) to the Griffith University School of Information Communication 

Technology. The ‘Acknowledgements’ page thanks everyone involved in the entire project 

(again reciprocity) and even though only partially viewable in the image (Figure 13) it 

contains a lengthy list of contributors to this project including: interviewees, organisations, 

and the MD-Multi Design (the ICT undergraduate student app team).  

  

Figures 12 & 13: Mind Your Ethics Contacts & Acknowledgments Images © Lisa Wilshere-Cumming, 
2014, 2015, 2016 
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Finally, and most importantly, the ‘Legal’, button (Figure 14). This one matters because it 

gives the researcher artistic licence and ownership of the material (the students are listed as 

contributors/developers only and not research assistants or concept designers). It warns 

people not to embed any of the videos featured specially for the app into their own websites 

(this is to keep the exclusivity of the app, the ethics upheld throughout the project, and 

validity of the research findings). If the app goes to a professional level beyond the PhD the 

researcher would open a paid Vimeo account (they were on a student account when the clips 

were uploaded) to enable the embedding block feature.  

 

Figure 14: Mind Your Ethics Legal Images © Lisa Wilshere-Cumming, 2014, 2015, 2016 

 

The researcher was provided with a ‘Mind Your Ethics’ User Manual by the ICT students 

before they ended their course in 2014 and graduated (see Appendix I). This was so the 

researcher can go into appery.io post-PhD and make changes to the concept, adding and 

subtracting material, and making corrections.  
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Generally, along with the interview videos that brought the app into fruition it made sense 

that this result was the quickest way to go for the media to access advice from Australian ABI 

and Vulnerable Issue organisations, and to get a more ethical insight into people with a 

cognitive impairment. It was a satisfactory outcome to reach a targeted audience, an audience 

in transit between story to story, deadline to deadline, and in an online space through a visual 

medium where opinions about ABI constantly shift and change. 

Challenges, Triumphs  

The highs and lows of getting to these integrated hefty set of results through a five-year 

journey tinged with frustration and eventual success, now need to be briefly examined from 

an objective academic perspective. First, with the app: in working on it, the researcher, 

although a member of the Australian Directors Guild and capable of meeting that standard 

outside university, often met with hindrances during the edited video footage process on 

campus, due to those edits being an ICT student ‘educational’ practice. Even with the 

researcher overseeing the edits (that came from her own raw industry footage) these issues 

were not fully resolved. The app template itself also contained unalterable grammatical errors 

and entry-level artwork. The students were under no obligation to do any further development 

after their course ended which, again, although frustrating, is perfectly understandable. 

Pressures were also created by the time limits associated with student course deadlines, 

rushing to finish technical aspects, and there were a few communication barriers, and 

misunderstandings in regards to theory (cross-disciplinary areas). Since the app was a student 

project as part of an undergraduate university course, they were not exploited as 

‘professionals’ at any stage but were rather interacted with during part of the researcher’s 

auto-ethnography as ‘learners’ and correctly so. In sharing and gathering information about 

ABI representation and to expand on stigmatisation of that condition meant that the ICT 

students needed to be ‘taught’ about it and sympathetically guided by the researcher through 

various levels of development (during weekly meetings, calls, emails). Another challenge, 

mentioned prior, is that the app expires on appery.io periodically. This may become an 

eventual issue in maintaining the app as a ‘parked’ device until full development. The 

researcher was not made aware of this when the students chose appery.io but the team was 

not at fault as the researcher simply failed to ask about the hosting platform at that stage.  

This app is a ‘concept’ issue but, additionally, financial issues impacted on the way that 

things were done (methods, in other words). This was a challenge that had to be addressed, 
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and that way, involving the students became more a mutually beneficial solution in the end. 

They learned new things about ABI, about journalism practice and humanities cultures, and 

the researcher learned more about online platforms and app building. There was a need for a 

participatory approach, but on a deeper level of reciprocity towards the ICT students about 

ABI and ethics in particular, about exploring journalism and filmmaking procedures and the 

researcher’s own engagement with new technology. This interaction was a definitive triumph 

that was highly reciprocal and pedagogy-reliant and overall very gratifying for all involved.  

Second, with the filming: as with many old-school filmmakers and journalists, the researcher 

had something of an aversion to web-based tools. Originally, she opposed online-based 

technology but, after presenting at conferences in Australia, Austria and the UK and working 

with ICT students, as well as engaging with theoretical research into existing multiplicity and 

journalism ‘backpocket’ methods (Morgan & Shanahan, 2010; Nash, 2013; Pearson, Patching 

& Wilshere-Cumming, 2015; Weinberger, 2007), the researcher saw the need to slot her film 

footage into a thoroughly modern, high-speed template. It was fortunate that she also liked 

using contemporary camera equipment and computer programmes to enhance the film work, 

which greatly boosted that developmental process.  

There were the usual expected practical filmmaking issues such as interviewees not turning 

up, then interviewees turning up and suddenly refusing (after agreeing in email and phone 

calls) to be filmed then storming out, and interviewees acting like mini ‘directors’ trying to 

control the entire process. Then there were some unfortunate footage glitches which can 

happen to the best of us: for instance, one subject was shot on the wrong side, in the wrong 

position; this was only discovered much later, and because it was filmed interstate the 

researcher could not afford to fly back and fix it. Plus, there were sound problems at some 

organisations with excessive background noise and the issue of ‘low’ speakers (people who 

continuously spoke in a whisper into the microphone) even when politely asked to raise their 

voice. The study itself had a huge impact on the researcher’s own health due to its method 

multiplicity and stringent extended creative hours. The act of ‘wearing multiple hats’ was 

overwhelming at times, the researcher had to morph from director/editor to journalist/ethicist 

from objective to subjective. Then as a journalist, the researcher placed strict demands on 

themselves to get all the questions perfect because she was producing a PhD about ethical 

standards and the questions had to ‘fit’ into an app. However, the Informed Ethics Consent 

Forms and austere focus on ethical requirements at all times resolved a lot of potential 

dilemmas and confusion within that area.  
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Another argument that could emerge from examination of this PhD is that the theoretical 

sample of interviewees potentially does not appear to be large enough at first glance, but to 

counter that discrepancy the researcher worked broadly with each professional, as in using 

one noted expert renowned in their particular area. To clarify, there are a lot of 

neuropsychologists, neuroscientists, research fellows, and people with an ABI in the general 

population, which is beyond the scope of what the PhD was seeking to accomplish. In 

selectively choosing representation from most ABI and media ethics advice areas it allowed 

for avoidance of having too many people for the app footage (too many films). In that 

reasoning there is solid support. The sample is small, but this app is for quick reference 

journalist/filmmaker purposes only and so were the videos that accompanied it.  

Final Communication of Results: Journal Publications, Conferences, Edicts 

The emerging results of this PhD were communicated in various conferences throughout the 

world (Exeter in the UK, Vienna in Austria, and Queensland in Australia); interviews with 

the author in ABI magazines; seminars at ABI organisations (Synapse’s ‘Bang on a Beanie’ 

Campaign); as a guest on the radio (‘ABC’, and ‘The Wire’); and publications in national and 

international journals (Journal of Culture and Religion; Media International Australia). The 

data gathering process discussed previously began its germination at earlier conferences and 

the results of that growth were canvassed with peers at later conferences, and in resulting 

journal articles. The radio and magazine interviews solidified the project, advertised its 

worthiness and ethical intent. These public relations manoeuvres also garnered interest in the 

local community regarding the altruistic work Griffith University and the researcher was 

doing on ABI and media ethics and how hypothetically useful the work may become post-

PhD.  

Some of these conference results (such as Exeter in the UK) were mentioned prior in the 

‘Auto-Ethnographic Engagements’ chapter and earlier in the Results in terms of their relation 

to disciplinary matters, as to how the app was formed and a surge in ethnographic 

understanding, but here the focus is on what paper was presented and how that action 

communicated with other scholars and agents of the media about what was being researched.   

Information dissemination first occurred at The Cultural Research GCCR Postgraduate 

Symposium: ‘Borders, Boundaries and Transgressions’, Griffith University, Gold Coast, 

Queensland, Australia in 2012. The paper was called Journalism and Ethnography 

Incorporated Methodology: Innovative Device for Ethical ABI Representation. In it the 
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researcher discussed how television was an increasingly homogenised medium that habitually 

transgressed the facts to distort ethical borders and personal boundaries especially in areas 

where trauma subjects such as ABI were concerned. The emphasis was on the understanding 

that there exists a critical need to branch out into more unconventional forms of research by 

combining ethnographic and journalism disciplines to formulate active discussion about how 

to utilise those strategies. The researcher predicted that an approach to journalism research 

paired with ethnography may offer improved ABI ethical guidelines via multimedia work. 

The next conference that the work featured at was The Griffith Film School (GFS) 

Postgraduate Film Conference on ‘Contemporary Practice in Screen Research’, Brisbane, 

Queensland, Australia, again in 2012. The presentation was titled Journalism Documentary 

Ethnography: an Innovative Device for Contemporary Screen Study. In this paper, the 

researcher aimed to challenge the status quo as a film director of dramaturgy, to stamp out the 

trend towards a ‘discourse of sobriety’ (Nichols, 1991) – particularly within documentary TV 

trauma related productions. Candy’s ‘framework for practice-led and practice-based research’ 

(2006, p. 3) was referred to as it is an exciting, revolutionary advancement (within radio and 

to a limited degree in other modes of media investigation) and noted that by delving into the 

under researched area of television documentary and journalism representation that a creative 

alliance could be formed. A discussion ensued with the audience about how that innovative 

methodology could be incorporated into a viable contemporary output. A video snippet edited 

by the researcher ‘Excerpt from Demystifying Brain Injury 2011: Regarding Media & ABI’ 

at https://youtu.be/qF66DMLlXU4?list=UUqwbeu0Oke4sGxToY7v2A_Q (Wilshere-

Cumming, 2012) demonstrated how she attempted this work in the past with her own 

documentary ‘Demystifying Brain Injury’ (31 Digital Television, 2011/2012; Wilshere-

Cumming, 2011). 

After the Australian-based conferences the researcher went overseas to read a paper at the 

Qualitative and Ethnographic Research (QER): ‘Sharing and shaping pedagogies – learning 

through doing’ (QER Conference, 2013) at the Department of Drama, University of Exeter, 

UK. The presentation was titled Ethics, Methodology and Creativity: Striking a Balance 

Between Digital Dissemination, Principled Ethnography and Journalism Inquiry (Wilshere-

Cumming, 2013a). This was when she demonstrated her springboard into the realm of online 

engagement from a television documentary output. She claimed that she was putting 

ethnographic and journalism practice together to formulate active digital media pedagogies 

for students and their educators. Further argued was the need for revising ABI ethical 
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structures through instructional dialogue and visual production which may improve future 

approaches to the representation of vulnerable issues in the digital media environment. She 

hoped that multiplatform dissemination and its interdisciplinary impacts on ABI and 

journalism would facilitate an active Qualitative and Ethnographic Research (QERN) joint 

narrative that bypassed current restrictive systems. There are two videos of her presentation 

on the QERN Blog, The Qualitative Ethnographic Research Network at WordPress.com 

(QERN, 2013). See: ‘Lisa Wilshere-Cumming presents her research at the HEA funded 

event’ (May, 2013) from https://qernblog.wordpress.com/2013/05/. 

On returning to Australia, the researcher attended the Journalism Education Association of 

Australia (JEAA) Annual Conference, 2013: ‘Redrawing the Boundaries: Journalism 

Research, Education and Professional Culture in Times of Change’ at the University of the 

Sunshine Coast, Mooloolaba, Sunshine Coast, Queensland, December 2013. There she 

presented a paper to her media contemporaries and respected journalism colleagues called 

Crossing Borders and Boundaries: New Pedagogies in Journalism Research through 

Acquired Brain Injury Representation – Forging New Narratives through Improved Praxis. 

This eventually became part of a co-authored journal publication in Media International 

Australia (Issue 156) in collaboration with Professors Mark Pearson and Roger Patching 

titled A conceptual matrix of journalism as research two decades after ‘Media Wars’ 

(Pearson, Patching & Wilshere-Cumming, 2015). In the presentation the outdated 

representation and mediation of acquired brain injury were noted as significant issues in 

traditional journalism cultures that profoundly impact on many social and media systems. It 

was suggested that addressing the standard of professionalism surrounding ABI reporting 

through something like an app would help to inform journalists (and their gatekeepers) and 

further assist the ACMA to formalise better ABI ethics codes. Emerging digital media 

deliberations about interdisciplinary investigation techniques would also support journalism 

scholars facing challenges validating their academic research. In this presentation she showed 

a video with clear results from her recent PhD interviews titled ‘Why Should The Media Fix 

ABI Representation: PhD Findings Sample Video 2013/2014’ (Wilshere-Cumming, 2013c) 

https://youtu.be/eonJedO_E0o?list=UUqwbeu0Oke4sGxToY7v2A_Q. 

The following year, the researcher was again invited to present her findings overseas, this 

time at The International Conference for Media and Popular Culture, May 2014, in Vienna, 

Austria. Not only did she present a paper, but she chaired a panel as well. Her work there also 

became a journal article titled Improving Media Praxis: Vulnerable Issue Identity, 
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Representation and Possibility to Improve Upon Audience and Broadcaster Understanding 

on ABI, for the Journal of Culture and Religion in Zagreb, Croatia (Wilshere-Cumming, 

2015). The researcher also accepted a position as an Editor on their Editorial Board. In the 

conference the paper outlined how lack of media accountability can become ‘a second 

wound, a second injury’ (McMahon, C, PhD Supplementary DVDs, 2013) and that often 

people with ABI say to be treated unethically by the media, the people creating news 

narratives, is as bad as the trauma itself. The researcher discussed the final results specifying 

that during her studies she found broadcast media’s narrow view about brain injury combined 

with a distinct lack of specialised reporting tools could be responsible for cultivating 

misjudgments by audiences. Overall, her current findings could give journalists working in 

television a reliable way to examine the cultural identity of ABI by offering them a fast, 

dependable digital framed journalism tool (the app). A snippet was shown that demonstrated 

how the filmed videos might look like once they were inside the app: ‘What is an ABI - 

Interviews by Lisa Wilshere-Cumming for App Question Test 2014 (PhD)’ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YUexsBw_3OU (Wilshere-Cumming, 2014).  

Apart from journal publications and conferences, the author also conducted several magazine 

and radio interviews to canvass her findings and communicate the results to a wider non-

academic audience, to people who might eventually use the app Post-PhD, or incorporate the 

videos into another platform (television documentary or training videos for journalism 

students or ABI organisations). The first radio interview was in 2011 titled A new doco after 

Demystifying Brain Injury (The Wire, 2011). In it the researcher discussed their own journey 

with ABI, ethnographically and emotionally, and then outlined plans for a future 

documentary as a proposed PhD output based on their previous one. Listen to the interview 

here: http://www.thewire.org.au/storyDetail.aspx?ID=9611. The second radio interview was 

in 2014 on ABC Mornings with Steve Austin titled Raising Awareness of Brain Injury (ABC, 

2014). It can be heard here: http://blogs.abc.net.au/queensland/2014/07/raising-awareness-

about-brain-injury.html. The focus of that interview was what an ABI is, how it occurs, why 

it was important for the media to understand stigma surrounding it, and about how Griffith 

University (and the author) were pioneering the way in journalism and film research about 

the ethics of ABI representation. Furthermore, during 2012, the researcher conducted 

personal interviews about her ABI research and her ABI/coma survival in Bridge Magazine: 

Road to Recovery: Synapse interviews L.B who faced a long recovery after a near fatal car 
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crash left her in a coma, in Issue 6 and Demystifying Brain Injury: Synapse interviews L.B 

about her quest to take the mystery out of the invisible disability, in Issue 7 (Synapse, 2012).  

As can be seen the results of this PhD were communicated across conferences throughout the 

world, in magazines, at seminars, on the radio and in journal articles. Satisfying HDR 

publishing policy as well as engaging PR proved to be highly productive for the future of the 

app and the continuing need to fix media and ABI interaction. It was a positive experience in 

pushing this project forward, meeting people with like-minds, and sharing information on a 

global platform through the digital sphere that the author was also ironically studying. 

Communicating these results in a carefully constructed, ethical manner (not giving too much 

away, but enough to gain substantial academic and industry interest) certainly was useful in 

how the work may grow into post-doctoral collaborations within a film and journalism 

interdisciplinary praxis.  

Discussion and Future Aims  

A variegated combination of literature analysis, ethnographic, journalistic, and filmmaking 

practice deployed in the method section led to the discovery that the research question being 

addressed in this PhD about whether broadcast media’s skewed ABI representation 

necessitated additional ethical work in Australia was accurate. The implications of that 

positive result herald a greater need for innovative moves towards online media tools and also 

for future higher research degree study. The relatively unexplored topic of ABI narrative and 

media organisational interaction remains open to further advancement and public awareness 

from interested research fellows and their contemporaries.  

It was a lengthy five-year journey that the researcher would not recommend an HDR 

candidate should undertake alone, especially with all the creative outputs involved, the time 

pressures, the specialised mindset it can take to be flexible and cross over disciplines without 

bias or protest, but acceptance. This might also be a concern if the candidate themselves has a 

cognitive disability that may be affected by the long hours and hybrid, complex nature of the 

method – this is not being stated in a prejudiced manner, but a considered one. Quite simply 

put it is not conducive to health matters. A strong crew needs to be behind this to advance it 

further, to be a communal undertaking, a collective: that guerrilla filmmaking or Dogme-95 

embrace, to highlight movements that accelerative social change, ethical alternatives and 

fresh learning. 
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However, in hindsight, in the case of this particular PhD and trying to keep it reigned in, 

under control, the researcher felt driven to philosophise on both the negative and positive 

aspects of it (occasionally in stark, raw, confronting ways) that was needed to give a 

participatory approach to the project, the reciprocity to give back to academia (via 

conferences and publications), the ABI community (via charity work and interviews), and 

others at risk (via the app and broadening into other mental health areas). In sticking with 

filmmaking purity to update the way ethics and the interview questions were formed, the 

move from documentary with a broad audience (general public) to a select purposive sample 

of filmed interviewees (experts and people with an ABI) in short video clips honed towards 

journalists then to slot them neatly into an app was keeping the creative cycle flowing and 

building upon itself. 

Although the researcher would have liked to have produced a stronger, more in-depth auto-

ethnographic account by filming more directly into a larger visual work (such as a 

documentary, a short film, a theatre play), the app was more practical and research orientated 

transversely via digital dissemination theory that delivered robust results. It was a tool that 

journalists and their gatekeepers possibly will use and that is what this PhD set out to do. 

Even though it was a creative PhD, the researcher still kept to the traditional format of 

responding to a question. The auto-ethnographic journey (although it was not what the 

researcher hoped it would be, as in quite as immersive) allowed space to challenge existing 

ethical structures regarding ABI, to challenge HRECs, to challenge the way questions about 

ABI were previously designed by the media, and finally to compact it into a smarter form that 

came from a hybrid method. In gathering the most useful result out of this project allowed for 

a cycle of variegated media platform usage, not just in one area, which contributed greatly to 

furthering growth as an emergent director, as an agent of media, as a teacher, and innovator.  

Any planned post-doctoral work will continue exploring the heart of vulnerable issues, and as 

well as being a journalist, the researcher is a director (in film, theatre, television) and they 

may possibly move it into the realm of theatre practice encouraged by what transpired at the 

conference at the University of Exeter Drama Department in 2013 and the past work of 

Danish film auteur Thomas Vinterberg at the Burgtheatre in Vienna and Doctor Teone 

Reinthal (Adjunct Research Fellow, Griffith University).  

Teone Reinthal, a contemporary of the researcher’s and Griffith colleague, formed a theatre 

(and short film) space where creativity, identity and ‘Adaptivism’ is utilised by performers to 
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enhance social dynamics and bring issues to the fore in unusual artistic environments and 

dynamic educational ways (Dark Horse Theatre Group: Creative Methods, 2015a). What is 

intriguing about this project is that it aims to foster creatives in responding to challenges 

through ‘imaginational capacity’ to search for solutions to social issues and stigmas (Dark 

Horse: Creative Methods, 2015b) by adapting and exploring them. Even more intriguing it 

claims to be an ‘ethical canvas for dreaming, for thinking and crafting bold gestures of social 

change’ to raise greater awareness towards human rights and social justice (Dark Horse: 

Creative Methods, 2015b). The unorthodox method in Reinthal’s work (especially the ethics 

aspects, along with the adaption) has parallels to the current PhD and develops additional 

ways for the researcher to keep opening vulnerable issue narrative up into new genres. Being 

unique and divergent by asking how to use avant-garde methods of direction in film, in TV, 

or theatre, to study vulnerable issues is an extremely exciting way to go. In already testing the 

waters in the prior made ‘Demystifying Brain Injury’ TV documentary and then through the 

new ‘Mind Your Ethics’ app, the pathways seem limitless to what a director and journalist 

interested in combining methods and media can do with this work.   

Thomas Vinterberg, again a contemporary of the researcher’s (they communicated in 

Denmark, in 2015), who established the Dogme-95 movement with Lars Von Trier and won 

the Jury Prize in Cannes, on the other hand, adapted films he had written/directed to further 

their narrative about stigmas and sensitive issues into theatre plays as well as improvising 

new plots. ‘For me it is the most valuable part of my job to put art beings in the world that are 

a part of real life … All memory is fictional, is retelling and overpainting. We know many 

things that we do not want to know - and we forget that we know … Art revolves around the 

secrets to hide and to the unspeakable’ (Kümmel, 2010). Vinterberg likes to explore ‘absolute 

taboo … a subject for art’ (Kümmel, 2010). He was looking for new parameters for his work 

as a film director (Enfilme.com, 2015): ‘I think maybe it’s time to challenge myself again, to 

put myself in a dangerous place’. A mixture of the way Vinterberg and Reinthal approached 

vulnerable issues, stigma, taboo, into a social revolution from film into theatre, into a mixed 

mode format, to ‘challenge’ themselves as directors, as social commentators is a ‘challenge’ 

the researcher wants to keep on presenting themselves with, to advance their own work and 

that of others. The hybrid method of this current PhD leans itself to so many fresh ways to 

send and receive information about issues we normally do not talk about, or understand. It 

encourages researchers and journalists to continue highlighting at-risk issues through the 

works of innovative creators and change agents.  
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Also the next stage for ABI media representation in Australia and the advice for the next 

generation of ABI ethicists and journalism researchers are to begin an active discourse about 

healthier ABI mediation practices and new ABI representation policy development for the 

ACMA/MEAA and other bodies such as television and film guilds (such as the Directors 

Guild and Screenwriters Guild). As this PhD has demonstrated there is a real need for this to 

occur. These discussions can be furthered from watching the documentary, the interview 

videos, and engaging with the app. It is hoped that post-PhD the ‘Mind Your Ethics’ app will 

be delivered to media organisations via promotional or word-of-mouth avenues either by the 

researcher or by another party who are interested in developing it further in conjunction with 

the researcher. This app itself is, indeed, a device that gains from further professional input, a 

chance for proactive disability and media investors to take it further, to develop it into a top-

quality high-end product for diligent journalists and experts from other key areas. The app is 

unique and progressive – unlike other ethics journalism related apps that have been 

developed during (or after) its inception – in that it is incredibly fast and it uses film/visuals 

to answer questions about a vulnerable issue (in this case ABI) from people who are experts 

in their field (who have first-hand experience of that issue). Additionally, it is an extremely 

flexible ‘template’ that can be adapted for people marginalised by the social system in areas 

other than ABI such as disability, indigenous communities, older people, and youth, and 

mental health. It is not just an online tool with a variety of downloadable resource document 

sheets that may take a time-pressed journalist ages to read (even on their phones) whilst a 

deadline whooshes by. It is small, simple and very much engages with a visually 

straightforward ‘backpocket’ notion that many journalists are looking for with links to some 

of the biggest media ethics advice organisations in Australia.  

Readers of this work also need to be aware that the ‘Mind Your Ethics’ app might not be 

available on appery.io anymore once it advances post-PhD and becomes a marketable 

product. In that case, it may be purchasable on other platforms such as the App Store (iOS, 

Apple Inc.), Google Play or Google Play Store (Android operating systems), and Windows 

Phone Store (Microsoft) or from other digital sources (such as business, charity, or education 

websites).  

It is suggested that new journalism PhD candidates, their supervisors and teachers could open 

the technology and vulnerable issue praxis even further by researching into cutting-edge ways 

to allow gatekeepers to access it, profounder ways to research it, with more tools being 

offered and examined for use. Basically, teaching and learning about ABI trauma language 
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and how similar vulnerable issues impact on individuals with that condition when the media 

speaks about it in inappropriate or stigmatised ways. This discussion needs to enter 

classrooms, lecture halls, stand tall on conference podiums, speak loudly in films and theatre 

and become a dominant production. Advancing pedagogy regarding journalism and 

ethnographic method is also a must for this to occur. As seen overseas, that approach was 

popular and more than just emergent with many fantastic projects on offer. Journalism 

certainly combined with other methods (ethnography or other models) and practices (film, 

internet, TV, even theatre) proves to be a strong contender for advanced research options and 

delivers swift, deft results. Implications for interdisciplinary partnerships are enormous not 

only between internal university elements but between external universities on a global scale. 

Overall, the results of this PhD study were extremely important because the app in the way it 

increases ethical production values through journalism-framed practices of interviewing and 

filming brings out many new and exciting ways that journalism research can firmly entrench 

itself in technological and scholarly advancement, and position itself as a world leader in 

methodology. The sky might be the limit, and this PhD might encourage that. Journalism 

scholars need not hide away when there are so many fantastic, bright new avenues to explore. 

With interdisciplinary boundaries being shaped ethnographically and journalistically it 

certainly helped the researcher to raise (and study) ethical awareness with great enthusiasm 

and passion. To find tangible ways, positive ways, to get the media interested in how to write, 

direct, and summarise ABI better with an extremely strong chance of the vulnerable issue 

ethical debate moving into other creative realms in the future.  
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Appendix A:  

INTERVIEW PITCH 

 

 

Despite several vital programmes already in existence in Australia that currently assist the media to 

represent a number of vulnerable physical and psychological issues there are still other health issues 

that are falling through the cracks. Using a cross section of contemporary programmes/resources 

that already stand for a selection well-being issues (such as suicide, depression, disability, MVA 

injury, mental health), then narrowing down into a focused schema (by means of the neglected issue 

of brain injury ABI) we aim to form a fresh ethics template surrounding those broader issues. The 

resulting template mode will be extremely flexible, in that it can be moulded, grafted into other 

ethical modalities, and then applied to a myriad of medical and allied health matters. It will also 

allow people with hidden disabilities to gain a fair voice in broadcast. Resources that supplement 

this template will include an exciting new ethics app that links to an online video clip focal point 

featuring various media and medical experts. The interviews being done today will form part of the 

links that make up the eventual app focal point. These interviews form a theoretical sample, 

consisting of up to ten concise experts. Including existing organisations (BIA, CONROD, DART, 

Mindframe, and SANE) that already offer a resource hub that educates the media about sensitive 

issues; existing ABI organisations; Journalists and possibly people with an ABI. The main aim of this 

project is to help the media to get faster, more straightforward access to information on vulnerable 

issues at their fingertips, anywhere, anytime.  
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Appendix B: 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

The same questions are given to all interviewees (whether they come from an ABI or another 

vulnerable issue perspective). The questions focus on media impact, better understanding of 

sensitive issues, ethics and increasing media education about ABI. These questions are being asked 

today to better assist the media online when presenting time-limited segments about matters that 

may be stigmatised. The questions have been especially designed to feature inside clips within an 

‘app’ later on.  

Depending on who is being interviewed ask the following: 

ABI 

Q: What is ABI? 

Q: What commonly causes an ABI? 

Q: How is ABI commonly diagnosed and treated? 

Q: Why is it so important to bring ABI to the public’s attention? 

Q: In your opinion how do you feel the media portrays ABI? 

Q: How does misreporting affect the individual and the public? 

Q: What are the best ways to rectify these misunderstandings? 

Q: Why do journalists need to report this more responsibly? 

Q: What language should be used when discussing an ABI? 

Q: What should respectful ABI footage/interviews include? 

Q: How can further information about ABI services be incorporated (credits etc)? 

Q: Where can individuals get help for ABI?  

Vulnerable Issues 

Q: What is a vulnerable issue? 

Q: How is that issue best treated? 

Q: In your opinion how do you feel the media portrays this issue? 

Q: How does misreporting affect the individual and the public? 

Q: What are the best ways to rectify these misunderstandings? 

Q: Why do journalists need to report this more responsibly? 
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Q: What language should be used when discussing a vulnerable issue? 

Q: What should respectful footage/interviews include? 

Q: How can further information about services be incorporated (credits etc)? 

Q: Where can individuals get help?  

Interviewees with a Vulnerable Issue 

Q: How did you acquire your ABI and what impact has it had on you? 

Q: How is your ABI a ‘Hidden’ condition?  

Q: Have you personally experienced stigma about your condition? 

Q: How is the media making this stigma worse?  

Q: How does misreporting affect you? 

Q: How can the media make more informed presentations? 

Organisation 

Q: How does your institute/organisation/service assist the media? 

Q: What is your mission statement or research aims?  

Q: What future plans does the institute/organisation/service have?  
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Appendix C:  

HRECs ETHICAL CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE  
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Appendix D:  

GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY ETHICS RESEARCH CONSENT FORMS (INTERVIEWEES) 

 

Research Study Information Sheet 

 
Project title: Media representation of acquired brain injury1  
 
Student Researcher: 
Lisa Wilshere-Cumming (PhD Candidate) lisa.wilshere-cumming@griffithuni.edu.au  
School of Humanities 
Macrossan Building N16, Rm 2.38 
Griffith University 
Nathan QLD 4111 
Telephone: 07 3735 7329/Mobile 0423303750 
Griffith University Research Profile: http://www.griffith.edu.au/humanities-languages/school-
humanities/research/hdr-students/lisa-wilshere-cumming 
 
Supervisor: 
Prof Michael Meadows: m.meadows@griffith.edu.au 
Centre for Cultural Research 
Griffith University 
Nathan QLD 4111 
Telephone: 07 3875 4055/Mobile: 0409 729 785  
 
Associate Supervisor: 

Prof Patrick Laughren: p.laughren@griffith.edu.au 
Griffith Film School, South Bank campus  
Griffith University  
PO Box 3370 South Brisbane QLD 4101 
Telephone: 07 373 50104  

 

Background 

If you are reading this, then you one of a number of people who have been invited to participate in a brief 
videotaped interview about the topic listed above. This research forms a component of the student researcher’s 
PhD program at Griffith University. This study aims to find out what you think about the media’s role in the 
representation of trauma related topics with a focus on acquired brain injury (ABI) as an example of ‘trauma.’ We 
are seeking to develop supplementary preventative measures – particularly regarding journalistic representation – 
by developing a suggested trauma ethics model and new policies (targeted to a media regulation body such as 
the Australian Communication Media Authority) and testing it out through digital dissemination. The final outcome 
of this research may also take the form of an ethics APP (post-PhD) that will link to your respective organisation 
and highlight its role as a media resource hub. In the interview, I will be asking you short questions about the 
nature of a sensitive issue, the representation of that issue, and/or your individual/organisational experience with 
that issue. As either an expert in the area or someone with a vulnerable matter, you have been invited to share 
your thoughts on this topic. The information you provide will assist the media industry, those with acquired brain 
injuries, journalists and journalism educators to better understand what you believe are the key issues in this 

                                                           

 

mailto:lisa.wilshere-cumming@griffithuni.edu.au
http://www.griffith.edu.au/humanities-languages/school-humanities/research/hdr-students/lisa-wilshere-cumming
http://www.griffith.edu.au/humanities-languages/school-humanities/research/hdr-students/lisa-wilshere-cumming
mailto:m.meadows@griffith.edu.au
mailto:p.laughren@griffith.edu.au
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topic. Further, your participation will assist in exploring how the media might improve their representation of ABI 
and other misunderstood conditions, and forge the way for the development of an innovative ethics APP. 

 

What participation in this study involves 

If you decide to participate in this study, you will be asked to share your opinions of media coverage of broad 

issues related to your area – whether it is ABI, depression, disabilities, mental health, or suicide. Your comments 

will be videorecorded so that a transcript can be made at a later time to enable the researchers to analyse your 
comments.  

The interview will last a maximum of 20 minutes (succinct questions in short 1 minute grabs) and is designed to 
encourage you to talk freely about your perceptions of the role of media in representing the vulnerable groups 
mentioned above. At any time during the interview, you will be able to raise issues you think are important, and 
you can request a copy of the questions being asked beforehand.  

 

Consent to participate 

Your participation in this research project is voluntary. You are under no obligation to participate if you do not wish 
to. If you do choose to take part, you may cease participation at any time without penalty or without providing an 
explanation. We hope that you will consider participation in this study because the information you give us could 
help to improve the way in which broadcast media deal with and represent those who have an acquired brain 
injury (as well as other sensitive issues). You will need to sign this research form and possibly an ‘Image and 
Production Content Release Form’ if any filming takes place in a television studio. 
 

Risk 

Participation in this research involves no risk to you. All you are asked to do is to talk about your views on the role 
of media in accurately depicting vulnerable matters and how we can best improve upon that. Furthermore, all 
adequate care will be taken with those participating who have mild ABI, by providing prompts, explanations, and 
encouragement. The PhD research candidate, Lisa (L.B) Wilshere-Cumming has a professional background in 
psychology and journalism and has recovered from an acquired brain injury (which she is openly willing to discuss 
with you); therefore Lisa has an ethical, empathetic understanding of your requirements and concerns. 
Furthermore, Lisa Wilshere-Cumming has previously hosted/produced a two-part television series about ABI 

concerns which was broadcast on Australian Television in 2011 called ‘Demystifying Brain Injury.’ It featured 
eleven guests: including neuroscientists, neuropsychologists, people with mild ABI, ABI organisations and ABI 
lobbyists in the media.  
 

Confidentiality 

With your permission we would like to videotape the interview. Please let us know your views on how we might 
use this recording and whether you agree to be named in this material. Please be aware that if you agree to be 
videotaped but not named, people may still recognise you in subsequent public screenings.  

All data will be kept confidential and in a locked filing cabinet in the School of Humanities at Griffith University for 
five years before being destroyed. As a participant, you will be provided with a copy of the final project report 
and/or a copy of the project DVD if you so wish. 

You may contact any of the Chief Investigators Prof Michael Meadows: m.meadows@griffith.edu.au telephone: 

07 3875 4055/Mobile: 0409 729 785 or Prof Patrick Laughren: p.laughren@griffith.edu.au telephone: 07 3735 
0104 at any time if you have any concerns regarding the research. You may also contact the PhD candidate 
researcher Lisa (L.B) Wilshere-Cumming: lisa.wilshere-cumming@griffithuni.edu.au telephone: 07 3735 
7329/Mobile: 0423303750. If you wish to contact an independent person, you may contact the Manager, 
Research Ethics, Office for Research, Bray Centre, Griffith University, Nathan, QLD 4111, telephone 07-3875 
5585 or email research-ethics@griffith.edu.au. 

You can also view the university’s Privacy Plan at: http://www.griffith.edu.au/privacy-plan 

 

Griffith University ask you for your consent and participation in this research.   

mailto:m.meadows@griffith.edu.au
mailto:p.laughren@griffith.edu.au
mailto:lisa.wilshere-cumming@griffithuni.edu.au
mailto:research-ethics@griffith.edu.au
http://www.griffith.edu.au/privacy-plan
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INFORMED ETHICS CONSENT FORM 

 Media representation of acquired brain injury 

I have read or have heard someone read the Information Sheet to me and I understand that: 

 This research is to investigate my perceptions of the role of broadcast media representing trauma issues –
either related to my area and/or acquired brain injury

 I am being asked to take part in a short interview – that may be recorded on video – to share my views on this
topic

 If I agree to take part in this project my responses will be recorded on video then viewed on a secure online
platform

 My participation is voluntary and I may discontinue my participation at any time without penalty or explanation

 Any reports or publications that come out of this study will be written in general terms and will not use any
words that identify me unless I specifically agree (see Part A)

 I agree to sign a second consent form if the interviews are filmed in a television studio. Although that is
unlikely, the ‘Image and Production Content Release Form’ authorises the recording of me on video for audio
and visual representation, to screen and broadcast the recording of me in the final film, and for the use in
promotion of that film/television program. The ‘Image and Production Content Release Form’ form is separate
to the current PhD research but just as vital.

 The information gathered will be kept confidential and in a locked filing cabinet at Griffith University for a
period of five years before being destroyed

 A copy of the final report will be provided for me on request

I have read the information on the consent form or someone has read it to me. I agree to take part in this study 
and give my consent freely. I understand that the study will be carried out as described in the information 
statement, a copy of which I have kept. I understand that whether or not I decide to participate is my decision. I 
understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time and that I do not have to give any reasons for doing 
this. All questions I have asked about this research have been answered to my satisfaction. 

_______________________ ______________________ _____ 

Participant   Signature  Date 

_______________________ ______________________ ____ 

Researcher   Signature Date 
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PART A: agreement to be identified 

 

I have read, or have had read to me, the Information Sheet and I consent to the following: 

 

I agree to be videotaped  

I agree for the videotaped recording to be shared in a public forum  

(e.g., television, training video, documentary and/or online -You Tube or Vimeo) 

 
I agree to be identified                                                                          

 

 

 

_______________________  ______________________  _____ 

Participant     Signature     Date 
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Appendix E:  

GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY ETHICS RESEARCH CONSENT FORMS (ICT APP STUDENTS) 

 

Video App Development Production Information Sheet 

 
Project title: Media representation of acquired brain injury2  
 
Student PhD Researcher: 
Lisa Wilshere-Cumming (PhD Candidate) lisa.wilshere-cumming@griffithuni.edu.au  
School of Humanities 
Macrossan Building N16, Rm 2.38 
Griffith University 
Nathan QLD 4111 
Telephone: 07 3735 7329/Mobile 0423303750 
Griffith University Research Profile: http://www.griffith.edu.au/humanities-languages/school-
humanities/research/hdr-students/lisa-wilshere-cumming 
Website: http://wilsherecummingproductions.angelfire.com 
 
Supervisor: 
Prof Mark Pearson: m.pearson@griffith.edu.au 
Professor of Journalism and Social Media, Griffith University  
(Australian correspondent, Reporters sans frontières) 
Arts & Education 1 (G30) 4.14 
Gold Coast campus, Griffith University  
Queensland 4222 Australia 
Phone: +61 (0)7 555 28872 
Twitter: @journlaw 
Blog: journlaw.com 
Facebook: Journ Law 

 
Associate Supervisor: 
Prof Patrick Laughren: p.laughren@griffith.edu.au 
Griffith Film School, South Bank campus  
Griffith University  
PO Box 3370 South Brisbane QLD 4101 
Telephone: 07 373 50104  

 

Background 

If you are reading this, then you have been invited to participate in editing brief videotaped interviews as part of 
developing a related online platform (APP concept) about the project topic listed above. This activity is voluntary, 
forms part of your own ICT studies, and is a non-profit endeavour. The resulting video product will not be sold to 
the public and is currently for research purposes only. This APP prototype development and its concurrent post-
PhD upgrades form a vital component of an important community, educational Doctoral output from Griffith 
University. The practical part of the research aimed to find out what various experts and members of the public 
thought about the media’s role in the representation of trauma related topics with a focus on acquired brain injury 
(ABI) as an example of ‘trauma’. We were able to ascertain from the video interviews (the visual data gathered 
during the reflection on practice process) that an APP schematic was a viable output of those results. In 

                                                           

 

mailto:lisa.wilshere-cumming@griffithuni.edu.au
mailto:m.pearson@griffith.edu.au
mailto:p.laughren@griffith.edu.au
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developing supplementary journalistic representation measures (targeted to media regulation bodies such as the 
ACMA and MEAA) and testing these measures through digital dissemination we are then able to offer support to 
journalism educators and their students about vulnerable issues. The final form of the video edits will appear 
within an ethics APP (post-PhD) with links to all organisations involved and to other ABI information portals. 
Essentially you will be working on a concept for a media resource hub. Be aware that this is not what the PhD 
itself is all about (the creation of an APP) but that your voluntary participation in it will assist in exploring how the 
media might improve their representation of ABI and other misunderstood conditions. These combined efforts 
definitely forge the way for future research supporting the use of technology in journalism education. 

 

What participation in this study involves 

If you decide to participate in this activity, you will be asked to edit sections from larger interviews. This will be 
done under strict guidance from the journalist/researcher who conducted these interviews.  

The interviews lasted a maximum of 12 minutes (with succinct questions asked in short 1-2 minute grabs) and it 
will be your role to edit clips selected from those into a montage that relate to each question. The montage is 
being done to avoid any bias and to offer a divergent array of opinion.  

 

Consent to participate 

Your participation in this research project is voluntary. You are under no obligation to participate; however, not 
doing so may impact on your overall ICT assessment grade. If you do choose to take part, you may cease 
participation at any time by providing your ICT assessors, ICT team and project ‘client’, with a valid explanation. 
We hope that you will consider participation in the editing part of this study because your input goes a long way in 
helping us to improve the way in which broadcast media deal with and represent those who have an acquired 
brain injury (as well as other sensitive issues). You will then need to sign this research form. 

 

Risk 

Participation in this research involves no risk to you. All you are asked to do is edit videos that examine various 
media and public views on the role of media in accurately depicting vulnerable matters and how we can best 
improve upon that. Furthermore, all adequate care will be taken to ensure that you do not experience any trauma 
whilst watching and editing these interviews. The subject matter is sensitive and you will be able to speak about it 
to the research candidate ‘client’, and share concerns at any stage. The PhD researcher, Lisa (L.B) Wilshere-
Cumming has a professional background in psychology and journalism and has recovered from an acquired brain 
injury (which she is openly willing to discuss with you); therefore Lisa has an ethical, empathetic understanding of 
any emotional or physical responses that may result when editing this project. Furthermore, in terms of editing 
and journalism advice she can guide you through the process professionally and confidently. With over 23 years 
in the entertainment industry she will elevate any worries about editing procedures, production, and practicalities. 

She has previously hosted/produced a two-part television series about ABI concerns which was broadcast on 

Australian Television in 2011 called ‘Demystifying Brain Injury’.  

 

Confidentiality 

We ask that you keep the views expressed on the uncut interview footage private. Do not upload, or screen these 
interviews without express permission from the research team. Do not name any subjects featured in the 
interviews to outside parties while you are editing unless it is within the parameters of the APP. All the people 
involved in the interviews have given written and spoken permission to be included and named in the final 
broadcast edits. Please let us know your views on how we might use these recordings, in terms of improving 
sound, picture quality or online format.  

All raw data will be kept confidential and in a locked filing cabinet in the School of Humanities at Griffith University 
for five years before being destroyed. As a participant, you will be provided with a copy of the final project report 
and/or a copy of the project DVD and APP concept if you so wish.  

You may contact any of the Chief Investigators Prof Mark Pearson: m.pearson@griffith.edu.au telephone: 07 555 
28872 or Prof Patrick Laughren: p.laughren@griffith.edu.au telephone: 07 3735 0104 at any time if you have any 
concerns regarding the research. You may also contact the PhD candidate researcher Lisa (L.B) Wilshere-
Cumming: lisa.wilshere-cumming@griffithuni.edu.au telephone: 07 3735 7329/Mobile: 0423303750 or speak to 

mailto:m.pearson@griffith.edu.au
mailto:p.laughren@griffith.edu.au
mailto:lisa.wilshere-cumming@griffithuni.edu.au
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her about it during your weekly group meetings. If you wish to contact an independent person, you may contact 
the Manager, Research Ethics, Office for Research, Bray Centre, Griffith University, Nathan, QLD 4111, 
telephone 07-3875 5585 or email research-ethics@griffith.edu.au.  

You can also view the university’s Privacy Plan at: http://www.griffith.edu.au/privacy-plan 

 

Griffith University ask you for your consent and participation in this research.   

mailto:research-ethics@griffith.edu.au
http://www.griffith.edu.au/privacy-plan
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VIDEO APP DEVELOPMENT INFORMED ETHICS CONSENT FORM  

 

         Media representation of acquired brain injury  

 

I have read or have heard someone read the Information Sheet to me and I understand that: 

 My editing and APP concept work is to enhance the results of a recent PhD study  

 I do not claim ownership or artistic rights over the material produced  

 I am being asked to edit short interviews – recorded on video – into smaller grabs 

 My video edits will be released onto a secure online platform under strict guidance of the research 
investigators  

 My participation forms part of academic credit and education within an Information Communications 
Technology School course at Griffith University 

 I am not a member of the actual PhD research team. I am not employed by them  

 I am aware this is for the practical aspect of the PhD and will be used in the appendices  

 Any reports or publications that come out of this practice will be written in general terms and will not use any 
words that identify me unless I specifically agree (see Part A) 

 I agree not to broadcast the uncut material in a public forum  

 I agree to only upload and show clips that are approved by the research investigators  
 

 I agree to delete the interviews off all storage devices after the edit is completed 

 Raw information/footage gathered will be kept confidential and in a locked filing cabinet at Griffith University 
for a period of five years before being destroyed 

 A copy of the final report will be provided for me on request 

I have read the information on the consent form or someone has read it to me. I agree to assist the investigators 
in the production aspect of this study and give my consent freely. I understand that the study will be carried out as 
described in the information statement, a copy of which I have kept. I understand that whether or not I decide to 
participate is my decision. I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time and that this action may 
affect my ICT results. All questions I have asked about this research have been answered to my satisfaction. 

 

_______________________  ______________________  _____ 

Participant     Signature     Date 

 

 

_______________________  ______________________  ____ 

Researcher     Signature    Date 
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PART A: agreement to be identified 

 

I have read, or have had read to me, the Information Sheet and I consent to the following: 

 

I agree to be identified in the appendices of the final PhD output  

I agree for the final videotaped edits that I do to be shared in a public forum  

(e.g., television, training video, documentary and/or online -You Tube or Vimeo) 

 
I agree to be identified in reports or publications relating to this APP and video edit process   

 

 

 

_______________________  ______________________  _____ 

Participant     Signature     Date 
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Appendix F:  

DEED OF LICENCE ICT INDUSTRY PROJECT 

To: L.B Wilshere-Cumming Productions

Address: P.O Box 8222

Sunnybank Plaza, 

Sunnybank, Brisbane 

Qld, 4109 

Australia 

   DATE: 21/10/2014 

DEED OF LICENCE 

Lisa Wilshere-Cumming has agreed to be the client for a volunteer student project on the terms and 
conditions set out in this letter.  Please acknowledge your acceptance of these terms and conditions 
by:  

(a) signing a copy of this letter on the last page as indicated, in the presence of a witness;
(b) having the witness sign in the place indicated and print her or his name; and
(c) returning the signed copy to the Client Liaison, Cassandra McDonnell immediately.

1. Term of Project

This letter confirms that App for the Media/Mind Your Ethics developed by MD-
MultiDesign commenced on 03/03/2014 and will continue till the completion of the
volunteer student project.

2. Project Deliverables

The volunteer student project team (MD-Multi Design) will provide the following deliverables to Lisa 
Wilshere-Cumming representative: 

 Final Product - App For The Media: Mind Your Ethics

 User Manual Documentation

 Acceptance Test Report

 Deed of License

As at the date of this document the student project group envisages that the development of the 

application Mind Your Ethics will include the following components: 
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(i) Lisa Wilshere-Cumming will allocate a representative to liaise with the MD-
Multi Design; 

(ii) MD- Multi Design will develop and supply the following to Lisa Wilshere-
Cumming: 
 
(a) a proposal for the scope of work of the project and its development, 

and a statement of objectives (Concept Brief);  
(b) various prototypes of the Program for evaluation; and 
(c) a final version of the Program/Product for use by Lisa Wilshere-

Cumming, complete with product and user documentation, and an 
Acceptance Test Report; 

 
(iii) Lisa Wilshere-Cumming will review the proposals, statements and other 

documentation provided by the MD-Multi Design; 
(iv) Lisa Wilshere-Cumming will discuss the proposals, statements and other 

documentation with the MD-Multi Design; and 
(v) Lisa Wilshere-Cumming and the MD-Multi Design will agree on the 

proposals, statements and other documentation. 

All aspects of the Program and the project will be subject to the approval of Lisa Wilshere-
Cumming.  Lisa Wilshere-Cumming will give final approval of the proposals, statements and 
other documentation and the Program if it is satisfied that it meets the project objectives. 

3. Relationship 

MD-Multi Design is involved with Lisa Wilshere-Cumming as volunteers and Lisa Wilshere-
Cumming acknowledges such involvement does not create any employment, agency, 
partnership or joint venture arrangement with Lisa Wilshere-Cumming.  

4. Intellectual Property Rights 

MD-Multi Design grant to Lisa Wilshere-Cumming and Lisa Wilshere-Cumming accepts a 
perpetual royalty free license to use all intellectual property rights in any work created solely 
or jointly by the project team in the course of developing the Program. The project team is 
able to claim what they have done within the project as part of their portfolio. Lisa Wilshere-
Cumming may use, maintain and update the Program as it sees fit but may not sell, donate, 
or otherwise dispose of the Program to a third party. Each member of the project team has a 
choice if they wish to assist and be involved in future dealings of the research project. 

For the purposes of this letter "intellectual property rights" include, but are not limited to, 
copyright (both present and future subsisting throughout the world), registered and 
unregistered trademarks, slogans, application logo, emblems, designs, patents, know-how 
and patentable inventions.  “Artistic work” means any program code, script, photograph, 
artwork or illustration on the Internet/Intranet or any graphic design work, or any element 
combining aspects of these in which copyright subsists and vests in the authors/creators of 
the work. 
 
In consideration for granting this license, Lisa Wilshere-Cumming agrees that: 

i).  acknowledgement will be given to the MD-Multi Design for their artistic 

work and will appear in each element of the Program (Final Product - App 

For The Media/Mind Your Ethics, User Manual Documentation, Acceptance 

Test Report, and Deed of License).   

ii). if Lisa Wilshere-Cumming receives any monetary benefit from the use of the 
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artistic work, she will contact the MD-Multi Design to negotiate a payment; 

and  

iii). artistic work such as program code, script, photographs, artwork or 

illustrations on graphic design work, or any element combining aspects of 

these in which copyright subsists and vests in the authors/creators of the 

work, shall not be cropped, distorted, obscured, deleted or manipulated in 

any way prejudicial to the original integrity of the artistic work without prior 

consent of the MD-Multi Design  

iv). for the purpose of the preceding paragraphs ii) and iii) Lisa Wilshere-

Cumming is only required to write to the MD-Multi Design at the last known 

address or phone number given by the MD-Multi Design to Griffith 

University. 

MD-Multi Design represents and warrants to Lisa Wilshere-Cumming that the 
Program/Product, when created will be original and will not infringe the rights of any other 
person. Lisa Wilshere-Cumming warrants that any material provided to the MD-Multi 
Design does not infringe the intellectual property rights of another person. Thereby, the MD-
Multi Design members shall not be held responsible for material provided by Lisa Wilshere-
Cumming that breaches copyright legislation in any way.  

MD-Multi-Design is indefinitely free to license the whole or any parts of the Program, or sell 
any intellectual property (coding, design and own graphics) rights in the Program/Product 
(including any product that incorporates the Program) to any person or organisation. If the 
team wishes to sell any part or all of MD-Multi Design intellectual property rights, they will 
notify Lisa of the process and pass details on of the new owner or developer.   

5. MD-Multi Design exclude all terms, conditions, warranties, undertakings or representations 

(whether express, implied, statutory or otherwise) in relation to Final Product - App For The 

Media: Mind Your Ethics, User Manual Documentation and Deed of License. MD-Multi 

Design will not be liable to Lisa Wilshere-Cumming in respect of any loss or damage 
(including consequential loss or damage) however caused, which may arise directly or 
indirectly from any act or omission of the MD-Multi Design (including negligence and any 
failure to comply with its obligations under this agreement). 

6. MD Multi Design give Lisa Wilshere-Cumming full permission to further develop the 
application on a professional level if she wishes. The intellectual properties and further 
royalties can be negotiated with all parties concerned.  

 
On completion of the volunteer student project, the MD-Multi Design must deliver to Lisa 
Wilshere-Cumming: 
 
(a) all documents, code, materials, disks, notes or other media necessary for Lisa 

Wilshere-Cumming to use, maintain and update the Program;  and 
(b) all originals and copies of any documents, materials, disks, notes or other media held 

by the MD-Multi Design which were provided by Lisa Wilshere-Cumming. 

If the terms of this letter are unclear or if you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact Becky 
Nolan on 0434 574 548, Griffith School of Information Communication Technology (general enquiries) 
(07) 55528100 or Dr. Leigh-Ellen Potter 37355191 
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I, Lisa Wilshere-Cumming the representative for the Mind Your Ethics, agree to the terms and 
conditions set out in this letter: 

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED by  

in the presence of: 

……................................................................. 
Witness 
 
Name (printed): 

) 
) 

 
.................................................................. 
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Appendix G:  

ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT ICT INDUSTRY PROJECT 
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Appendix H:  

MIND YOUR ETHICS APP EXPO PRESENTATION ICT INDUSTRY PROJECT 
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Appendix I:  

MIND YOUR ETHICS USER MANUAL  
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